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Preface 
This essay is based on my Cornell University Ph.D. dissertation (1974). 
Work published subsequent to that time certainly has a bearing on the subject.1
However,
original, 
I have chosen to leave the present essay fairly much a copy of the 
believing that, if it makes any contribution to the understanding 
of �hinese phonology in the light of phonological 
cast in the Chinese-centered framework it originally had. 
theory, it will do so best 
The dissertation was supervised by Professor John McCoy, to whom I 
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Professors Nicholas C. Bodman and:Tsu-lin Mei kindly served on my dissertation 
committee, and if there is merit in what follows, 100st of it is owed. to them 
and Professor McCoy. I wish also to thank Professor William S. Y. Wang for 
helpful discussions of various aspects of this work. I also thank Ron Walton 
and Mike Sherard for happy discussions, and especially Bill Baxter for so
many things. 
Gary K. McCone and Michael Carr have graciously proofread and corrected 
this essay. The Chinese characters were written by my wife, Joy C. Light. 
The errors and stupidities are my own doing. 
Most of all, I wish to thank my family for patiently enduring my time 
in graduate school when it would have been easier for us to be doing almost 
anything else. 
The publication of this essay has been subsidized by a grant from 
Vice President for Research, University of Arizona, and by the China_.Japan 
Program, Cornell University. I wish to express grateful acknowledgment for 
their support. 
1For example, The Chicago Linguistics Society Parasession on Natural 
Phonology (1974), Thurgood and Javink's acoustical study of a rime change in 
Lisu ·(Journal of Phonetics 3.161-65. 1975), E. J. A. Henderson's 'Feature 
shuffling in a South East Asian language: or how big is a segment?' (read 
to the 8th Conference on Sino-Tibetan Linguistics, 1975), and various papers 
on Tonogenesis read to the Conference on Sino-Tibetan Linguistics. 
For 
with love 
Joy 
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Chapter One 
INTRODUCTION 
! • 
1. 1 The Aim of this Essay 
In this essay I shall propose a method for analyzing the Finals of one 
type of Chinese dialect. This method borrows from both autonomous phonemic 
methodology and from generative methodology, and it differs from .strict versi.ons 
of both. It also reflects the traditional indigenous understanding of Chinese 
phonology dating from at least fifteen hundred years ago. 
One purpose in proposing this method for analyzing the Finals of some 
Chinese dialects is to provide a rationale for various analytical steps which 
have long been implicit even in modern descriptions of Chinese sound systems. 
Another purpose is to attempt to justify in modern terms aspects of the tradi.tional 
Chinese method of analysis which I believe have not generally been given their 
due in the study of Chinese phonology. A still wider purpose is to suggest 
that differences in language typology call for differences in the components 
and emphases of linguistic description. 
The analysis that I shall propose is called a 'Rimemic' analysis. The 
term 'Rimeme' will be formally defined in 4.2. At the outset, it is only 
necessary to know that Rime ( fi. ) is a phonological category in the 
traditional Chinese analysis which divides the Chinese syllable into the 
following hierarchical framework: 
- 1 -
� . 
- 2 -
Tone I
Final 
-
Initia Rime
Cons. 
Medial 
� 
Onglide 
-
Ending
Principal ' Cons.
Vowel Offglide
� 
Although there are crucial differences among Chinese dialects in the natures 
of their word-level phonologies (cf. 2.4), this division of the syllable is 
generally adequate to account for the major constituents of the syllables in 
most or all dialects. 
These major constituents are Initial, Final, and Tone. Modern studies 
of Chinese have explicitly recognized the separability of the Initial (a con­
sonant or C0J onset) and the Tone from the rest. Most modern studies, despite 
a connnon use of the diagram just reproduced, do not provide any explicit reason 
for treating the whole Final as a constituent on a par with the Initial and 
Tone. Yet no study that I have seen has been able to avoid separate treatment 
of the consonants which fill the Initial slot and the collection of vowels 
and consonants which fill the Final slot. A question is therefore evident: 
What is there about the Chinese language which justifies the division of the 
Chinese syllable into three commutable tmits, one of which is segmental in size 
(the Initial) and another of which may contain up to three segments? 
Within the Final, the Medial and Rime are the major constituents. The 
Rime consists maximally of a principal vowel plus either an ending consonant 
or an offglide. One may ask a similar question to that asked about the Final: 
What justifies the treatment of this two-segment stretch as somehow a unit? 
- 3 -
Both of these questions are more than curiosities. The Chinese them­
selves have insisted for .centuries that their syllables ber. divided in this fashion • 
We know in linguistics that we defy native speakers' intuitions at our peril. 
An imperative question in any approach to Chinese should be: Does the tra� 
di.tional analysis have an internal justification which might conflict with a 
concept of analysis brought from the outside? · 
Of crucial importance to Chinese historical linguistics is the Rime 
portion of the syllable. Owing to the nature of the Chinese script, historical 
reconstructions cannot be directly mapped from a text onto a phonological re­
presentation, as our methods suggest is possible with alphabetical records. 
Various alphabet-free characteristics of written texts have therefore become 
particularly important in the study of Chinese historical phonology. No single 
textual source is more important for the history of Chinese than the extensive 
use of end-rime in Chinese poetry over the past two and a half millenia. Long 
ago Chinese scholars discovered that earlier practices in riming could be 
described by the grouping of commonly interriming words into Rime categories and 
that sound changes could be described by shifts among Rime categories. Since 
poetic rime, like Linguistic Rime, involves the principal vowel and endingr· 
segment (wher·e one occurs) discussions of sound change in this framework in­
herently refer to disegmental changes rather than to the monosegmental changes 
of more common alphabetical discussions. This fact leads to an interesting 
irony present even in the most modern dis�ussions of historical Chinese 
..
linguistics. Scholars writing in English or other European languages describe 
Chinese sounds segmentally with their clear first goal being the reconstruction 
of an alphabetical representation of earlier forms. Some scholars (whose 
training in, and understanding of, modern linguistics can in no way be challenged)
writing in Chinese describe Chinese sound changes in terms of splits and mergersr. 
- 4 -
of Rimes and use alphabetical representations only for reference points .  
Again a question is pertinent: Is there any inherent reason why 
Chinese scholars prefer the traditional mode of discussion to the ostensibly 
more universal alphabetical mode? 
The questions raised up to now are fundamentally typological questions . 
They ask whether Chinese is sufficiently different from languages like English 
in the nonlnitial portion of its segmental syllables that a form of analysis
that would be inappropriate to English is called for in the case of Chinese. 
The thrust of this essay will be to answer the general typological 
question with a qualified 'yes'. That is, I claim that there is a general and 
simple explanation of the Initial-Final distinction on the segmental level. 
I claim further that for some dialects there is a reasonable explanation of 
the traditional emphasis on Rime as a linguistic category. By limiting the 
usefulness of the concept of Rimeme to some dialects, I am explicitly claiming 
that within the general typology of Chinese there are significant typological 
differences among dialects concerning the structural role of Rimes. Finally,
I claim that historically there is good reason to discuss some sotmd changes 
in terms of the splitting and merging of Rimes as well as in terms of the 
splitting and merging of segments. 
In the following section I shall give a brief summary of the argument 
I shall follow in succeeding chapters. To close this chapter, I shall outline 
the plan of the essay. 
1 . 2  Summary of the Argument 
The diagram of the Chinese syllable given in 1 . 1  can be rewritten 
in a set of formulae: 
- s -
Syl. = III FIi 
T - a pitch and contour 
I - a consonant (incl. 0) 
F = (M) R 
M - v
1 
(CR = V2 v3) 
Syl. 'syllable'; I 'Initial'; F 'Final'; T 'Tone'; M 'Medial'; R 'Rime'; 
v1 = a set of onglides; v2 = principal vowels; .v3 = a set of offglides; C = 
a set of ending consonants. 
If [�j is recognized as an Initial, none of the fillers of any of the V 
slots will be the same as any of the fillers of the Initial slots. That is, the 
Initial fillers are limited to consonantal elements. The fillers of the Medial, 
the principal vowel and the offglide slots are all vocalic. The distinction 
between consonant and vowel here is articulatory. Consonants are articulated with 
an oral or glottal closure; vowels are articulated without such a closure.1 
1The reader will note that the Rime formula is not quite accurate. In
many dialects there are syllables consisting solely of a syllabic nasal (e.g.
[m QJ in Cantonese). A formula which states that the Rime consists of a prin­
cipal vowel and an offglide or consonant does not account for such syllables. 
Obviously one could easily add an exception: 
R 
<{�3))V2 
N 
For this essay however, the syllabic nasals will be ignored. Since they are seg­
mental in size, syllabic nasals cause no problem in any analysis. They do not 
need to be further segmented or cut into immediate constituents. A single
letter or.column of features may be used to reflect them. They stand on a par 
with any other type of segment. The problem for Chinese is stretches of more 
than one segment which behave as one segment. The traditional notions of Final
and Rime were designed to handle s·uch st retches. I shall concentrate on such 
stretches in this essay and not take up the simpler cases of syllablic nasals. 
6 -
The only noninitial syllable position where the fillers may be the same 
as the Initial is the ending consonant. However, in modern dialects of Chinese 
there is generally a maximum of six (or seven) consonant articulations at the 
syllable coda. These articulations are: 
m n q 
p t k (?) 
Of these seven, the stops are all unreleased in syllable coda position. In 
syllable onset position (Initial) stops are released. Consequently in phonetic 
terms, there is a consistent difference between all but three of the Initial 
fillers and ending fillers. 
The fact that there is so little overlap between the fillers of the 
Initial position and the Fillers of the postinitial position is the general 
(pandialectal) reason for distinguishing between Initial and Final. No matter 
what phonological exercises are performed on the data, the overwhelming bulk 
of the fillers of postinitial positions will remain both phonologically and 
phonetically separate from the fillers of Initial positions. Note well that if 
the unreleased stops of the syllable coda are phonemically grouped with one set 
of Initial released stops (there are at least two sets of Initial stops in 
dialects of which I have seen records), then the phonetic fact of nonrelease 
must be treated in the morphology because it signals syllable end. So phonem­
icization at this point does not really resolve the function of phonetic difference. 
Within this general justification for the Initial-Final distinction, 
there is a further justification, the realization of which is dialect-specific. 
That is, in Chinese principal vowels generally assimilate to the succeeding 
consonant (Chin-chuan Cheng, 1973. 14 ff.). Consequently, there is a percep­
tible ' tie' between principal vowel and ending consonant that is almost completely 
absent between any vocalic element and the Initial fillers. To be sure, there 
- 7 -
are constraints governing the distribution of Initial consonants among succeed­
ing elements (Medials or principal vowels). But these constraints are in no 
way as general as the assimilation constraints within the Final itself (cf. 2.2 
and 5. 3 below). 
For dialects with only one articulatory consonantal ending position 
(e.g. [-nJ or [-QJ), there is, of course, no discernable assimilation of vowel 
to following consonant because there is n9 contrast among consonants. But 
the structural character of these dialects is just the same as those with the 
full complement of consonantal endings. Where there is only one consonantal 
ending, then there is only one filler for the whole postinitial pqrtion of the 
syllable which can possibly be the same as a filler of the Initial position.
Consequently, the Final remains an isolable unit. 
But within the Final, the distribution of units differs among dialects. 
For dialects with three articulatory positions for Final consonants, the extent 
of assimilation by the vowel to the Final consonant is such that one can con­
veniently treat the combination of principal vowel and Final consonant as a 
unit. This unit is the Rime of the diagram and formulae given above. For such 
dialects (e.g., Cantonese, Hakka, and, to a lesser extent, Amoy) I use the 
term 'Rimeme' to denote this portion of the syllable. The relationship of 
Rimeme to surface Rimes is roughly comparable to that between autonomous 
phonemes and phonetic representation, and for every Rimemic segment there is 
a surface segment. 
For dialects which lack the full set of ending consonants, the Riinemic 
analysis is unsuitable. On the one hand, Peking 'Mandarin illustrates the kind 
of assimilation which the 'Rimemic dialects' also illustrate. But the most 
convenient statement of that assimilation requires an underlying set of vowels 
so abs.tract that an underlying vowel may be represented by [(/)J on the surface. 
- 8 -
Furthermore, the underlying combinations of principal vowels and ending conso­
nants show no distribution between vowels and consonants, as does the phonologi­
cal level of the Rimemic dialects. On the other hand, the Lungyen dialect 
(Spoken in Kiangsi; cf. 5.5 below) has only one ending consonant, and in the 
absence of relative assimilation to ending consonants, the Rimemic analysis 
is irrelevant. 
I shall propose a method for accounting for the Rimemic dialects and 
shall also demonstrate that this method does not work for dialects like Peking 
Mandarin and Lungyen, where different kinds of analysis are more appropriate. 
The isolability of the Chinese Final is an important typological fact. 
The isolability of the Rime in some dialects is also an important typological 
fact. Taken together, these facts suggest that, regarding the noninitial portion 
of the segmental syllable, Chinese as a whole differs in nature from a com­
parable portion of the syllable in languages without an Initial-Final distinction, 
and Rimemic Chinese dialects differ from Chinese dialects without a clear Rime 
unit. 
Such typological facts have implications for analytical approaches to 
different types of languages. I have already demonstrated that for Chinese 
in general an immediate constituent (IC) cut must be made between Initial and 
Final prior to setting up distinctive units. This single step alone qualit­
atively distinguishes the analysis of Chinese from, say, the analysis of English. 
The appropriateness of a Rime unit to some dialects, but not all dialects, 
qualitatively distinguishes the analysis of the Rimemic dialects from those 
where this unit is of no use. 
By qualitative distinctions among analyses, I mean that among the 
components generally available to linguists for the analysis of all languages, 
there should be some selection of those components most appropriate toe. 
- 9 -
the language being analyzed at the moment. Correspondingly there should be 
explicit exclusion of those components which are either not relevant or margin­
ally relevant. In the arrangement of the description, those components of 
description which account for the large bulk of the phonology should be explicitly
stressed, while those which account for a lesser portion should be exp_licitly
placed in an inferior role. 
These suggestions naturally imply a certain relativism within phono­
logical description. The bounds and application of that relativism will be 
made more explicit in the discussions that follow. But note here the main 
points that the succeeding discussions will attempt to justify: 1) The use 
of a common analytical unit, like the phoneme, to describe the concatenating 
phonological units of all languages has an inherent problem. For, if the 
phonemes of English and Mandarin are analyzed through the same set of procedures� 
the sets of phonemes in the two cases do not carry comparable information. 
That is, the phonemes of Mandarin and English are at least partially different 
structural units within the contexts of their languages. Therefore, it is at 
least partially deceptive to use the same term to name both sets. 2)  The 
components in a strict generative phonology, although all required for the 
analysis of English, are not all needed, or not all equally needed, in the analysis 
of all Chinese dialects. The attempt to describe Cantonese, for example, in a 
strict generative framework skews that language so that the processes which 
seem to determine the bulk of the phonology are treated as marginal and vice 
versa, 3) For various typological reasons, no single analytical approach is 
adequate to analyze all the dialects of the Chinese family in a way which 
highlights the most notable characteristics of each dialect. 
Clearly it is possible to do a phonemic analysis of any language. It­
is equally possible to do a systematic phonemic analysis of any language. 
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Neither possibility is being challenged here. Rather, the question being 
raised concerns the relative meaning of the results of analyses of fundamentally 
different languages according to the same model. My claim is that the repli­
cation for a Chinese dialect of an analysis used on English will tend to 
obfuscate the very features of Chinese that distinguish Chinese typologically 
from English. Similarly, even within the Chinese family, the replication of 
analysis from dialect type to dialect type may be misleading. 
In the broadest linguistic terms, the typological differences among 
languages to which I have referred up to this point are comparative differences 
in the relative roles which the syntagmatic and paradigmatic axes play in 
different languages. The major units of English are the 'letter-sized' chunks 
of sound (cf. Hockett 1968. 32) which are so widely distributed that we are 
forced to treat them separately. It is these units that we describe in both 
phonemic and systematic phonemic analyses. The major syntagmatic concatenations 
are understandable as regular grouping of these letter-sized units, e. g.,  cer­
tain consonant clusters and such diphthongs as /ai, au, oi/. The major para­
digmatic units of Chinese are the Initial, Final, and Tone because these units 
are distributed among each other with comparative freedom. A major--if not 
the major--syntagmatic concatenation in Chinese is the regular grouping of 
units in the makeup of the Final. On a nonTonal level, the typological difference 
between English and Chinese is that in Chinese regular concatenation--i.e. , 
syntagmatic arrangement--does not involve units that are paradigmatic units 
within the makeup of the syllable. 
While the existence of both syntagmatic and paradigmatic planes is 
generally accepted in linguistic thought, in American theory little attention 
has in fact been given to the syntagmatic plane. Our fundamental units in both 
generative and structuralist linguistics are entirely paradigmatic. In the 
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analyses of given languages we employ these units in a manner that will .subsume 
as many syritagrnatic characteristics under the paradigmatic framework as possible.
Only as an afterthought do we attempt to account for syntagmatic relations 
through phonotactics (in a phonemic analysis) or morpheme structure rules (in 
a generative analysis) which put the concatenation of phones on a par with the 
constraints which keep the device for analyzing languages from generating wild 
segments.
Nor have we paid much attention to the possibility that typological 
differences may involve different relative emphases on the syntagmatic and para­
digmatic planes. The problem with a linguistic description which requires the 
determination of phonemes prior to the statement of phonotactic constraints is 
that it suits English so well. In the description of English phonology it is 
possible to make a logical and tight phonemicization and then state phonotactic 
constraints because the phonotactic constraints involve but a small portion of 
the phonology. In Chinese this sequence of analysis does not work because it 
excludes explicit recognition of what makes the fillers of the Final different 
from the fillers of the Initial. But note that this difference is again 
relative. In English, although it is generally the case that phonetic segments 
are best represented as phonemic segments on a one-to-one basis, the structural 
function of a few combinations of English vowels an.d offglides is so similar 
to the paradigmatic function of single phones that these few combinations. can 
be considered as single units in the English context. Thus, in Pike's system 
we find the following (Pike 1947. 45): 
[i) 
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phonetic phonemic
[iy) /i/
/l/ 
[eyJ /el 
[eJ /£/ 
But: [au) /au/
[aiJ /ai/ 
The fundamental linguistic problem raised by considerations like the 
foregoing is: How can these relative differences be incorporated in a linguistic 
analysis without abandoning the analysis to a completely unrigorous relativism 
which treats each language as a separate phenomenon? I shall attempt to answer 
this question for the small group of dialects that I shall call Rimemic dialects. 
Although I shall not attempt to provide an answer beyond that limited field, 
I shall offer some speculations on the ways that typologies can be charted out. 
Finally, if there are among languages relative differences with regard 
to the syntagmatic and paradigmatic planes, it is conceivable that language 
histories should reflect this fact. I shall conclude this essay by discussing 
two types of sound changes which are inherent in the Rimemic type of language. 
It is not expected that these types of sound change will not be found elsewhere, 
but just that they are typical of the Rimemic type. 
1.3 Plan of the Essay 
In the following chapter (II) I shall attempt to show that some approaches 
to phonology are unsuitable for some Chinese dialects and that therefore no one 
of these approaches to phonology is suited to analyzing all Chinese dialects. 
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I shall discuss phonemic analyses of Mandarin, generative analyses of Cantonese,
and a prosodic analysis of Shanghai. 
In Chapter III I shall discuss some previous proposals for incorporating 
syntagmatic information into paradigmatic statements of phonological units. 
Building upon these previous attempts, I shall propose a use of the syntagmatic 
and paradigmatic axes that is essentially relativistic. 
In Chapter IV I shall attempt to use the viewpoint arrived at in 
Chapter III to construct an analysis suited to the Rimemic dialects . That 
analysis will be applied to the Cantonese dialect. 
In Chapter V the Rimemic analysis will be applied to four other dialects. 
The results of the application will be increasingly less satisfactory so that 
at the end of the chapter it will be necessary to discuss gradients of dialect 
typologies.
In Chapter VI I shall draw my conclusions from this exercise and 
suggest some historical implications that arise from these conclusions. 
Chapter Two 
THREE TYPES OF ANALYSIS OF THREE CHINESE DIALECTS 
2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I shall attempt to justify my claim that types of 
phonological analysis are of relative usefulness with regard to the specific 
languages to which they are applied. This claim of relativity involves two 
assertions: 1) The replication on .languages of one typology of analyses which 
were basically developed through work on languages of another typology may not 
be very informative. Specifically, the units used in any given analysis may 
not necessarily carry the same information from language to language. 2) Be­
cause a given analysis may be particularly inappropriate for at least one 
Chinese dialect, none of the types of analysis considered here is equally suited 
to the analysis of all Chinese dialects. 
I shall attempt to justify these assertions through discussions of a 
phonemic analysis of Mandarin, two generative analyses of Cantonese, and a 
quasi-prosodic analysis of Shanghai. My aim will be to show that phonemic 
analyses of Mandarin and generative analyses of Cantonese are not wholly suited 
to their objects. The syllable-based quasi-prosodic analysis of Shanghai 
proposed by Sherard (1972) seems particularly well suited to that language, 
and, just for that reason, inappropriate for the analysis of Cantonese and 
Mandarin. 
At the outset of this chapter, it is necessary to reiterate that the 
focus of this essay is on the Chinese Final and its components. The reason for 
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this focus is that the paradigmatic units Initial and Tone seem to have been 
fairly satisfactorily treated in phonemic, generative, and prosodic analyses, 
within their respective frameworks .r . The problem in previous analyses has been 
with the role of the Final and the kind of paradigmatic unit that can be 
assigned to it. In this chapter I will examine two types of paradigmatic 
assignments. The phonemic and generative analyses that I shall discuss use the 
segment as the paradigmatic prime for the whole nonTonal syllable. The quasi­
prosodic analysis that I shall discuss uses the syllable as the paradigmatic 
prime of the phonological word. In the following chapter I shall consider 
ways of accounting for the syntagmatic plane while still retaining a. clear 
and identifiable paradigmatic unit . 
2 . 2  Phonemic Analyses of Mandarin 
In this section I shall ask the question: In analytic terms, does 
the Mandarin distributional phoneme provide the linguist the same information 
as the English phoneme? That is, although we call them by the same name, and 
apparently arrive at them through application of the same procedures, are the 
English and Mandarin phonemes comparable units simply in different languages, 
or are they essentially different units because they are in fundamentally 
different languages?r1 
a sense, this question is also raised by Hockett in his manual In
of phonology. 
1
In that work, the notion of phoneme is used throughout but in
an avowedly relativistic sense. As an illustration of Hockett 's .viewpoint,
consider what he has to say on the persistent problem of tlllit phoneme vs. 
cluster, a problem current not only in the time that Hockett was writing his
book, but at the time of this writing as well (cf. Campbel 1974). In discuss­
ing whether an alveolar affricate in Fox should be interpreted as a unit 
phoneme /c/ or a cluster /ts/, Hockett lists several considerations and 
possible answers to the question, and then concludes: 
The writer's own preference, within the limi.tations of the· 
'phoneme or cluster' approach, is to settle for a unit-
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This question is explicitly comparative and it regards English as the 
base language. Discussions of typology are comparative discussions and there 
is no way to discuss typology e�cept to question openly the fundamantal concepts
that are thought to apply to all languages. The use of English as the explicit 
base language will, it is hoped, highlight the differences between what is 
expected of any phonemic analysis and what is achieved by a phonemic analysis 
of Mandarin. To a considerable degree, any linguistic analysis of a foreign
language is comparative and contrastive, and the analyst's native language, or 
the native language of the theorist followed by the analyst, is the base 
language to an extent very seldom acknowledged. It is my belief that the re­
markable correlation between phonemic analyses of English and English riming, 
English writing, and that which we sense to be psychologically 'real' about 
phoneme /c/. Another possible answer is 'it doesn't matter. ' 
This answer is not bad if it is given after the examination 
of the possibilities and what they imply ; it is bad if it 
is given in advance and shortcuts the investigation. For,
in a way, what counts is not so much the interpretation 
which one accepts as the evidence on which that inter­
pretation is based. The most fruitful aspect of the lengthy
discussions of the 'phoneme or clusterr' problem in the 
literature has been the careful examinations of distri­
butional facts which were undertaken; they have posed as 
a byproduct, but only because we were really asking the 
wrong question (Hockett 1955.r165. See also section 
#242; and Hockett 1968.r9-37). 
The difference between Hockett's approach and that of the present essay is 
that I believe it is heuristically better to reserve the term 'phoneme' for
fairly specific uses, which do not include combinations of vowel and consonant 
such as the Rimeme, a unit to be defined in 4.2. The difference is more than 
terminological. For it seems to me that typologies are not well depicted
except through descriptions that are drawn from the evidence of the language 
type being described. This approach and Hockett 1 s are both relativistic. 
The relativism of the present approach extends further than Hockett's. But
my debt to Hockett is immense. 
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our language is too striking to be coincidental. I shall discuss such 
phenomena together with more traditional linguistic considerations in order to 
demonstrate that in their postlnitial segmental components, English and Mandarin 
are fundamentally different in a way that makes equivalent analyses of them 
misleading.
I shall begin t_he discussion of Mandarin with a brief examination of the 
Initials. Although this essay focusses on the Final, it is useful to consider 
the Initials first because the Initial fillers are apparently the linguistic
units in Mandarin that are the most l.ike English phonemes. Nevertheless, I 
shall show that even the Initials in Mandarin have one characteristic which 
makes them different from English phonemes. 
In addition to , there are 21 phonetic Initials in Mandarin: 
p p '  m f 
t t I n 1 
k k '  X 
C c '  s r 
C c' s•• 
t<,' c;. · 
Minimal pairs can be found to distinguish all these series of Initials exceptr: 
C c' s 
k k' X 
C c'• s 
t t<, I 
Of these, two may be set up as constituting the allophones of a single phoneme, 
and the remaining series must be considered separate sets of phonemes. For the 
present discussion, I follow Cheng (1973) in allying the velar series with the 
palatal series and stating that for the phonemes /k,r·rk', x/ the allophones 
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Cty, ty' , yJ occur before high front vowels, and the allophones Ck, k', xJ 
occur elsewhere. 
I follow Cheng on this point because I think that his analysis is most 
sound. For the present purpose, however, the distinction between the velar, 
palatal, dental, and retroflex series is not very important. One need only 
notice that nonuniqueness in phonemic solution is not peculiar to  Chinese 
and notice also that one may not simply take the fact of nonuniquenesa here as 
justification for abandoning phonemic theory in analyzing Mandarin. 
Allowing for this case of nonuniqueness, there is no way in which 
the Mandarin Initial consonants are systematically different from English 
consonants, except that the Mandarin Initial consonants (with the exception of 
[nJ) occur only initially. That is, the Mandarin Initial consonants form a 
believable articulatory pattern. Given a single allophonic statement covering 
the relation of two sets ·of phones consisting of three phones each, the 
Mandarin consonantal phones are all distinguishable in terms of minimal pairs 
and so are fully distinctive in the normal linguistic usage of that word. The 
Mandarin Initial consonants are not highly restricted in privilege of occur­
rence. Where a given consonant does not occur before certain vowels, there is 
no consistent pattern that would allow us to draw sweeping phonotactic 
statements or morpheme structure rules. In general, the Mandarin consonants 
are all commutable within the same segmental syllables. 2 
2This is a further point on which I differ from Hockett. In his manual, 
Hockett uses positional occurrence as one of the criteria for determining the
phonemes of a given language. While I agree with the need to pay attention
both to positional restrictions and to distribution, it seems to me that positional 
restrictions may imply morphological information, and certainly they do in
Chinese. Furthermore, it seems to me that positional and distributional 
restrictions combined can sometimes be best described through the use of 
sequence statements which do not even refer to the phoneme at all. 
. . . 
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In short , except for their restricted position at the beginning o f  the 
syllable, the Mandarin consonants are in every respect phonemes j ust as are 
their English counterparts. 
However, this positional exception turns out to be of some importance. 
Consider the phonemically anomalous position of [qJ which occurs only at the 
end of syllables. The only ending consonants in Mandarin are [nJ and [ij ].  
[nJ occurs initially as well, and so there is no ground for not terming [n J. 
a phoneme /n/ wherever it occurs. But [qJeis in complementary distribution 
with all the Initials other than [nJ. Looked at from the front of the syllable, 
the nonoccurrence o f  most Initials in ending position does not seem anomalous, 
since [nJ, which occurs freely, is the unique case. Looked at from the end 
of the syllable, the nonoccurrence of [qJ initially means that 50% of the 
final consonants do not occur initially, and under other circumstances, such 
. .
a ratio would require the effort o f  a linguist in allying that 50% to initially 
occurring consonants through an al lophonic statement. Since finding a suitable 
allophonic mate for [ Q J  among the initial consonants is rather difficult, we 
might, using standard linguistic reasoning and parlance, argue that all 
consonants but [nJ are . neutralized to [qJ in ending position. Such a statement 
would be quite in line with the reasoning that permits us to talk o f  neutral­
ization of English voiced and voiceless stops in /s-/ clusters. 
It seems to .me that the whole exercise o�  finding an allophonic 
relationship for [qJ among the initial consonants and talking of neutralization 
in final position is absurd in the case of Mandarin, for all the exercise 
proves is that by sleight-of-hand we can make Mandarin (or any other language 
.. 
presumably) look like English. But there i s  a serious point behind raising 
this absurdity. Even with the Initial consonants--and the final consonants 
as well--which otherwise seem so akin in nature to English consonantal 
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phonemes it is impossible to talk of phonemes in their proper sense. For,
with the exception of [nJ, Mandarin consonants are phonemes only so long as 
one commutes them in a single position. As soon as one widens one's scope and 
considers the syllable as a whole, one finds that the consonants--because of 
their very positional restrictedness--serve to carry morphological information. 
The occurrence of [qJ always indicates the end of a syllable. The occurrences 
of all consonants except [nJ and [q J indicate the beginning of a syllable. 
As Henderson has shown in the case of Thai stops, this kind of morphological
information-bearing is of considerable importance in the characterization of 
segmental units in languages of restricted distribution such as Chinese 
(Henderson 1949). Thus, if one is to talk of consonantal phonemes, one must 
specify the position in which they occur as part of their phonemic nature. 
If one does not specify the position, then one must state generally that 
certain classes of phonemes carry special morphological information. In either 
case, the resultant product is quite unlike the English consonantal phoneme 
which can largely be arrived at without appeal to extraphonological information 
and which does not need to be described in terms of morphological functions. 
I have begun with a discussion of Mandarin consonants because it would 
seem superficially that, if any group of phones were susceptible to a phonemic 
analysis, this group would be. I have shown that this is not the case. In 
the remainder of this section, I shall discuss aspects of the nonlnitial portion 
of the syllable. In discussing Initials; it has been unnecessary to refer 
to a specific analysis, since analyses of the Initials differ only on the 
question of assigning allophonic relationships to the palatal, dental, retro­
flex, and velar series. For the remainder of the discussion it will be useful 
to refer to the well known analysis of Mandarin segmental phonemes produced by 
Lawton M. Hartman III (Hartman 1944). In conjunction with discussing 
2 1  
Hartman' s  work, I shall make occasional reference to the related work o f  C. F. 
Hockett (Hockett 1947). 
3 
Table 2.231 gives the Mandarin phonetic finals. I shall refer to 
this table throughout the discussion. The canonical shape of  the Mandarin 
syllable is  
where : 
i 
Initials (as previously given) uC
l 
- v
l 
-
••u 
r 
nC
2 
-
Q 
-V
2 1 
l a u 
I a u 
0e a
a 
= i .V
3 u 
v
1 
and v
3 
may not be filled by the same segment in the same syllable. 
I f  the phones which fill the canonical slots are phonemes on the English 
model, then there is no intrinsic reason why there should be a cut between 
3
In his 1947 essay, Hockett modestly acknowledges precedence o f  Hart­
man ' s  analysis and suggests they are in the same ' tradition ' .  While the 
historical relationship is  certainly clear, and while there are many elements 
common to the two works, it seems to me that Hockett ' s  analysis represents an 
important departure from the strict concern with distribution and economy that 
governs Hartman ' s  work. By using a hierarchical notion o f  syllables, Hockett 
anticipates the IC interest of  his .Manual and implicitly incorporates positional 
restrictions into his phonologization. While I find Cheng ' s  (1973) analysis 
preferable because it uses the Initial and Final separations and treats the 
vowels according to their assimilative characteristics, I believe that Hockett ' s  
analysis o f  Mandarin is an important precursor to any typological work. 
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Initial and Final rather than between any other two segments. Indeed, Hockett-­
whose phonemic analysis is famous for pushing phonemic theory to its logical 
extreme--specifically suggests that he can find no reason other than tradition 
for the division between Initial and Final (Hockett 1947. 221, p .  14 ) .4 The 
burden of the following discussion of the Finals will be to show that there is 
good reason for making a first cut between Initial and Final, and thus that 
the phonemes of  Mandarin are not the equivalent of English phonemes, a string 
of  which may justify cuts between syllables but not between Initial consonant 
and what remains. 
I turn first to the means through which phonemes in Mandarin can be 
determined. I have already discussed the consonantal phonemes and shown that 
in Initial position, phoneme-like units can be determined through recognizing 
the single case of  significant limited distribution, so long as position is 
included in the phonemic statement. I have further shown that the ending [-QJ 
presents an anomalous case. In the present discussion therefore, I am con­
cerned solely with vowels. The twelve phonetic vowels o f  Mandarin given in 
Section 2.23 above are reduced by Hartman to three phonemic vowels : /i,  e ,  a/. 
Hockett makes a further reduction to /e, a/. But in the present attempt to 
treat distributional phonemic analysis in its strict form, Hackett ' s  analysis 
4The note referred to says, ' Almost all earlier treatments of Chinese 
syllables (=our monosyllabic microsegments) make use of this initial-final 
division. The convenience o f  the device, however, seems not to reflect any­
thing of a fundamental nature about the structure of the language (to the 
contrary: Bloomfield, Language 182) . '  What Bloomfield says at that point is : 
' In Chinese we have the extreme of structural word-marking: each word consists 
of one syllable and of  two or three primary phonemes : a non-syllabic simple 
or compound phoneme as initial, a syllabic simple or compound phoneme as final ; 
and one of  the pitch-schemes; the initial non-syllabic may be lacking; the 
language has no bound forms.e' Neglecting the incorrect morphological infor­
mation, we can see that Bloomfield ' s  analysis has similarities to the early 
Middle Chinese analysis in that the Initial is C (V1) and the Final is V2 (V3) .
Note that Bloomfield seems to assign phonemic status to the combination C 
of v2 + c. 
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is slightly tangential. He also gives / i ,  u/, but calls them semi-consonants 
because, where /e/ or /a/ is present /i/ or /u/ is not the syllabic peak. This 
dif ferent terminology is significant within the scope of Hockett 's  analysis , 
and in Hacket t ' s  manual the analytical distinction llllderlying the terminology 
becomes very significant. However, given only the criteria of  strict distribution 
and economy of symbolism, Hartman ' s  solution has the fewest phonemes. For 
this discussion, I therefore choose to work with Hartman ' s  conclusion that the 
minimum number of distinctive vowels in Mandarin is three. The justification 
for this conclusion--and implicitly the means for arriving at it--is given in 
Hartman ' s  paper, and the reader is referred thereto. 
Interestingly, however, one does not need to refer to Hartman' s  argmnents 
to get the same results as he does. By _the applicatione. of  a metaphorical 
device which has no linguistic import and the use of  which is essentially non­
sensical, - one can arrive at the same array of  vowel phonemes for Mandarin as 
Hartman does. The purpose of introducing this metaphor is not to be silly or 
amusing , but to show that the reduction of Mandarin vowels down to three dis­
tinctive units need have no structural significance. 
Referring to Table 2 . 2 31, note that the axes of the table are formed 
by the principal vowel of each syllable ranged against the combinatory possibilities 
of that principal vowel within the Final. The unfilled squares vastly out-
number the filled squares. For the moment let us simply see them as unfilled 
physical spaces •e . Let us then set as our goal, the reduction of the table to 
as small an area as possible by filling in as many blanks on as ·few lines as 
possible. Let us further assume that our sole tool for this operation is an 
imaginary linguistic press which will squeeze the table as tightly as possiblee. 
The only limitation of the press is the standard constraint that no two bodies 
can fill the same space. On the first application o f  the press , we can squeeze 
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to the results in Table 2.232. The result is a significant, but not dramatic,
reduction of rows. Twelve rows, as defined by the twelve principal phonetic 
vowels, are reduced to seven, as defined by the seven phonetic vowels which 
occurs as Finals by themselves. It is obvious that the seven principal vowels 
cannot be further squeezed vertically. So for the moment, we shift the press 
one space to the right and continue to squeeze the combined groups. Having 
subtracted the seven single-vowel Finals, we are left with twenty-eight space 
fillers. These twenty-eight can easily be included in four rows, as in 
Table 2. 233. If we now permit a checkers�like skipping of filled squares, we 
can eliminate the bottom row of Table 2 . 233  by placing its five fillers in 
other rows. This is done in Table 2. 234. Now we return the single-vowel 
Finals to the squeeze. Following our. principle in constructing Table 2.234, 
we permit skipping of filled squares to a slot which is justified by the column 
heading. This takes care of all of the Finals except for C\, 1 J .  They can 
be handled by simply continuing to exert force on the press which physically
causes them to spill out to the side (Table 2 . 2 35). ' Spilling out t o  the 
side' sounds absurd, not to say unacademic, but the physical metaphor simply 
represents in more connnon terms what both Hockett and Hartman do with t hese 
phonetic segments. Hockett openly allies them with the Initial consonants to 
which each is respectively restricted in occurrence. Hartman, emphasizing
the syllabicity of the two segments, analyzes them as part of a semi-vowel 
cluster series, in effect making them allophones of /i/. In short, both 
analysts handle these two segments by removing them from their phonetic 
status as single vocalic finals, which, in the present metaphor, is pushing 
them out over the side. 
The use of this metaphor is a demonstration that one can reduce the 
Mandarin vowels down to three distinctive vowels without any explicit reference 
.. 
TABLE 2 . 231 
Mandarin Finals Arranged According to 
Principal Vowel and Final Combinatory Possibilities 
1- u- ••u- -i -u i-u u-1 -n -1) i-n 1-l) u-n U-1) u n -r 
1 
I 
1 
t 
• 
•
le 
3 
. a la 
.. 
. 
. 
1n 
1 1)  
tle 
• ue·e1 1en 
an 01) 
• • ua . ua ai an 
• au l.QU 01) l.QI) 
. 
.. un 
UI) 
uo OU . l.OU 
.. .. 
uen 
uan 
. 
UOI) 
• • uan 
3r 
. 
I 
N
V, 
e 
0 
a 
a 
.. u 
u 
u 
0 
•• 
•• • • 
•• •• 
lOU 
1 
u-n u-n i-u 
TABLE 2.232 
Mandarin Finals on the First Squeeze 
•• • • .. 
u- u- -l. -u i-u u-1. -n -1) i.-n i-n u-n U-1) u-n 
1 
t . 
•• in1. 11) 
.. •.•• ar1.en uanuei. ane1.ueQ 31)ie 
•• • •• UOI)uan uanan 01)a1. ua1.1.0Uua aua ia 1.01)
unu -. 
OUuou Ul) . I 
-r- i-
t
1. 
e 
a 
.. 
u 
TABLE 2.233 
Mandarin Finals on the Second Squeeze 
(Omitting Single-Vowel Finals) 
1-l) u-1)u-i1- u- u- -i i-n-1). -r-n-u 
•
in 
•
ie 
•
1a 
•• .ue e1. 
•ua a1 
11) 
•
ue1. 01) 1en. 
• •
au lQU ua1. 01) 
• ••
OU lOU un Ul). 
uan 
•
lal) uan 
• • 
uan 
arane 
a ua;Jan . 
u uo 
I 
•• •• 
• • 
-r -n i 
01) 
U-l. 
TABLE 2.234 
Mandarin Finals on the Third Squeeze 
u-n•u-1. •1-n i-n u-11
•
1-uu- u-nu- -u
•- -n. -l. 
I I)l 1n 
.. • •• . •uo ue1 an 1ene ue e1 OU lOU al)le 
• .
ua1a a1 
• 
arunuan Uf) 
• •
lOU ua1 
.
101) 
..
uanUQI)an uanau ·a 
N
-..J 
TABLE 2. 235 
Mandarin Finals on the Last Squeeze 
</J-</J </J-</J (/)-(/) 
• 
• .. . 
1 i l u u 
. .. • . •a 1e uo ue e1 OU lOU ue1 
•ia 
• • •
a ua a1 au lOU ua1 
-n -1) i-n i-1) 
• II)1n 
•
an al) 1en 
an QI) 
• 
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u-n 
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••
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-
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•1.-u
..
u-u- -ii- -u 
• 
l 
e 
a 
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to features o f  co-occurrence simply by arranging the Finals according to prin­
cipal vowel and then applying mechanical pressure and permitting skipping. In 
other words , phonemicization in Mandarin can be carried out successfully with 
little reference to the linguistic properties o f  the segments being phonemicized. 
I submit that this is not true o f  English. I submit further that the 
reason for the difference is that the ratio o f  Mandarin phonetic vowels to phonemic 
vowels is on the order of  1 : 4 ,  and the ratio of  Mandarin phonetic vowels to syllable 
Finals is on the order o f  1 : 3 ,  while the English ratio o f  phonetic principal 
vowels to phonemic vowels is generally 1 : 1 and the ratio of  phonetic 
vowels to possible non-Init ial consonant portions o f  syllables is so large as 
never to have been determined. Therefore, the procedures we use to determine 
phonemes in the two languages give us radically different results. In the 
case of  English we seldom find vowel allophones that do not reflect nondistinctive 
features common to all vowels, and in those dialects where there are allophonic 
relationships ,  they are simple and regular. In Mandarin, vowel allophones can 
be determined simply by filling empty spaces with little regard to regular 
phonetic relationships. 
Yet another procedural question comes in the patterning of  Mandarin 
phonemic vowels. I have said that Hartman' s  vowels are 
i 
e 
a 
while Hackett ' s  are 
e 
a 
Hackett ' s  analysis renders the question o f  pattern irrelevant because two of 
anything do not form a pattern. Hartman ' s  pattern is most unusual, since there 
are no back or rounded vowels. It is particularly unusual and incongruous when 
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the phonetic vowels form a consistent, natural, believable, expected pattern, 
which is thoroughly synnnetrical except for the two highest phonetic vowels 
already noted to be characteristic of Mandarin : 
1 
. .. 
u u 
.) 
a a 
Given this array, it seems difficult to believe that the 'psychological reality'  
of Mandarin vowels excludes all but three central vowels. Expecially distur­
bing is the absence of a feature of rounding at the phonemic level , since 
there is nothing in the phonological environment as stated by Hartman that 
would permit the assignment o f  assimilation to account for the fact that the 
/i/ phoneme has two rounded allophones, both of which are phonetically simple 
vowels. 
The disturbing thought is consequently raised that not only can Mandarin 
phonemes be determined in a strictly mechanical way , in fact they must be so 
determined. In more standard terminology, distribution is given precedence 
. .
over patterning, and economy of symbols is given p recedence over everything. 
The absence of back-rounded vowels in the phonemic analysis of Mandarin 
and the simultaneous presence of such vowels in the phonetics of Mandarin 
raises the problem of phonetic similarity in the grouping of allophones .  There 
are, of course, no strict criteria for the determination of phonetic similarity 
in the phonological grouping of phones.  Moreover, something of an argument 
can be made for the assignment of three distinctive vowel heights separating 
the three phonemes of Hartman' s  analysis. I f  height is taken to be the one 
vital crite rion of distinctiveness, then by definition all other phonetic 
facts must be subsumed under categories of relative phonetic similarity . 
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Although distinguishing phonemes by height alone is consistent, it 
does seem rather like a severe squeezing of the data to fit a preconceived 
model of what all languages look like. Outside of the framework of a system 
which requires the reduction of distinctive phones to the smallest possible 
number, it is difficult to see why the back rounded vowels should have anything 
more in common with the front unrounded high vowels than either set should 
have with any other phones in the language. It would seem that if phonetic 
similarity were truly given the status of an important consideration in the 
grouping of phones in phonemes, then phonetic similarity would militate against 
such a system. 
In other words, one cannot be consistent with both the notion of 
phonetic similarity and the notion of strict distribution in assigning vowel .. 
phonemes to Mandarin. This situation, is of course, radically different from 
that which we find in English and similar languages.5 
I referred above to the anomalous case of the distribution of the 
palatal, alveolar, alveopalatal, and velar Initial consonants.  This famous 
case of nonuniqueness has been widely discussed and has received a number of 
5Yet another objection can be raised to Hartman's analysis. Funda­
mentally it is not a phonologization in any sense of that word which suggests 
that the phonological symbolism will illustrate the system of the language to
which the phonologization refers. The English phoneme /p/ has among its allo­
phonic variants [pJ following initial /s/, and [p'J elsewhere (though in fact
there is considerably more variation at word-end). A statement of this sort 
reflects the relations of the phoneme in a way that assigns each variant to an 
exclusive environment. But Hartman's method does not need environments, for 
·each phonological string represents one phonetic segment wherever that might
occur with no intrinsic indication of place of occurrence. Hartman's render­
ing is analogous to the rewriting of decimal numbers irt binary symbols, where 
symbols are radically saved at the expense of lengthy combinations and where 
no environment is needed. In other words, Hartman's system is really a trans­
position of the phonetics into other symbols, and the reduction of the number 
of symbols does not reflect any language structure. I doubt that any one 
would claim that the English vowel is stru�turally similar to the Mandarin 
vowel, but they can be made to look the �ame by sleight-of-hand. Refer to
Table 6.31 and accompanying discussion. 
• 
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interesting solutions. Chao (1934.46) has discussed the various problems 
which arise out of this phenomenon as indicative of an inherent weakness in 
phonemicization. For the purpose here, the importance of this case of non­
uniqueness lies in the fact that the distribution of initial consonants which 
cannot be unquestionably grouped in the phonemes is intimately related to the 
problematic highe·st front vowels [1�\J. As I have shown it is only these two 
vowels which imbalance the highly synnnetrical vowel triangle which one finds 
on the phonetic level in Mandarin. These two vowels must be assigned, as 
they are in Hartman's analysis, to the grabbag category which also includes 
[i, u, ti, u, 1J. Here again one part of the phonology is in conflict with 
another. The highly peculiar distribution of these two vowels and their 
phonetic reality seem to justify Hockett' s erasure of _them as vowels and the 
assignment of their position to syllabic consonants. In Hartman's system, a 
syllabic vowel is assumed in every syllable. Hockett solves the syllabic ' 
problem by having a hierarchy of syllabics.
6 
But this leaves him with a rather 
irregular canonical shape for the syllable in terms of Chinese as a whole •
• 
Hartman keeps this aspe�t of the canonical shape intact but carries over the 
problem of nonuniqueness. 
A further consideration of the canonical shape comes when one considers 
Hartman 's highly variant renderings of similar phonetic shapes. For example, 
6As I understand it, 
·•
logic of the
has a shape .thus. If a Mandarin syllable 
Hocket 's 
i e 
argument can be 
n ,  then the peak 
restated
is 
u a rJ
either /a/ or /e/. If the shape is
clu
ri 
< 
ri 
IJ 
t en the peak is /i/ or /.u/. · If
>,
the shape is C, then the peak is C. 
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Hartman ' s  phonetic rendering for one final is [ynJ, and his phonemic rendering
for the same final is /jwin/. This would seem to cause no problem since the 
individual segments are consistent throughout the system. Yet his rendering 
of [an] is simply /an/. What this means is that when we are reading from the 
phonetic level and trying to project thence from the phonemic level or vice 
versa we do not know how many positions are supposed to be filled by a given 
•unit. That is, in the case of the low central vowel, wherever it occurs in 
the phonetic level as a single segment, it will appear in the phonemic level 
as a single segment. Wherever /a/ appears in the phonemic level, as a single 
segment, it will also appear in the phonetic level as a single segment [a, aJ. 
But this is not true of the high front vowel which will appear sometimes as a 
single segment on both levels and sometimes as a single segment on the phonetic 
level, but as three segments in the phonemic level, as in the case of [yJ = 
/jwi/. Note that this objection cannot be raised about Pike's use of single 
phonemic symbols to refer to the phonetically complex sequences [ei,uwJ in 
English. Pike's practice here is dictated by the structural similarity within 
the whole language of these sequences to such phonetically simple sequences 
as /i, e,  u/. Phonetic [au, aiJ and [oiJ do not pattern in the ·same wayr.as 
[ei, uw, i, e, uJ, and so, in contrast, they are treated as diphthongs. 7 In 
Hartman's analysis there is no structural difference between diphthongs and 
monophthongs. There is therefore no r.eason for not relating phonological and 
phonetic segments on a one-to-one basis. 
The distinction between the two types for Pike (1947. 45-6) is that he 
recognizes a regular tense-lax difference between similar non-central vowels. 
This difference is distinctively refle�ted in the pairs /i, 1/ /e,E/ /u,u/ and 
/o,�/. But there is no such distinction tying /ai, au, oi/ to any other unitary 
or sequential peaks. Therefore, the paired phones are all written as single 
phonemes, while the others are written as phonological dipthongs. 
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Thus, in a peculiar way the biuniqueness criterion of phonemic analysis
is actually violated by the very fact that the analysis remains consistent in 
a segmental framework. Segments are mappable either way and always give the 
same results throughout the system, but the numbers of segments do not remain 
consistent. 
To me it appears as though the distribution iri the analysis and the 
canonical shape are in conflict with one another in Hartman's analysis. It is 
worth reiterating here that this is not an attack on Hartman, but a necessary 
characteristic of any fully distributional analysis of Mandarin. 
It is worth speculating on the possible psychological reality that 
the distributional phoneme may or may not have in Mandarin. The reader will 
recall that the psychological reality of the phoneme as opposed to the unanalyzed 
phone was suggested by Edward Sapir (1933). The empirical basis of Sapir's 
argument consisted very largely in an attempt to teach an informant
.
to transcribe 
his own language. Sapir discovered that in one particular case the informant 
..
would consistently make a mistake in writing the phonetic transcription, but 
..would be errorless in writing a phonemic transcription. Sapir concluded that 
the phonemic level was somehow easier and therefore more natural than . . the 
phonetic level. 
One can clearly see that English speakers respond to phon�mic distinctions 
and not to phonetic distinctions in exactly the way that Sapir suggested. We 
do not differentiate between aspirated and unaspirated stops. It must indeed 
be a rare occasion on which someone is puzzled as to whether. a /p/ dr /bl was 
uttered in a word like spot. Like Sapir's experiment, our writing system 
quite clearly reflects this differentiation on the phonemic level only. For 
at this point the writing system also does not distinguish between phonetic 
. .
differences, but only between phonemic differences. 
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Yet there is a significant problem here. For Sapir ' s  evidence is no 
more than a testimony of what a ' natural' writing system might be . The con­
sistency of English with his theory just suggested is also confirmed by the 
writing system. But this confirmation in the English writing sy.stem is at 
best ambiguous if we consider it further. While the writing system clearly 
does not reflect phonetic differences, it also does not always reflect only 
the phonemi c differences. Indeed a rough generalization could be that the 
English writing system reflects the phonemic level with regard to those con­
sonants which are never involved in morphophonemic alterations. But our 
writing system reflects the morphophonemic level for consonants which are in­
volved in morphophonemic - alternations and for all vowels. This point, it 
seems to me, is evident from Chomsky and Halle ' s  analysis of English in their 
Sound Pattern of English (1968) and it is certain that a major result of 
Chomsky and Halle ' s  study is a profoun<l insight into the genesis of  writing 
systems. This alone would seem to indicate an occasion for a healthy skepticism 
regarding the total psychological reality of the phoneme. It may well be that 
for certain variations writing systems tend to reflect the phonemic level and 
for others the morphophonemic level. In an even more extreme way, this would 
seem to be the lesson that we can learn.efrom the Hebrew writing system.e8 
8rf all phoriemes in all languages were somehow psychologically real 
in a similar way to the native speakers of those languages, then it seems to 
me that after vowel signs ( ' pointing_ ' ) were added to the consonantal alphabet 
o f  Hebrew that the full alphabet of vowel and consonant signs would thenceforth 
have been used to write contemporary Hebre� of any period. But this has not 
happened. The vowel signs were added to preserve canonized pronunciations of  
the Biblical text because sound changes had significantly altered the prontn1-
ciation o f  words from the time of  the earliest use of the canon. But even 
today, in modern Hebrew the vowel signs are generally omitted because the 
morphophonology of  the language makes them largely unnecessary. 
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Returning to Chinese, it seems very difficult to determine whether 
the vowel phonemes as reached by a distributional analysis would have any 
reality at all. I have been unable to replicate Sapir 's experiment because, 
since beginning this project, I have not come across an illiterate native 
speaker of Mandarin. Nevertheless there are indirect indications that some­
thing closer to the phonetic level than Hartman ' s  or Hockett's phonemes would 
seem to be the 'realistic' unit of segmental sound for native speakers of 
Chinese. For one thing, so far as I can tell, nobody has ever seriously pro­
posed using a truly distributional analysis of Chinese as the basis for. an 
effective writing system of that language. It is also certain that none of 
the alphabetical transcriptions actually .used for Chinese reflect distributional 
strictness and rigid symbolic economy. 
Interestingly as well, Y. R. Chao seems to claim in his essay The 
Non-uniqueness of Phonemic Solutions of Phonetic Systems that it is not the 
vowel alone which has any particular reality for the Chinese, but the 1.Rimeme'r. 
The Rimeme is the principal vowel plus or minus a final consonant or offglide
if one occurs. Chao avowedly takes the notion of Rimeme from historical 
phonology. However, he uses it in a section entitled 'The Feeling of the 
Native Speaker' to justify the grouping of the different phones [a] and [e] . . . 
where [eJ occurs after [iJ. It seems. that mos.t or all workers agree with 
Chao that the two different phones must be grouped into the same phoneme for 
distributional reasons, as we have seen above: 
e: 1en 
a :  ia ua ai ua1 an uan 
a: au 1au 01) 101) UOI) 
Nevertheless, Chao's argument is not solely distributional, but rather that 
·the native speaker feels they all belong to the same Rimeme with different 
medials (Chao 1934.48) . 
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As already anticipated in the introductory chapter, I shall have a 
great deal to say about Rimeme s later on in this essay (cf. 4.1 ff. ) ,  for 
I think there is a great body of evidence to show that in dialects where there 
is an isolable Rimeme, the Rimeme has considerable value in phonologization. 
At this point it is very interesting to notice that Chao uses the notion in 
an essay concerned with phonemics. 
Poetic rime is also of some importance here. In this essay I shall 
consistently distinguish between the kind of rime which Chao refers to as a 
Rimeme, which is defined as the principal vowel plus or minus an ending consonant 
or offglide, and poetic rime. Henceforth, linguistic Rimes and Rimemes will 
be spelled with a capitale!, while poetic rime will always be referred to with 
the full phrase ' poetic rimee'. 
In English poetic rime is generally understood to be exact rime. 
Exact rime means that a similar portion of two words or units longer than 
word are phonetically precisely the same. This notion of exact rime is 
sufficiently developed in our culture for there to be very extensive riming 
dictionaries which one can consult to determine what words can rime with what 
others in the sense of an exact rime (viz. Stillman 1965). Hockett (in lectures) 
has pointed out that the riming portion of an English word or phrase is the 
primary stress and whatever follows it. Thys, fetter, better and get her all 
rime in my dialect :  
[ f e\t: 0r J 
[�] 
It happens that English rime is phonemic.· That means that if we ;wrote English. 
out in phonemic transcription, the riming portions o f  words would always have 
the same phonemic representation, and all equivalent phonemic representations 
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would always rime exactly. So far as I have been able to tell, this same 
characteristic applies to most European languages in which endrime is a signi-
ficant cultural characteristic. 
9 
The case is radically different with Mandarin. If Mandarin is 
written in a phonemic alphabet like that of Hartman, all rimes will certainly 
be of only one phonemic representation. But there will be numerous cases 
where vocalic segments that do not rime phonetically will be given identical 
phonemic representation. This is, of course, a necessary consequence of there 
being in a strictly distributional analysis only three phonemic vowels to 
represent eleven phonetic vowels: 
Phonetic Hartman 
• • •
a j� wa-
••
e w:>j! 
•·z i 1-
i 
•
aj 
'{�. 
u- 'l 
a-
e 
.
1 
.. 
J� 
• 
J� 
•
1 
wa 
we 
. .  
J!. 
• 
� 
JW� 
• 
Wl 
• 
JW!_ 
Now poetic rimes have had no. status in phonology, and it is not pro­
posed here that poetic rime be given ·a particular phonological status. However,
poetic rime must have some indirect relation to our understanding of phonology
if in some languages the riming practice is based on a phonetically exact rime 
which corresponds to a phonemically exact rime, while in other languages there 
9This statement is made with considerable caution. I have been unable 
to find linguistic characterization of riming in various European languages and
have resorted to asking linguists at Cornell who deal in Russian, French, German 
and Spanish about the correspondence between phonemic transcription and riming 
in those languages. While no one was able to refer me to a linguistic account
of riming in any of these languages , all felt that these languages rime phonem­
ically. Interestingly, more than one linguist to whom I have mentioned the.
lack of fit between exact rime and phone¢cization in Mandarin h,as been surprised. 
I presume that is further indication of the -cultural relativity of the notion 
of the phoneme. 
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is no such correspondence. There seems t o  be no correspondence in Mandarin, 
not only because we get phonemic representations that are identical with regard 
to the vowel but that do not rime, but also because poetic practice in Mandarin 
generally seems to have a very broad relationship to phonemic representation. 
The folk poetry which I have consulted does not seem to show a pattern 
that is consistent with a phonemic analysis similar to that of  Hartman.e
10 
The 
modern literary poetry which I have looked at is similarly different from 
English. 
11 
And after some considerable searching to try to find i f  rimes would 
fit a phonemic analysis, a conversation with a fellow student who is a poet 
convinced me that riming in Chinese _and in English are incomparable. After 
many questions as to what he could rime and what he could not rime, he f°inally 
said to me, 'Give me any two words that· you want to rime and I will make them 
rime and it will be all right in Chinese . '  It is likely that poets differ 
on this point. There continue to be lis.ts of prescribed rimes for the writing 
of Regulated Verse ( ,ff if ) ,  and it certainly does not seem impossible that 
similar rimes would be used in modern literary verse. But it is crucial to 
recognize that even the strict prescriptive practice in Mandarin is not equivalent 
to books of poetic rimes in English, though - the latter are also prescriptive. 
In the normal English riming handbook there are but one phonetic and one phonemic 
representation possible for every rime given. The rimes given in a recent 
Mandarin rime book (China Book Company, 1965)e, show there would not only be 
the lack of phonetic-phonemic fit in riming vowels , but also in certain cases , 
lORefer t o  the collections edited by Kinchen Johnson (1971) and 
Chi-ch'ao Liang ( 1970) in the Bibliography. 
11
Refer to collected works of  Modern Chinese Literature published by 
Hong Kong Literary Research Society (1960) , in Bibliographye. 
• • -- •• 
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sequences that are phonetically different are considered to rime.12 
It cannot be proved that the fact that there is a direct correspondence 
between phonemic reality and riming reality in English and similar languages 
has anything more to do with our discovery of the phoneme in the West than it 
can be proved that the pre-existence of the alphabet has determined the 
phoneme. But it would be hard to believe that the fact of our poetic rime as 
well as the facts of our alphabet have nothing at all to do with the develop­ • 
ment of the phoneme, that entity which our linguistics suggests in·rall 
languages. At the very least, the notion of the psychological r�ality of the 
·phoneme appears morerculturally bound the more it is called into question .• 
The foregoing discussion on th� phoneme has been lengthy because 
phonemic stuiies have been and still remain the most. important analytical 
studies of Mandarin and similar dialects. The reason for this is of course 
the near absence of morphophonemics in these languages and the consequent 
fact that a generative analysis--whatever is claimed about it--really maps 
features from some kind of phonemic level -,onto a phonetic level • . In · the . 
following section I shall discuss a generative analysis of Cantonese very 
briefly simply to show that just this claim is true. The phoneme does not 
..
give us much information in the study qf Mandarin. The systematic phoneme 
does not give us much information in t·he study of Cantonese. 
12Below, firid the rimes from China Book Company, 1965. Note that
while some imply a similar grouping of vowels to what Hartman has, there is 
no consistent equivalence. Note that 4,. includes u, i, 3, u, but � .
includes only � and ! before .!l · 
- .r
Wlin 
•
l.l)(I.. ant, 1-t l3l)un 
3 4t- ei 
•• '# e "t, 3r 
u .i, u OU �o~uo � Ul).,..._a a " ai.• t,_ au 1 an 1, arJ 
I 
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2 . 3  Generative Studies of Cantonese 
2 . 31 I shall discuss two generative studies of Cantonese in order to 
show that a strict generative approach may not be the most appropriate analyti­
cal approach for that dialect and that , therefore, while a generat ive analysis 
of some dialects may be very suitab le , this form of analysis is not equallye· 
suitable for all Chinese dialects. 
There are two generative studies of Cantonese known to me .  One is 
Teresa Cheng' s  The Phonological System of Cantonese (T.  Cheng 19-68) . The 
other is Oi-kan Yue Hashimoto ' s  phonology of Cantonese (0. Y .  Hashimoto 1972)e. 
These two studies contain very similar information about the Cantonese dialect. 
While the analyses differ at certain po_ints it is possible, with some know­
ledge of Cantonese and the two books at .hand, to see that the major po_ints 
in the two analyses are equivalent. 
Cheng' s analys.is is explicit in generative terms in that a .full state­
ment of the model being used and its component parts is given, and the analysis 
is worked through ste.p by step leaving very little t o  the reader 's  imagination. 
Hashimoto' s  study is avowedly more informal and the rules and statements 
which are given are collapsed to include only the more important ones. Hashi­
moto' s study is historically oriented,. and the bulk of her study .concerns the 
development of Cantonese from the Middle Chinese phonological categories. In 
addition to these differences , Hashimoto goes to some length to discuss the 
analyses of  earlier treatments of the Cantonese dialect , particularly in 
relation to the Finals, and she gives a number of  comparative charts which are 
very helpful in interpreting the previous work in the field (O. Y .  Hashimoto 
1972 .152-157)e. 
It is convenient at this point .to reproduce Cheng' s  theoreticale. diagram in 
order that the biases inherent in the.emodel can be made as explicit as I attempted 
to make the,n for the distributional phonemic model: 
� 
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TABLE 2. 31 
Generative Model for Analysis of Cantonese 
(T. Cheng 1968. 7) 
Syntax 
Lexicon 
LR 
Base 
PS-rules 
• .. 
~Deep Structure 
TR 
•
Surface Structur't! 
Systematic Phonemic 
Representation ' 
iPR 
tPhonetic Representation l 
SOUND 
A Model of Sound-Meaning Correlations 
Semantic
Interpretation 
MEANING 
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The circles around terms in the diagram have been superimposed b y  
the present writer to indicate those portions which are of particular impor­
tance to a phonological discussion. The reader will notice that nothing is 
unusual in this particular understanding of a generative model of grammar. 
It is assumed that syntax somehow provides the base, and that regular rules 
derive syntactic surface structures from that and thereafter will derive 
phonetic representation from a phonological deep structure or ' systematic 
phonemic representation'e. The lexicon is put off to the side of the essential 
components of the model and is made to read onto the deep structure or onto 
the systematic phonemic representation. What is not stated in T. Cheng 
(1968), but which is evidently necessary from other generative writings 
(Chomsky and Halle 1968; Stanley 1968, 1969), is that the maj or difference 
between the lexicon and the systematic phonemic representation onto which 
the contents of the lexicon are read is that lexicon is supposed to be redun­
dancy-free. This requirement imposed on the lexicon (it is also the definition 
of the lexicon), is a requirement o f  the model and has nothing to do with 
language in general or with any particular language. It is interesting at 
the outset of this discussion to note that if any language were shown to be 
completely devoid of morphophonemics, then the level of systematic phonemic 
representation would be vacuous, and it would be logically the case that the 
lexicon should map directly onto the phonetic representation. Peculiarly, 
this would result in a kind of autonomous phonemic analysis, since the removal 
of redundancy in the lexicon leaves onlye. one feature distinguishing each 
sound from any other or each class of sounds from any other class of soundse, 
which is the case among phonemic representations. I will not be furthe.r 
concerned here with the lexicon component in a generative grammar. But the 
point j ust made already casts theoretical doubt on the model as it stands. 
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1) 
In the discussion of a distributional phonemic analysis of Mandarin, 
I attempted to show that the requirements of the model force upon the language 
.
an unrealistic vowel pattern, a peculiar relation to the possible psychological 
reality of phonological phenomena, a serious divorce between phonemic assignment 
and phonetic similarity, and a very odd relationship between phonemics and 
riming. In the case of a generative model as applied to Cantonese, the model 
forces upon the analysis a picture of Cantonese which places the bulk of the 
language in a small and almost tangential part of the analysis and moves 
marginal phenomena into the forefront of attention. Moreover, the model 
forces upon the analyst some decisions regarding the abstract level of systematic 
phonemics which seem simply absurd. 
Let us examine these objections in more detail. The morphophonemics 
of Cantonese consist in only the following phenomena: 
Alternations between reading and colloquial pronunciations for 
some, but not all, (and by no means the majority of) the syllables in the 
language. (T. Cheng 1968 . 2 9-34; O. Y. Hashimoto 1972. 189-91) • . 
2) One class of Tone sandhi: 
ttalling} Falling
o( pitch heigh ---•> r 1evelJ l level
o( pitch height 
(T. Cheng 1968 . 34 ;  O. Y. Hashimoto 1972.187-88) . 
13 
3) One type of Tonal alternation, partly conditioned by word class: 
75% of yin p'ing words occur with either 755 or �53 (but not both), and of 
these 25% which vary, many have their nominal uses as 755 and their nonnominal 
uses as �53. (T. Cheng 1968.35-38.) 
13r. Cheng's analysis calls for only one of the two kinds of Tone sandhi
implied in this rule. Since there are two registers of Tone in Cantonese, the 
rule has falling Tones assimilating to immediately following level tones of the 
same pitch height (high or low). T. Cheng accounts for only .the high register 
assimilation. Although O. Y. Hashimoto argues that the operation of this rule 
is exceptionless, there do seem to be differences among speakers on this point. 
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4) Semantic alternation in Tone ( 7e {j ) ,  the conditions of which 
may involve such semantic features as familiarity, intensity, contrastiveness, 
or many other things. (T. Cheng 1968.38�42; 0. Y. Hashimoto 1972.183-87.) 
O f these four types of alternation, items #3 and #4 depend in their 
operation very heavily on personal and stylistic features (0. Y. Hashimoto 
1972.187), and, if they can be expressed in rules at all , may involve socio­
logical factors,ethe data on which no one has yet gathered. Item #1 is 
clearly word-specific except possibly in a historical sense. In any case , it 
is impossible to claim that the variation between a speaker' s  colloquial and 
reading pronunciations is part of his· phonological ' competence' unless it can 
be shown that this is a fundamental fact of most languages that have been re­
duced to writing. Linguistic studies of the connection between reading and 
speech have not developed that far, and such data as there are would suggest 
that there is an important social dimension in the difference between reading 
and colloquial pronunciations in at least one language (Labov 1972.122-42). 
These considerations reduce the morphophonemics of Cantonese t o  Tone sandhi. 
Even if one wishes to interpret the Tone sandhi rule given in #2, this 
phenomenon is hardly on a par in importance to the whole language as is the 
Tone sandhi of  Wu and Min dialects. Furthermore , as Hashimoto acknowledges, 
the Tone sandhi in Cantonese is essentially assimilative. We can add to that 
observation that it is assimilative at the extremes of the Tonal scale, which 
suggests an underlying phonetic constraint in this tonally rich language , a 
phenomenon that can hardly be the cause of the extensive Tone sandhi in , say, 
Amoy. It is also worth noting that Cantonese Tone sandhi has no effect on 
the segmental phones. Finally, as Boyle (1970) points out in her discussion of 
Tone sandhi in Cantonese, many speakers merge the falling and level tones at the 
high pitch level. 
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Taking these considerations together, it would seem that even the 
single case of predictable alternation in Tone can be best understood in 
terms of concatenation constraints and that there is no need to insist on a 
level of deep representation which requires standard phonological transfor-
mational rules to account for this phenomenon. In sum, I can see no reason 
other than the requirements of the model itself for analyzing Cantonese within 
a framework which posits the levels indicated in Table 2.31. 
In T. Cheng 's analysis the m�intenance of this model produces one 
unhappy result. This is that Cheng posits at the systematic phonemic level a 
whole canonical position, a Medial, which must be filled for systematic 
phonemic syllables and then which m�st be erased in the derivation to the 
phonetic level because phonetically it exists in very few syllables. Note 
that this is not simply the positing · of a segment or two in cases where the 
rest of the language has a segment in such a position. It is understood here 
that both generative and phonemic analyses require such 'false stepsr1 14 for 
perfectly logical reasons. What is objected to here is that the phonetic 
realities of Cantonese do not require a Medial except inr. the case of the 
labiovelars (kw,kw'). Furthermore, even Cheng's charting of distribution 
makes it evident that the labiovelars are so restri�ted in distribution they 
may be treated as single . segments. Ne.vertheless, she posits a /-u-/ onglide
Medial, and an /-I-/ ongiide Medial and then proposes. rules to eliminate 
them (T. Cheng 1968.24-26). There seems to be no internal justification for 
this move except that there is a deep structure level in the model which would 
be otherwise very underused. 
14rhe term 'false step' is borrowed from Arnold M. Zwicky (lecture
at 1972 LSA Summer Institute). 
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Perhaps an even more peculiar result of  the imposition of the model 
on the language comes in the differing treatments which Cheng and Hashimoto 
give to the relation of vowels to their final consonants or offglides. Cheng 
recognizes that the phonetic vowels have a very limited distribution with re­
gard to following consonants. She states this distribution verbally in a 
thought ful series of descriptive sentences (Cheng 1968.49-50). She then uses 
a small series of transformational rules to formalize her verbal conclusions 
(Cheng 1968.50-51). These statements and rules and the similar ones which 
she draws for diphthongs (Cheng 1968.e54-60) are equivalent to those which I 
propose for the analysis of  Cantonese in 4. 3. The problem in Cheng ' s  analysis 
is that the model obscures the import of her verbal statements. These rules 
stand at the heart of the language because they predict all occurrences of 
vowel+consonant (offglide) sequences within the same syllable. That is, they 
predict a very major feature of the language. They can be built upon by 
adding a few rules to govern the co-occurrence of such vowel-consonant 
sequences with tones, and a few rules to govern the sequences of  consonant 
followed by vowel or vowel plus further consonant. The model has required that 
Cheng place these very essential statements towards the end of her treatment 
and not build upon them for the analysis of the language. These important state­
ments therefore come as a peripheral portion of  the analysis even though they 
describe the basis of the language in question. 
Despite these criticisms of the model it must be noted that Cheng' s 
verbal description i s  very much on the right t rack. For i t  states what should 
be evident to any linguist who looks at the distribution of vowels and following 
segments in the Cantonese Final. Table 4. 36 contains a list of Cantonese 
Finals. The reader will note the organization of the chart places principal 
vowels over against the segments with which they can occur • .  What Cheng's 
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statements indicate regarding vowels and succeeding segments is simply 
that one allophone of the nonlow vowels usually accompanies [-mJ and [-nJ and 
[-pJ and [-tJ endings, while another allophone of most of the nonlow vowels 
accompanies [-ijJ and C-kJ endings. Moreover, no rounded vowel is followed by 
any labial segments except for the single case of [�uJ. What is terribly im­
portant about these sequences and tl1e rules which describe them is that they 
are exceptionless. Unlike the relationship between tones and whole syllables 
or between Initials and Finals, no new Finals are made up in the language 
and no sequences which are not entered in Table 4.36 are ever heard in normal 
speech. That means that rules which are written which fully specify what occurs 
in this chart are the most important and the most regular regular rules of 
the language. 
Turning to Hashimoto's account of the same phenomena, we find the 
distribution of vowels with succeeding consonants is taken care of in a partial 
way by a pair of rules which account for the distribution of tense and lax 
vowels (0. Y. Hashimoto 1972.152-173). These rules are: 
+syll 
[-tens] L-comp ·---- [- o< diffJ 
o< diff 
__,. 
[+tens] elsewhere e.g. i:m, ·i :n
but I ii 
-diff 
[-tens] {+diff]
/ · e.g. � =i+grav [+tense] elsewhere fi-grav 
:>:n, �=t 
(O. Y. Hashimoto 1972.160) 
There is no objection to these rules per se. \vi thin Hashimoto' s 
system they make good sense. However, the system that they reflect seems in­
appropriate to tl1e task at hand. For these rules do not predict absence of 
Finals which include a rounded vowel and a labial final consonant , and appar­
ently Hashimoto's only reference to labial dissimilation in Cantonese concerns 
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dissimilation between initial and ending consonant rather than between vowel 
and Final consonant, a dissimilation rule which is in fact not as strong as that 
between vowel and ending consonant (1972 . 187-96 ) .  Furthermore, these rules, 
because of the approach from which they stem, fail to place the distribution 
of  vowels with succeeding consonants and offglides in a general context o f  dis­
tribution between vowels and offglides. These rules , it would appear from 
Hashimoto ' s  treatment are unique specimens within the language . I shall 
attempt to show in 4 . 3  that, far from being unique specimens �ithin the language, 
rules o f  this kind are nearly all that are needed for describing the Finals 
o f  this language. 
Still another problem with these rules is that in them Hashimoto 
depends on the controversial distinction between tense and lax or long and 
short vowels. I shall discuss this distinction and the implications o f  it in 
4 . 2 .  For the present chapter, it is enough to note that while there is a 
measurable distinction between the two sets o f  vowels, this distinction seems 
to operate in conj unction with other distinctions in the language and the long­
standing argument over the character of  the two sets of  vowels is largely 
vitiated by giving attention to the pairing of  the variables involved. 
What I have attempted to show in this section has been that the gen­
erative model as applied to Cantonese makes Cantonese look very suspiciously 
like English or some other European language in that, for anyone who does 
not know the language , it would appear that there are reasons for positing 
underlying forms of a morphophonemic depth from which phonetic realities can 
be derivede. In contrast, the facts of the language would seem to indicate that 
for the vast bulk of  the sotmds of Cantonese , underlying forms of  such depth 
are quite unnecessary, and alternations provide but a very small proportion 
of  the phonological behavior of Cantonese. 
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This section cannot be concluded without noting that 0. Y .  Hashimoto's 
careful comparison of her analysis with the analyses of workers in the phonemi c 
model very clearly indicates that her decisions are actually based on reasoning 
which does not need a generative model for economical expression. One would 
ask, why, if  a phonemic solution carries the information of  a generative 
analysis, a phonemic solution--even if expressed in terms of distinctive 
features--is not to be preferred. It must be carefully noted at this point 
that there is nothing at all in phonemic theory which would prevent the state­
ment of  phonemes in terms of  distinctive features and there is considerable 
historical j ustification for doing just that where a language would so require. 
I shall attempt to show in Chapter 4 that I find a rather dif ferent solut ion 
for the analysis of  Cantonese to be more in keeping with the facts of  the 
language . My solution is based on a concept of  the use of  immediate constituent 
analysis which will be outlined in Chapter 3. Despite the differences,  however, 
my analysis is, like a phonemic analysis , one which works openly with the 
surface phonetic data and tries not to posit any underlying level except 
where such a level is absolutely required by the language itself .  
2 . 4  A Quasi-Prosodic Study of Shanghai: 
The British school of . prosodic analysis, under the influence of  J.  R. 
Firth, has produced analyses of  a few Chinese dialects and a number of languages
which are typologically similar to Chinese . Prosodic analysis has three maj or 
characteristics which distinguish it radically from the American tradition in 
phonology. 15 
15The following discussion of prosodic analysis is based on the works 
noted in the Bibliography by Firth, Robins , Halliday , and Henderson. Readers 
are especially directed to Robins' essay Aspects of Prosodic Analysis in his 
collection, Diversions of Bloomsbury (1970)e. The interpretation given to 
prosodic analysis is entirely my own , particularly the j udgment that the lack 
of  consistent paradigmatic units across languages is a weakness in the system. 
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1) Workers in prosodic analysis consciously distinguish between the 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic planes in phonology. They insist that both planes 
are operative in phonology and that both must be described in an effective 
analysis of a language ' s  sound system. The point at which this seriously 
differs from American phonology is that our emphasis is placede. very heavily 
on the paradigmatic plane. That is, the prime of our phonology is the segment, 
and our phonological units are defined in terms of systematic segments. A 
systematic segment in a phonemic analysis is one whose definition reflects the 
distributional pattern of the phones subsumed under that systematic segment. 
The systematic phonological segment in a generative analysis is one which 
includes both the strictly phonological data and morphophonemic data in the 
statement of the segment itself. In both cases , certain classes o f  syntagmatic 
information are subsumed within the description of a paradigmatic commutation. 
However , not all the syntagmatic information is statable in this way. The 
outstanding example of syntagmatic information which is not statable in terms 
o f  phonemic or systematic phonemic analyses is the determination of which 
consonant clusters (in languages which permit consonant clusters) are grammatical 
and which ones are not. Therefore , in both the phonemic and the generative 
models a separate section of the analysis has to be devoted to a second level 
o f  syntagmatic analysis after the first has .been taken care of in the phonemic 
statements. But, as we shall see in Chapter 3 ,  the role of this separate 
level o f  analysis is very tenuous in both phonemic and generative models. 
In prosodic terms the two types of units are the phonematic and the 
prosodic. While phonematic statements a re always paradigmatic descriptions 
which may include some allophonic syntagmatic data , the prosodic units are 
always syntagmatic descriptions. Thus , tones , intonations , and the Final 
stops in languages like Thai and Cantonese are indicated as being prosodic 
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units because functionally each of them spans a stretch which is longer than 
the segment (Henderson 1949).
2) Prosodic analysis insists that each language must be analyzed in 
its own terms and that no single analysis is suitable for all. languages. Now 
this 'no single analysis' means no single model of linguistic analysis is 
adequate, not simply that the number of phonemes found in one language will 
not be the same number of phonemes found in others. The prosodic claim is 
very boldly that some languages will contain fundamental elements which other 
languages simply do not contain. This claim is at serious odds with the 
American tradition which has consistently assumed that all languages are 
built up of phonemes or systematic pho�emes. 
3) Because of the considerable relativity implied in No. 2 above, 
and because of the concern for explicitly stating the syntagrnatic and para­
digmatic phonemena of a language, prosodic analysis has . no consistent units 
which one can use in comparison across languages to see what are the differences 
among languages. This is the weakness of the system. The phonematic and 
prosodic units are in no sense clearly defined, and therefore one cannot 
look at the prosodic descriptions of two languages and have a very clear 
idea of how the two languages differ. Now the problem of not being able to see 
how two languages differ by looking at similar descriptions is true also in 
the American tradition, but for just che opposite reason. In the American 
tradition, it is too easily assurned that similar units are equally applicable 
across languages, so what we call 'analysis' is very often the remolding of 
one language into the shape of another. In the prosodic analysis framework, 
a language is sometimes rendered so unique that it is difficult or impossible
for the non-initiate to see what, if any, basis of commonality lies between 
it and any other language (viz. Halliday 's  treatment of Mandarin in Halliday 1959). 
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The relativism of point No. 2 seems to me to be a very positive con­
tr ibution of prosodic analysis, and one which is clearly required for the 
remedy of the defects noted in the previous sections of this chapter. The 
major feature of the relativity of language descriptions is the proportional 
weight which different languages place on the syntagmatic and paradigmatic 
planes. Therefore, the emphasis of point No. 1 above is also accepted as 
being a very positive contribution to linguistic science. However, the lack 
of consistent units with which to work seems to be such a defect in the 
system that I simply cannot accept it.e16 Rather, with the leaven of prosodic 
relativism, I shall attempt to seek a type of linguistic description which 
will give us some uni.ts which can be used across Chinese dialects with a 
notion of combining those units into components which will be relative to 
the facts of given languages. The theory which underlies this last statement 
will be explained in some detail in Chapter 3. In this section it will be of 
interest to take a brief look at one study of  a Chinese dialect by an American 
considerably influenced by prosodic analysis. 
This study is that of Sherard (19 72) on the phonology of the Shanghai 
dialect. The syntagmatic units with which Sherard works are the Tonal contour, 
and the phonological word itself. Unlike a strict prosodic analysis, however, 
Sherard' s study uses the syllable as a consistent unit which could be sought 
16
For this reason, therefore, Firth's  analysis of a Hunanese dialect 
syllable is almost impenetrable from any viewpoint which seeks to place that 
analysis in the context of linguistic analyses in general ( Firth 1957. 76-91) .  
Nevertheless, when worked through, this study is extraordinarily informative 
about the structure of  Chinese monosyllables. Although stated in totally 
different terms from traditional Chinese phonological categories, and worked 
out independently, Firth' s  analysis is effectively the closest approach to 
the traditional analysis that I have seen. 
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in other languages and which therefore is a satisfactory candidate for a pos­
sible unit of comparison across languages. Sherard' s study is, therefore, one 
example of a possible combination of the positive emphases of prosodic analysis 
with the stress of the American tradition on common paradigmatic units. 
It seems to me that Sherard's analysisr. is ideally adapted to. Shanghai. 
By the same token, this analysis is no more adaptable to most other Chinese 
dialects than is a strict phonemic or strict generative analysis.17 There 
are two reasons for this. First, Sherard does not make any systematic cuts 
below the syllable level, and therefore does not demonstrate that his paradigmatic 
units are the smallest ones which need to be isolated for the language.
Second, other Chinese dialects do not have the strikingly pervasive syritagmatic 
Tonal contours that in Shanghai justify the initial commutation of syllables 
within such contours. 
Let us look at these reasons in somewhat greater detail. 
The absence of more discrete cuts within the syllable in Sherard's 
analysis is particularly noticeable if we examine two different accounts of 
segmental phonology in Shanghai. The first is that of Sherard and the second 
is that used by Walton (1971). 
TABLE 2.41 
Shanghai Nasal-ending Finals from Sherard' s 
Inventory of Syllable Nuclei (Sherard 1972.75) 
(Type 1, 2, 3) 
17ro suggest that Sherard 's analysis is not applicable to other types 
of dialects is in no way a denigration of his work. He makes no claim in 
that direction. 
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TABLE 2 .42 
Sequence Structure Conditions Specifying Some of the 
Nasal-ending Finals in Shanghai 
(Walton 1971.88-9) 
If :  II [+Cons] -Cons +Cons 
-Back -Continuent 
+Back 
+Nasai 
r+High 1 
L-Roun� 
That is, in any CVC sequence where the final C is /Q/ and the pre­
ceeding V is nonback, the V is redundantly high and round i.e .,  /i/ .e. 
Thus while /Ci�/ is permissible, sequences such as */Cuo/, */Ceq/, 
*/Coi)/ , and 1YCE11/ are not. 
I f :  [+Cons] +Cons +Cons 
-Continuant 
+Back 
+Nasal 
+Back 
C-HighJ 
That is,  in any CVC sequence where the final C is /ri / and the· preceding 
V is a back vowel, this vowel is redundantly nonhigh. Thus , while 
sequences such as /CaiJ/, /Cor1/ , /Cori/ , and / C-:>11/ are permissible 
*/Cu,J/ is not. 
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As I have suggested in the Introduction (1.2), it is fairly evident that at 
the very least some kind of cut between the Initial and Final is justified­
throughout Chinese. In Shanghai,- of the phones which occur in the Final, only 
one, [ryJ,roccurs as an Initial, and furthermore, the Initials are generally 
widely distributed across the Finals while the units of the Final are very 
narrowly distributed. 
Without such a cut between Initial and Final, it is difficult to pro­
ject the result of Sherard's study onto any other language or even any other 
Chinese dialect, since comparatively the unit of syllable means almost nothing 
when our data for other languages is expressed in terms of segments.
Now by saying this I am in no way suggesting that for Sherard's purpose 
there should have been lower level cuts in the syllable. Sherard's contribution 
to the understanding of Shanghai phonology and the implications thereof to the 
understanding of the doing of phonology are terribly important. For, no matter 
what subsyllable cuts one wishes to make, it must be evident from what Sherard 
has done that the major units of Shanghai phonology are the syllable itself 
and the Tonal contour. Simply the fact that this can be stated carries us a 
long way towards understanding how different languages are and therefore how 
different our descriptions of them must be. However, to guage this difference 
in terms of other languages which have been analyzed otherwise, the subsyllabic 
data must be analyzed as closely as possible. Walton (1971) has shown that the 
subsyllabic analysis of Shanghai segments can be easily expressed in terms of 
a small number of sequence structure rules. What this means in effect is that 
the variation within the segmental syllable is slight and the distribution of 
elements within the syllable is largely transparent. For comparative purposes, 
understanding Sherard' s analysis as the macrotypology of Shanghai and. Walton's 
as the microtypology of Shanghai will enable us to place that language along­
side of most others, an exercise which will enable us to see its typological 
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similarities with, and differences from, other languages. 
Turning to the second objection tor. the use of Sherard's model of 
analysis for the study of all Chinese dialects, it seems fairly evident that 
it is impossible to find an exact equivalent to the Shanghai Tonal contour in 
all Chinese dialects. There are fascinating suggestions of similarity in 
other dialects. Whether the word-based Tonal contour which Sherard posits 
for Shanghai could also be posited for languages with heavy Tone sandhi is 
impossible to tell at this point. But, cl early, the operation of rules like 
Badman's Tone circle (Bodman 1955) or Wang's revision thereof in Tonal alpha 
rules (W. Wang 1967) would have to be considerably modified for there to be a 
similarity to the phenomena in Shanghai. 
Chao's description of the phonological word in Mandarin suggests that 
he senses in Mandarin a phenomenon which is certainly analogous to that of 
Sherard (Chao 1968.136-55). However, Chao's criteria for the discovery of 
the phonological word in Mandarin ultimately depend upon a grammatical correlate, 
since Chao's criterion of potential pause is insufficiently precise to allow 
the prediction of most words. Because Sherard explicitly states that his 
Tonal word coincides sometimes but not always with the grammatical word in. 
Shanghai, the comparison cannot be forced too quickly (Sherard 1972.91-2).  
The work of George Kennedy would suggest that at least in other Wu 
dialects there is a similar phenomenon to Shanghai. For Kennedy's insistence 
on the polysyllabic character of Chinese must have come from the influence of 
his native language--a Wu dialect--upon his analysis of the language as a 
whole (Kennedy 1942; 1953). 
But in all of this, there is no absolute equivalent to Sherard's 
notion of a Tonal-based word .r. Moreover, in the Cantonese dialect--and one 
suspects in other simil ar dialects--there is no phonological analogue whatsoever 
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to the polysyllabic word. In Cantonese, the only criteria for determining 
what is a word and what is not are the syntactic privileges of occurrence. 
This means that it is impossible to use Sherard's type of analysis for all. 
Chinese dialects. It means further that in Cantonese--and in many other 
Chinese .dialects--the highest phonological unit which can be regularly isolated 
is the syllable. Thus, whereas in Shanghai, the syllable is a prime within 
a phonologically-defined word, in Cantonese there is no phonologically defined 
word, and whatever primes one looks for must be isolated below the unit of 
syllable. However, the syllable is a useful unit in both types of language,
and useful comparisons for historical purposes and perhaps synchronic purposes 
can be made by comparing syllable structures. It is this fact which has made 
the traditional emphasis on dialect fieldwork through the use of the pronunci­
ations of isolated characters a possible and worthwhile enterprise .r. However, 
we must not be deceived by the phonological relevance of isolated character 
readings. The fact that we can compare isolated character readings in Cantonese 
and Shanghai is important, but equally important is the fact that the syllable
in the two languages plays a much different part in the total phonology of 
each language. 
2.5 Towards Relativism in Phonological Description 
In the foregoing paragraphs I have demonstrated that a strict phonemic 
analysis is not felicitous for the tmderstanding of Mandarin phonology. 
Neither is a strict generative analysis suited to Cantonese. While a syllable­
prime analysis is highly suited to Shanghai and similar languages, that analysis 
makes little sense in Cantonese where the syllable is the highest phonological 
unit rather than the lowest phonological tmit. 
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The conclusion that I draw from these discussions is that our ideas 
of phonological analysis should be considerably relativized. While it is 
necessary in any systematic linguistics to have units and concepts that can 
be applied across languages, it is also necessary to have a flexibility in 
the analytical components to which they relate so that one language type will 
not be forced into the mold of another type through the predilections of the 
analyst. 
In 1.2 I suggested that differences in typology can be understood as 
the different uses that different languages make of the syntagmatic and para­
digmatic planes. In this chapter I have been almost wholly concerned with 
paradigmatic tmits (phoneme, systematic phoneme, syllable).  In the next 
chapter, I shall discuss some theoretical attempts to incorporate syntagmatic 
considerations into phonological analysis and from that discussion attempt 
to draw some conclusions regarding a relativistic model of phonological 
description. 
Chapter Three 
CONSTITUENT ANALYSIS, THE SYNTAGMATIC AXIS, 
AND LANGUAGE TYPOLOGY! 
3. 1 Introduction 
In the p.revious chapter it was demonstrated that no single model of 
phonology is adequate to describe the phonology of all Chinese dialects. The 
paradigmatic units of models which posit equivalent segmental units for the 
analysis of all languages do not give the same information in regard to each 
language. The components of models which imply, or overtly require sequences 
of components from which are generated correct surface utterances. are not all 
realistically applicable to all languages. In short, the selection of analytical 
models and tools is, to some degree, determined by the typology of the language 
being analyzed at any given time. Models . and tools are (to soine degree) of 
relative applicability, not universal applicability. 
The most pressing problem raised by the acceptance of this assertion 
of relativism is: How can relativity be incorporated into a general linguistic 
1
Although in the Acknowledgements I have expressed my gratitude to the 
many people from whom I have received help in this project, I would like to 
note here my considerable debt for aid with the theoretical considerations 
taken up in this chapter. The initial work on this essay. was a Rimemic analysis 
of
for
Cantonese, which was undertaken with no theoretical underpinning except 
the Middle Chinese Rime sources. While no one but myself is responsible 
for the point of view taken here, I have received much beneficial instruction
from several people. Bill Baxter introduced me to Sina! . (1971) and Stanley 
(1967; 1968) and has continued to help me articulate the ideas that are pre­
sented here, even when he opposes them, Ron Walton lent me his study of Shanghai 
(1971) and offered many suggestions. Professor William Wang urged the crucial 
importance of Pike and Pike (1947) and Hockett (1955). Steve Wallace offered 
helpful and stimulating discussion and lent me his very important paper on 
phenomena in Germanic similar to those discussed in this essay (Wallace 1974). 
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approach in a way that will not make the analyses of different languages so 
incomparable as to render linguistics an utterly incoherent discipline? I 
have shown that by talking merely about paradigmatic \ill.its we do not begin 
to resolve this problem. A s imple listing o f  the paradigmatic \ill.its that 
occur in various languages tells us nothing about those languages, and in any 
case, the units themselves, though they may be called by the same name, are 
essent ially different across languages. 
2 
It is proposed that relativity can be acco\lll.tably incorporated into a 
linguistic approach by factoring into the approach the syntagmatic arrangements 
of paradigmatic tmits at a level appropriate to the language being analyzed at 
any given time. Now this statement so\lll.dS so obvious that it should hardly 
need recording on paper. Linguistics has long taken account of both the 
syntagmatic and the paradigmatic axes of linguistic arrangement. Linguistic 
theory has always stressed the need to incorporate both axes in a description 
o f  a given language. However, as Wallace (1974.25) also points out, the 
attention given to the syntagmatic axis in lingusitic theory has taken a noticeable 
second place to that paid to the paradigmatic axis (except, of course, in 
prosodic analysis).e3 The syntagmatic plane, where it has been discussed, has 
generally been allocated a subordinate place in the analysis of languages 
(phonotactics in phonemic analyses; redundancy rules in generative analyses)e. 
2This is,  of  course, the underlying insight of the relativistic 
approach taken in Hackett ' s  Manual. 
3wallace ' s  discussion of the development of Germanic in terms of both 
the syntagmatic and paradigmatic axes is important, too, because it suggests 
ways in which the development of  stress-related morphophonemics in languages
like English may parallel the development o f  tones in tonal languages. 
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A realistic solution to the problem presented by the relativity of linguistic 
description must provide for an integration of the syntagmatic description
with the paradigmatic description. That integration can be effective only if 
the analyst assigns the respective roles of the syntagmatic and paradigmatic 
descriptions according to the requirements of the specific language he is 
discussing.
At the end of this chapter I shall propose a general approach (sic: 
not a ' model' or ' theory') to phonological description which will use phono­
logical features which are mapped onto a phonetic level from a phonological 
level and which. are selected according to the requirements of the language .
at hand. Features will be used for the connnon sense reason that they are 
the lowest collllllon denominator among paradigmatic phonological units known to 
the writer. They therefore have the widest usefulness of any paradigmatic 
units known to the writer. 
The approach to be presented at the end of this chapter has been 
worked out during a series of attempts to analyze the phonology of some 
Chinese dialects in a manner that would 1) be consistent with basic trends 
in modern American linguistics; 2) preserve the insights of indigenous Chinese 
phonological analyses; 3) illustrate the typological characteristics of the 
dialects being analyzed. My hope has been to take the insights of earlier 
workers and to apply them to the problems faced in working with Chinese 
dialects. If there are any merits in this approach, they are there because the 
approach itself is merely an extension of the work of others. Because new 
linguistic work always seems to reflect much more continuity with the past than 
may be recognized in the heat of 'discovery' , the first half of this chapter 
will be devoted to discussing four important contributions to the linguistic 
understanding of syntagmatic. relations among paradigmatic units and linguistic 
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relativity. These contributions are works by Benjamin Lee Whorf, Kenneth 
L. Pike and Eunice V. Pike, Charles Hockett, and Richard Stanley. In the 
following section, I shall take up these works. 
3.2 Some Previous Approaches to the Syntagmatic Axis,  Relativism, and Phono­
logical Typology. 
3.21 Post-phonemic immediate constituent analysis. Two well-known 
essays illustrate the use of innnediate constituent analysis on syllables after 
the constituents of the syllables have been determined to be autonomous phonemes. 
These essays are Benjamin Whorf's Linguistics as an exact science (Whorf 1940), 
and Pike and Pike' s Immediate constituents of Mazateco syllables (Pike and 
Pike 194 7). 
Whorf's essay contains his famous analysis of the possible concatenation 
of phonemes in an English monosyllable. Whorf reduces the possibilities to 
a rather compl ex formula (see Whorf 1940.223). What is important for the 
present purpose is his isolation of the possibl e word-initial consonant 
clusters that may occur in English monosyllables. The longest is three 
members which have the following restrictions upon their co-occurrence: 
k w 
+ s t r 
p 1 
Whorf does not use the term ' innnediate constituent' in his essay, but it is 
clear from the little that has been shown above--and certainly from the whole 
formula--that IC cuts would have to be drawn to isolate the cluster from the 
succeeding vowel and then (as in fact Whorf does) to isolate the third member 
from the first two. Because Whorf assumes phonemic analysis has already been 
done, he does not state one of the strong reasons for cutting between the second 
and third member, namely the allophonic shape of the stop member of the cluster 
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is determined by its following the /s/. This is an important point because · 
clusters of two members can be formed out of the second and third members of. 
these clusters, so, except for the allophonic restriction imposed by the 
presence of /s/, it would seem perfectly reasonable to make the cut between 
the /s/ and whatever follows. 
I submit that we learn the following things from Whorf's analysis. 
1) Unlike the phonemic analysis which Whorf presumes as a prerequisite 
to his effort, the IC analysis provides a statement of the syntagmatic struc­
ture of the syllable. To state this another way, phonemic analysis subsumes 
syntagmatic information under a paradigmatic statement. The IC analysis then . . 
goes on to state those aspects of syntagmatic arrangement .which are not sub­
sumed under the phonemic statement. 
2) In this case at least, the IC analysis is designed for phonemes, 
but, in fact, depends upon phonetic information in determining where. to make 
the first cut within the 3-rnember cluster. This means that the IC analysis
is not actually carried out on an already phonemicized stretch of speech. In 
other words, for a syntagmatic analysis it would seem that all the syntagmatic 
information must be available and not subsumed under a paradigmatic analysis. 
·,
The Pikes' essay on the Mazateco syllable is similar to Wharf' s in 
assuming that the material is . already phonemicized. The Pikes conclude their 
essay with the following interesting formula (Pike and Pike 1947.91): 
n 
'l 
3 4C 
i 
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This formula is intended to isolate the first three consonants into one 
group, the three vowels into a second and the two tone numbers into a third 
group. Within each of these groups the constituents are further divided with 
the lowest one being the principal member and relative height being p roportion­
al to relative subordination. The notion of subordination is important here. 
For it operates in the indigenous Chinese analysis as well (cf. 1 . 1-2; 4 . 1-2)e. 
The Pikes do not define subordination. But it seems clear that that which 
is least subordinate has the widest distribution and vice versa. 
A second important insight that comes from the Pikese' essay is their 
understanding of the effect of such an IC analysis on the analysis of syllable 
constituents. I shall quote the relevant paragraph in full because it has a 
direct bearing on the exercise in the present essay : 
It [immediate constituent analysis of a syllable] may ulti­
mately explain various problems in which phonetic sequences 
of  sound appear to have simultaneously both phonemic unity 
and phonemic complexity. In English, for example, [ai J ,  
CauJ, [�iJ are phonetically complex. Because of their 
contrasts with each other, and for other reasons , it seems 
best to consider them sequences of phonemes, i . e. /ai/,
/au/ , /�i/. On the other hand, they act in distribution 
much like Cee1 J ,  couJ, C i1 J, [uUJ , which may best be 
analyzed as single phonemes, i . e .  /e/ , lo/ , /ii, lu/ .  The
explanation of this apparent dilemma appears to be that the 
phonemic sequences /ai/ , /au/ , /�i/ constitute vocalic 
nuclei; these phonemicly complex nuclear elements have 
a distribution which is similar to that for the phonemi­
cally simple nuclei /e/, /o/ ,  /i/ , /u/ (Pike and Pike
1947 . 91 ) . 
Although the IC analysis of the Pikese' effort follows the exercise of 
phonemicization, it is evident from this quotation that IC analysis may well 
affect one ' s  selection of phonemes because of the distribution of units 
larger than a phoneme (cf.  also 1 . 2  above) . This raises a crucial possibility 
for phonology. That is , in a strictly distributional analysis of segmental 
phones , units which would have to be analyzed as two separate phonemes may, 
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under an IC analysis, be reduced to a single emic t.mit, which is in fact the 
source of the differences between Pike's (1947) analysis of English vowels 
and that of Trager and Smith, who treat all of the vowel and glide sequences 
as sequences of phonemes (Trager and Smith 1957). 
3.22 Prephonemic IC analysis: Hackett's Manual of Phonology. The 
Pikes' conclusion suggests that there may be varying relations between 
phonetic units and phonemic units. Phonetically complex stretches of speech
may be analyzed as phonemically simple units because of the requisites of the 
language under review at a given time. This conclusion implies that the 
phoneme will be relative in signification according to the language being 
analyzed. Of course, in the Pikes ' essay, the relativity is not terribly 
extensive. 
Hockett (1955) pushes that notion of relativity to its logical con­
clusion, and he overtly states that the notion of phoneme is relative to the 
language being described. 
The phonemes of a language fall into various structural class­
ifications, based on similarities and differences of privilege 
of occurrence. It is impossible to supply any general class­
ificatory frame of reference from which terms can be drawn .in 
a completely consistent way for the discussion of every indi­
vidual language. But some approach to this can be attempted. 
In a language which has only simple syllable peaks, it is
usually important to know whether a given phoneme occurs only 
as a peak, only otherwise, or as a peak in some environments 
and otherwise in others. Instead of "otherwise," we can say 
"as margin," which is then shorthand for occurrence as, or as 
part of, either onset, coda, or interlude. General terms for 
the possible types of phonemes in such a case are the following: 
occurs as: 
peak margin
vowel yes no 
consonant no yes
semivowel yes yes 
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Fijian phonemes are all vowels or consonants; Sendai has 
also semivowels /m n nY g / (Hockett 1955.e75; underscor­
ing added).  
The context for this relativism is a schematic phonological typology 
based on an overt application of hierarchical IC analysis. \\1ithin that scheme, 
Hockett would not in principle object either to the Pikes' analysis of English 
vowels or to the traditional Chinese division of Chinese syllables. 
4 
The word ' syntagmatic' does not appear in Hackett ' s  typology. What I 
have referred to as the ' syntagmatic plane' is accounted for by Hockett through 
classification of various arrangements in languages of the elements within 
syllables. Thus, peak and margin (=onset, coda, interlude) are the maj or 
segmental positions of syllables, and the fillers of these positions are 
vowels, consonants, and semivowels, categories defined by their privileges of 
occurrence in the syllabic positions. Typology--which I have defined as the 
relative emphases of given languages on the syntagmatic and paradigmatic 
axes--is then described through the listing of the types of fillers that 
various syllabic positions may have. Including suprasegmental positions, the 
major classes in Hockette' s  typology are then subsumed under the following 
headings : juncture types, accentual types, peak types, margin types. Within 
each of these major classifications, Hockett describes the relevant consonants, 
vowels, and semivowels of the languages which h e  uses as examples . In this 
system, languages which have similar juncture typologies may have different 
peak typologies, those with similar peak typologies may be different onset 
typologies, and so on; so the typology consists of lists of languages under 
increasingly discrete subtypological categories. 
4Note that Hackett ' s  position on this point changed between his 
analysis of Mandarin phonemes (1947) and his Manual (1955) .  Professor 
Hockett has confirmed this point in conversation. 
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Although I shall immediately below offer reasons for not accepting 
Hockett ' s  scheme of typology , I must note beforehand that Hockett ' s  Manual 
provides the greatest help available at the present time to anyone interested 
in phonological typology. At least to the present writer, it seems evident 
that any future phonological typology must in some sense be a revision o f  
Hockett ' s  work. 
My reasonse. for not adopting Hockett ' s  scheme for the present study 
are as follows : 
1) If the phoneme is to be relativized to the extent that seems 
logically necessary in Hockett ' s  scheme, I wonder why it would not be better 
either to eliminate the term altogether or to restrict it to a more limited 
usage, finding other terms for phenomena outs_ide that limited usage. In a 
sense, Hockett has partly taken this step. In his Manual he uses ' phoneme ' 
to refer only to the segmental phonemes. Other terms are used to refer to 
the suprasegmentals. To the present writer it seems easiest to reserve 
' phoneme ' to refer to the distributional phoneme o f  Pike (1947) , and in the 
analysis of languages where that concept is not very appropriate, other terms 
should be used. In the present essay, the term ' Rimemee' will be introduced 
(see Chapter IV) as one such term. 
2)  Hockett ' s  analysis avowedly works ' from the top down ' .  In fact , 
the sequence of any phonological analysis will probably follow that order, 
since the ultimate constituents of a phonology will be the last items to be 
isolated. However, in a presentation o f  the analysis that aims to integrate 
the syntagmatic and paradigmatic axes, it is sometimes more convenient to be 
able to work ' from the bottom up' .  In a hierarchical constituent analysis 
that uses phonemes (albeit of relative definition) as fundamental units, it 
is difficult not to separate the statement o f  paradigmatic units from the 
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statement of their potential for concatenation. To the present writer, it 
seems that the sequence of such statements should be determined by the lan­
guage at hand. Consequently, I prefer to use an arrangement that is flexible 
in the sequencing of statements of paradigmatic units and syntagmatic 
concatenations. 
3)  While Hackett' s  'ultimate constituents'  are the equivalent of 
' distinctive features' in a Jakobsonian or a generative treatment, I prefer to 
use distinctive features because their previous use makes their employment in a 
'bottom-up' description expected and convenient. There is no reason at all 
that they cannot also be used for a ' top-down' phonemic analysis in languages
that call for that arrangement. The wide acceptance in the field of the dis­
tinctive feature as a paradigmatic subunit makes it very convenient to use 
distinctive features in both types of analysis. 
4) The notion of components of an analysis is a contribution identified 
with generative linguistics and is subsequent to Hackett's typological scheme. 
While I have already shown that the use of purportedly universal components does 
not help in the analysis of languages which do not require all of such components, 
the idea of components can be of considerable aid in the delineation of phono­
logical types. I prefer to use components and the relative arrangement of 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic statements as against Hackett' s use of syllable 
position placement as a basis for listing types because I think that the general 
differences and the continuities along languages can be made clearer with 
the former. Furthermore, should one wish to relate phonological typology to 
morphological and syntactic typology, the use of components can be of some help.
5 
5working beyond the scope of this essay, I have tried to integrate the
general phonological typology of Chinese with the morphological and syntactic 
typology. In Standard Average European, morphology is the quintessential 
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3.23 The syntagmatic plane in a generative grammar. In the previous 
section I have proposed using certain tools usually associated with generative 
grammars in preference to certain tools usually associated with 'structuralist' 
grammars. I have specifically advocated the use of distinctive features and 
components of analysis. I have implicitly suggested that in the analysis of 
some languages a sequence of 'mapping' features onto the phonetic level from 
a phonological level is to be preferred to a constituent analysis in which 
phonemes are taken to be basic paradigmatic units. 
All of these proposals have been made for pragmatic reasons. The tools 
which I have suggested using seem to me to have a great potential for flex­
ibility. At the same time, they are precise enough that, if used with clarity,
they have some value in cross-language comparison. In short, I propose to use 
these tools borrowed from the common generative stock, but I shall use them 
within the relativistic viewpoint of Hockett's Manual. 
6 
paradigmatic study. For that reason, it is often thought that Chinese has very
little morphology, and what it does have is of the very simplest sort. However,
if morphology is the building of words, then there is a great deal of morphology
in Chinese, for grammatical words are very often (per�aps mostly?) built out 
of morpheme combinations. These combinations are syntagrnatic combinations of 
roots, not paradigmatic alternations of the members of closed classes. The bulk 
of Chao's massive grammar (Chao 1968) concerns morphology in this sense. Syntax
in Chinese is a direct extension of Chinese morphology in that the basic com­
binations of morphological types are reflected in the syntactic rules. While
this subject is not directly pertinent to the essay in hand, there is an impor­
tant point for the present discussion. In general, the whole Chinese language
employs the syntagmatic axis more than the paradigmatic axis. I suggest that 
it is this fact and its contrast with other types of languages that Sapir (1921) 
was referring to in his general typological discussions. 
6With respect to the intellectual history of linguistics, it is 
necessary to recall that there is neither a monolithic structuralist phonology
nor a monolithic generative phonology. The immense amount of ink spilled in 
controversy between 'structuralist' and 'generativer' 
only a few matters of important difference between them, principally 
linguistics has flooded 
the role
that morphophonemics should play in an analysis. Away from the heat of debate, 
however, it seems to the present writer that fundamentally Bloch and Trager
(1942) and Hockett (1947) have more in common with Chomsky and Halle (1968) 
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The reason for this mixture is fairly simple. The wider generative 
posture in phonology has given us a number of tools and concepts that have 
enabled sensitive analysts of specific languages able to present their in­
sights with a generality and elegance that is less well illustrated when only 
the stock of tools of phonemic analysis is available. However, the generative 
posture has in general failed to give much weight to syntagmatic consider­
ations. And, while the presence or absence of a given rule in a language is 
certainly a mark of its type, where the operation of rules is understood to be 
from a common (or simply undefined) phonological level to a phonetic level , the 
comparison of such rules across languages obscures information in the same way 
as does the use of lists of phonemes in language comparison. 
To be sure, generat ive phonology has a place for syntagmatic statements. 
That is in the statement of ' redundancy rules , '  a term that generally subsumes 
' sequence structure rules ' and ' morpheme structure rulese' and ' segment struc-
ture rules ' .  Richard Stanley (196 7 ;  1968) has discussed the types of such 
rules and the roles that they play in a generative phono logy. Stanley dis­
tinguishes two maj or types of redundancy rules, segment structure rules and 
morpheme structure rules. Segment st ructure rules are those rules that indicate 
which combinations of disteinctive features do not occur; given that systematic 
phonemes are specified with disteinctive features, segment structure rules 
than either has with Hockett (1955). That Hockett uses phonemes in his Manual 
does not make him any more a standard structuralist than does C .  Cheng's  use .e. 
of distinctive features and rules make his treatment of Mandarin a standard 
generative treatment. It . is proper to talk of strict structuralist models and 
strict generative models and also proper to talk of the tools generally used 
in each. It is inaccurate to assume that the use of these tools always re­
flects the strict version of either school. 
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indicate which systematic phonemes do not occur. There are two basic reasons 
for combinations of features not occurring. One is that it is logically im­
possible for them to occur or that it is empirically demonstrated that they 
do not occur. A logically impossible case is for a given segment to be marked 
bothr[+ anterior] andr [+ back], unless such a specification is defined to mean 
c+ central]. Empirical impossibility (or high improbability) is what lies 
behind the notion of markedness, extensive examples of which are found in Chomsky
and Halle (1968.402-35). The other reason for combinations of features not 
occurring is language-specific. Such absences may be systematic (that a language 
lacks affricates, for example), or ' accidentalr' (that a language has labial 
and dental stops but no velar stops). 
Morpheme structure rules are those rules that indicate which combinations 
of phones (systematic phonemes or phonetic segments) do not occur. Here again, 
there are two types of gaps: systematic (absence of clusters, for example) and 
accidental (st- sp- sk-, zd- z .b-, but no zg-). 
Stanley argues that redundancy rules properly belong in the pre­
phonological portion of the grammar. That is, redundancy rules spec:i,fy the 
segments and sequences which occur in the ' lexicon' component of a generative 
grammar, which is redundancy free in its entries. He further argues that re­
dundancy rules are really statements of conditions in that they do not change 
features, but only predict which vertical and linear combinations of features 
do not occur. Finally, Stanley pays considerable attention to the problem of 
accidental gaps and illigitimate uses of rules to specify them. 
In my view, the different parts of Stanley's analysis of the role of 
redundancy rules are of different value. Segment structure rules carry no 
linguistic value. Their real purpose is .to constrain the mapping of distinctive 
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features onto segmental positions so that the device does not generate seg­
ments that are not found in a given language. Since languages do not have 
segments that they lack, sequence structure rules do not describe anything. 
They are needed simply because of  the generative descriptive device itself. 
They are therefore not an essential part o f  a phonological description. Segment 
structure rules will not be discussed in this essay. 
I have already argued that linguistic relativity requires that the com­
ponents of  our analysis of  given languages should vary according to the language 
at hand, and that the sequence of  stating syntactic and paradigmatic infor­
mation should be determined according to the language at hand. Therefore, the 
automatic assignment of the sequence structure rules to the lexicon is abandoned. 
These rules should be assigned to such a component as is reasonable in terms of  
given languages. In any case, the lexicon component of  a generative grammar 
is a very peculiar analytical entity. In Stanley's scheme, it serves merely as 
a place for redundancies to be stated. In the current state o f  generative syntax, 
it is questionable whether there is any need at all .for the lexicon as Stanley 
and earlier generative works conceived it. Certainly in the phonological 
portion of  the analysis, it serves only as a place to clean up the device itself. 
Morpheme structure rules are to be retained here because, unlike the 
segment structure rules, they can serve a genuine linguistic purpose in relation 
to specific languages. To illustrate that fact, let us consider the very 
different works of Sinal (1971) and Walton (1971). Sinal describes the clusters 
o f  Greek, Latin,eand Gothic. Walton describes the syllable o f  the Shanghai 
dialect o f  Chinese.. Both writers ostensibly work in the model that Stanley 
provides , and both trouble to give rules for both segmental and morpheme struc­
ture redundancy, though in neither work do the segmental redundancy rules 
affect the analysis of  the language. Sinal 's  analysis mainly concerns the 
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consonant clusters of the languages he takes up. While there are predictable 
sequences of words and consonants, these are comparatively few. The reason 
for this limitation is obviously that the sequences of vowel and consonant are 
generally so conditioned by morphophonemics that simple predictions of most 
occurring sequences of vowels and consonants are nearly impossible to design. 
In contrast, Walton's rules describe the whole structure of the Shanghai 
syllable. Neither writer specifically notes the implication of the difference 
between their works, but the typological implications are obvious. For the 
analysis of Gothic, Greek, and Latin, the morpheme structure rules are useful 
in the statement of only part of the phonology. By and large, the phonology 
is most easily stated through the use of standard generative phonological 
rules (i.e. feature changing rules). For the analysis of the Shanghai syllable, 
no standard phonological rules are required; only morpheme structure rules are 
needed. If phonological rules are required, it is for the statement of Tone 
sandhi in the concatenation of syllables, though one wonders if these phenomena 
too could not be stated through the elimination of nonoccurring sequences 
rather than through the use of feature changing rules. 
Metaphorically, morpheme structure rules serve to eliminate from the 
possible combinations of all of the phones of a given language those combinations 
which do not occur. Suppose a language with only three .phones at both the 
phonological and phonetic levels : /p, a, t/ Table 3.231 gives all the combin­
ations of these three phones, assuming a maximum of two segments per syllable. 
If there is a rule which prohibits consonant clusters, then all combinations 
of these phones are excluded from the table, which leaves us with Table 3.232. 
For a language that is sufficiently simple in structure for morpheme structure 
rules to predict which phones occur in which combinations, the morpheme struc­
ture rules will be of great use, for they can be employed to describe the whole 
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syllable structure, and anything that is not excluded by such rules will then 
occur. In the analysis of languages whose structure is so complex as to pro­
hibit charting all combinations on a table like that of 3.231, the morpheme
structure rules will be of less than central value. 
In this essay, the generative tools of phonological features, language 
components, and redundancy and phonological rules will be integrated into a 
relativistic scheme in just this metaphorical sense. In the following section, 
I shall outline an approach to accomplish this. 
3.3 A Relativistic Approach to Phonology 
Drawing together the several threads of the foregoing discussion, I 
propose the following general approach to phonology. The analysis of given 
languages should be expressed through the mapping of phonological feature matrices 
onto phonetic feature matrices. While the features used for all languages 
will be more universal than unique, the features used for each language should 
be defined for that language. There should be a distinction maintained between 
'universal' features, which refer to neutral articulatory characteristics and 
' language-specific' features, which combine universal features in a way that is 
particularly characteristic of a given language (e. g., the feature [labial] in 
4.2 below). While the features should be phonetically suggestive to the point 
that undefined catch-all features (e.g., [tense ]; see 4.2) should be excluded, 
there should be no illusions about the genuine 'content' of any feature. At 
any level of discussion, features necessarily represent an interpretation of 
sound. The phonetic level is just as much an abstract selection of a few nameable 
elements as is the phonological level. The difference between the two levels 
is a difference of function. The phonetic level should indicate the ranges
within which various sounds are articulated. The phonological level serves to 
No. of Segments 
per Syllable 
1 
2 
No. of Segments 
per Syllable 
1 
2 
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TABLE 3. 231 
Possible Syllable Combinations of 
p, a, t 
Combinations 
p a t 
pp, pa, pt, aa, at, ap, tt, tp, ta 
TABLE 3.e232 
Occurring Syllables of 
p, a, t 
Combinations 
p a t 
pa, aa, at, ap, ta 
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delineate the system in which a given language organizes its sounds. The 
phonological level serves to distinguish a given language from other languages 
as well as to show points of commonality between a given language and other 
languages.
Heuristically, only those features which make a difference in the rules · 
operating in a language should be used in a description of that language.  
Whil e it is possible to employ all of the features of a given 'universal' stock 
in the description of any one language, it is not necessary to do so. The fact 
that in a strict generative analysis segment structure rules are needed to 
prevent the mapping device from generating wild segments is an indication 
that the device itself has been accorded far more seriousness than has been war­
ranted. If the point of phonological analysis is to produce a description of 
a language that is as true to the facts of that language as possible, then it 
is the analyst's responsibility to choose the relevant features and not to 
cloud up the picture by positing features which are subsequently not functional 
in the rules used to describe the processes of the language.
In this essay, features will be listed in segment-sized columns . This 
suggests no prescription of sanctity for the segment. However, just as the 
feature is the smallest paradigmatic unit known to the writer, so the segment 
is the smallest grouping of features known to the writer. The segment is used 
for its descriptive flexibility. For some dialects of Chinese it is important 
to show that two segments in one order are systematically two units (phonologically 
two segments) , whereas in another order they are a single unit. In Cantonese, 
for example, the sequence [ ni :J (with a proper tone contour) operates as two 
units, Initial and Final, each with a single segment filler. But the sequence 
[ i : nJ is systematical ly a single unit, a Rime. (For further analysis of Cantonese, 
see 4.3 below.) If the latter sequence is assigned a unitary symbol, the 
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commonality it shares with the former sequence will be obscured, and so the 
functional differences will not be evident. Hence, for this essay, Rimemes 
will be given two columns of features and assigned two segments. The rules 
that describe them will make it clear that they are. functionally a single unit. 
In the analysis of other languages this step may be inappropriate, and 
the syllable, or a portion of the syllable longer than the segment, might be 
the appropriate unit for a single column of features. The choice is a language­
specific decision. 
The phonological level should be specifically defined for each language 
to be analyzed, and the type of rules to be used in the mapping from the phono­
logical level to the phonetic level should be stated at the outset of the 
analysis. This means that the components of analyses will differ from language 
to language. The writer is aware that this use of ' component' differs radi­
cally from that used in a strict generative model (e.g ., T. Cheng 1968). The 
difference is deliberate. The phonological levels of languages differ hugely. 
It is obfuscating to give them all the same level. 
Consider two examples. The Lungyen dialect of Chinese (see 5.3 below)
seems ideally to fit a fairly strict phonemic approach. So the components 
of an analysis of Lungyen are: a phonemic level, a phonetic level, and a phono­
tactic statement that tells which combinations of phonemes occur. Because 
Lungyen, like all kinds of Chinese, has a very small nlUllber of syllables, and an 
extremely small number of postinitial stretches, it is revealing to state the 
phonotactics prior to the statements of distribution that map the phonemic 
level onto the phonetic level. Schematically, this is: 
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Lungyen components 
Phonemic Level 
(phonemes in all possible combinations) 
(only 
. 
' 
Sequence st  rue t ure 
Phonotactic Level 
occurring combinations) 
Distributional sta 
•
Phonetic Level 
statements 
tements 
In Hakka and other Rimemic dialects o f  Chinese, the relative strength 
of the syntagmatic axis requires a hierarchical statement of combinations 
prior to the phonological rules. 
Hakka components 
Combinatory Level 
(all possible Rimemic, Final,  
and Syllable combinations) 
Sequen ce structure rules 
Phonological Level 
(only occurring syllables 
...
Phonetic Level 
Distri 
chan 
butional and feature 
ging rules 
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In sum, phonological description is envisaged here to include those 
components which are motivated by given languages, with each level of the 
analysis being defined for the language under analysis itself and with the 
types of rules and their function being defined according to the lan�uage 
under analysis. In the next chapter, I shall use this relativistic approach 
to phonology to suggest a model of analysis specifically designed for one 
type of Chinese dialect. 
Chapter Four 
CONSTITUENT
MODEL, AND AN ANALYSIS OF THE CANTONESE 
ANALYSIS, THE MIDDLE CHINESE PHONOLOGICAL 
FINAL 
4. 1 The Middle Chinese Phonological Model 
The earliest indigenous device for the systematic graphic represen­
tation of Chinese sounds was the fan ch'ieh 'spelling' system. The fan ch'ieh 
date from the second century A. D. The fan ch'ieh represent a division of the 
syllable into the Initial consonant (including 0) and whatever remains. Thus, 
a canonical shape for the Chinese syllable was assumed to be as follows: 
Syl. = I F 
Two things are of crucial importance in this analysis of Chinese sounds. 
First, there is a concentration on the syllable. One might say that the 
emphasis on the syllable in traditional Chinese phonology was simply an ex-
tension of the. writing system. However, such an argument would be as pure a 
case of cultural bias as could be invented in the study of linguistics. To 
show that the traditional Chinese focus on the syllable for further analysis 
is inaccurate, one would have to show that the writing system's alliance of 
syllable and morpheme is both morphologically and phonologically misleading. 
It has long been recognized that the writing system represents a substantial 
morphological truth (Chao 1968.137). As for the phonological truth, there is 
ground for dispute with regard to the Wu dialects. I have shown in Chapter III 
that Sherard's analysis of Shanghai isolates a suprasyllabic level, that of 
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the phonological word, which is defined by an extended tonal contour. It 
was certainly a similar phenomenon to which George Kennedy was referring in 
his famous analysis of his native Wu dialect as being polysyllabic in nature 
(Kennedy 1953). However, so far as I know Kennedy never questioned the im­
portance of syllables in Chinese, but only the notion that the minimum free 
form was generally coterminus with the single syllable. 
In all other studies which I have seen, the syllable is in effect 
the primary unit of focus. It therefore seems eminently reasonable to accord 
the fan ch' ieh analysis with considerable insight in its first assumption, the 
validity of focusing on the syllable. 
The second very important aspect of the fan ch'ieh analysis is its 
implicit assumption that there is phonological ground for isolating the Initial 
from what remains and thereafter treating each of these stretches of speech as 
a unit. Here again it would be mere cultural bias that would suggest that it 
was only the absence of the alphabet in Chinese literary tradition which pre­
vented the Chinese from dividing the syllable more discretely on the first cut. 
(In fact, as I shall show below, the Chinese did divide the syllable IJl()re dis­
cretely but not in a way which would correspond exactly to the divisions of 
an alphabet.) There is a cultural bias inherent in our own Western tradition, 
since the alphabet preceded the concept of the phoneme and systematic phoneme, 
that is, forms of segmental analysis. A cultural bias also lies very much 
with our failure to perceive what the Chinese phonologists must have perceived 
about their own language. That is, the mutual relationship of the various 
phones which are concatenated in a single syllable is not best expressed by 
assigning a single symbol to each phone. 
Consider some interesting numbers that are drawn from Cantonese and 
which are paralleled in most other dialects, so far as I know. The morphological 
• • • 
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fit of morpheme to syllable, which on a 1: 1 basis in most kinds of Chinese, has 
phonological significance when we notice that the proportion of phonetic vowels 
to Finals in Cantonese is 11 vowels to 52 Finals (excluding the syllabic nasals) 
which is on the order of 1:5. Interestingly, only .the central vowels /a: a/ 
can combine with all ending glides and consonants, and so when the 18 Finals 
made up with these two vowels are subtracted, the remaining Finals number 34, 
which leaves a proportion of one vowel to 3. 7 Finals. Given these numbers 
alone, it would seem that a syllable-based analysis might be appropriate for 
Cantonese. However, note that the ratio of Initials to Finals ranges from 
1:47 on down, but no Initial combines with fewer than 16 Finals, and the lowest 
case concerns the labiovelars , while the other Initials combine with over 30 
Finals each. 
Consider similar numbers for Mandarin. The ratio of phonetic vowels to 
finals in Mandarin is 11: 35. Of the 35 finals, those with the peripatetic low 
unrounded vowels [a, aJ  number 12. Subtracting these, we have a proportion 
for the remaining vowels of 10 :22 or 1:2.2. As we have seen above, except for 
the restricted Initials, Cc, c', s ;  k, k', x; c, c', s ;  tv, tv', vJ, Mandarin 
Initials are fairly well distributed among the Finals. For Mandarin, as for 
Cantonese, the general distribution of the Initials is much less restricted 
than for the single phones within the Finals. For both dialects, then, it 
makes considerable sense to make a first cut between the first consonant and 
what remains and to treat the two as separate units. 
Note that the fact of the vast difference in distributional privileges
of occurrence between the Initials as a class and the phones in the Final as 
another class remains despite the phonologization that one chooses to apply 
to Chinese. Furthermore, this fact is what renders askew any phonologization 
which does not take account of the need to make a cut between Initial and Final 
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at the phonetic level. The skewed phonology which results from ignoring this 
fact is the kind which I have discussed in Chapter II above . 
There is another kind of phonological fact that parallels the numbers 
which I have just quoted. This is the kind ofr- constraint which governs the 
possible concatenations of vowels with various consonants and glides. For 
Cantonese, as for most dialects which retain the full complement of final stop 
and nasal endings of the Middle Chinese period, there is an absolute constraint 
prohibiting the occurrence of a rotlllded principal vowel and an endin� labial 
consonant in the same syllable. This is, of course, the well-known labial 
dissimilation constraint which is referred to in the rime group change of 
words like the word for law ( �  , Anc.*b'iwAp) which in the Middle Chinese 
period _ changed from a*-.E. final word to a -t final word, apparently under 
pressure from the Initial which was a labial. Now because of the historical 
development of such words, the labial dissimilation in Chinese could be stated 
as being the nonoccurrence of labial Initials with Finals which are ended by a 
labial consonant. While largely accurate, this statement would be insufficiently 
general for Cantonese and there are exceptions to it in colloquial speech as 
we can see in the following three examples: 
' suddenly' 
pam'1 'pump' (English loan)
. 
papl papl t' iu.J 'jump, flutter' 
1 
1
The second of these examples is a loan word, and the third is onomatopoetic 
reduplication. The first may be onomatopoetic in nature , too. It is not common 
in linguistics to base conclusions regarding the system of a language on loans 
and onomatopoetic material because such material may reflect a conflicting 
subsystem and not be representative of the language as a whole. The citation 
of these examples. is not intended t6 violate this sound stricture. However,
onomatopoetic and loan words are legitimately useful in helping to determine 
the outer limits of the phonology of a languager. In the present instance the
occurrence of a few syllables beginning and ending in labial consonants indicates 
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Furthermore, there is no constraint which prohibits labial Initials from co­
occurring with rounded vowels. Thus the following are all attested syllablese: 
� p' ou� ' carry' 
t po� 
'boil' 
4 fa� ' float' 
' tiger ' 
(negative) 
But there are no occurrences that I have ever found of a labial vowel being 
followed by a labial consonant in the same syllable. 
Similarly, among the non-low vowels (for definition of vowel features, 
see 4.2) there is a rule that pairs high vowels with front consonants (m, n, p, t) 
and nonhigh vowels with back consonants (q, k)e. 
By stating these two constraints alone , one accounts for the pattern of 
occurrence of all closed Finals in Cantonese. While there is in each case a 
similar constraint relating Initials to Finals the constraint on that level 
is very limited . 
.. 
Consider again that the only general Tonal constraint is that checked 
or short Tones ( "-'f: ) occur only with Finals ending in stopped consonants. 
This correlation between Tone and Final is unaffected by the Initial. 
What these facts show when taken together is that there is a relatively 
closer relationship between the elements of the phonetic Final than there is 
between the Initial and any element of the Final. And this fact is accounted 
for by the fan ch'ieh system of phonological analysis. 
that Cantonese is at least tangentially receptive to such syllables. But 
that j s  the outer limit. There are no instances that I can find of a rotmded 
vowel being followed by a labial consonant. 
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Interestingly, a language with this construction is not most eco­
nomically written with an alphabet which assigns a single symbol to each segment­
sized unit. This fact has long been known to the Chinese themselves, and the 
only wholly indigenous writing system invented in this century takes advantage
of this fact and is more economical than an alphabet. This writing system is 
the National Phonetic Alphabet ( ,-.if JI J ) . To show why this type of writing 
system is more economical, let us consider the simplest case : a possible writing 
.
system for the Cantonese dialect. Now obviously t.he most economical use of 
symbols--that is the system which uses the fewest symbols--will be a segmental 
.
alphabet. This fact, apparently true for every language, is amply demonstrated 
in Pike's book Phonemics (Pike 1947), and is expressed in the subtitle of that 
book: A Technique for Reducing Languages. to Writing. But, if one' s criterion in 
setting up a writing system is total economy, an alphabet is not suitable in 
the Chinese case. Unlike English, a phonemic alphabet for Cantonese, while 
saving on symbols, increases the number of redundant combinations that must be 
written, since the syllable Final combinations are in so many ways predictable. 
To save on both combinations and symbols, then, the solution must be to assign 
a different symbol to each of the distinctive Initials, Finals, and Tones. A 
fragment of a writing system for Cantonese is given in Table 4.11. This system 
assigns a symbol to each of the Initials. The Tones are termed either long or 
short only. Pitch and other contours can be ignored because they have no 
direct relationship to the segmental portion of the syllable. The Finals are 
represented by characters. The characters for the syllables which end in 
stop consonants are the same as characters that end in the respective homogranic 
nasals, and the assignment of Tones accounts for the difference. 
� 
(' Family' � ) 
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TABLE 4.11 
Sample of an Initial-Final 
Writing System for Cantonese 
Let phonetic symbols stand for initials : T K L 
Let characters of open syllables or with nasal final 
consonants stand for Finals: 
ll <a= > . lfJ (e:i) J, (a: n) I.. (:> : !)) 
Let L=Long Tone; $=Short Tone. Pitch and contour 
disregarded here. 
- L 
,i5 �L
L
,eJ ('come' - ) L ..-., ('lazy' 1tl> 
-i:I
� ('peppery' 1k ) 
L 
K .1  ('river'r%.. );,
s 
K
s
1.. ('each' ... )L 
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Naturally, this writing system is not intended to be taken as a serious 
proposal for the transcription of Cantonese. It is the fact that such a system 
is possible which is important. For this system is essentially the fan ch'ieh 
system rendered economical. 
I have used Cantonese in this writing system demonstration simply
because it contains no Medials and therefore .the case is simpler than in other 
dialects. But as I have suggested above, a fully worked-out system has long 
ago been developed in China for Mandarin, and that system does account for the 
Medials in a manner which is totally more economical than any alphabetical 
system which has been devised or which could be devised for Mandarin. 
Now if we consider all of the facts just discussed in comparison with 
English and similar languages, we can easily see that the native Chineser. 
tradition has a peculiar relevance to the Chinese languages. Clearly a Chinese 
style writing system would not be in any way adequate for English. Not only is 
there the lack of fit in English between syllable and morpheme that there is 
in Chinese, but on the phonetic level the predictable combinations of phones re­
present so small a proportion of the possible strings of phones which occur 
that units larger than the segment are unworkable in the writing system. Moreover,
and very importantly, most of the predictable combinations of phones as there are 
concern consonant clusters. 
Similarly, it seems impossible to do more than guess the rough magnitude
of the elements that follow a principal vowel in an English syllable. In Cantonese 
the most widely distributed vowel may be followed by one of only eight suc-
ceeding elements. In English, the most widely distributed vowel may be followed 
by numerous elements. 
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If the foregoing attempt to justify the traditional Chinese division 
of the segmented syllable into Initial and Final is accepted, it is then a 
fairly simple matter to consider the further refinements of this system which 
were brought with the T'ang and Sung dynasties. The · full-fledged use of the 
fan ch' ieh system in the Ch'ieh Yun dictionary of 601 A. D. implied some sophis­
tication beyond that of the simple division of Initials and Finals. As Y. R. 
Chao has shown, the selection of spellers manifesting 'medial harmony' meant 
that the overwhelming proportion of spellers shared a common Medial (Chao 1940).
That is, the Initial for a given word which contained an onglide would be a 
character representing a word which also contained that onglide and the speller 
for the Final would be similarly representative. This means that there was 
considerable awareness that the syllables being described were of a more complex 
nature than could be described by a pair of symbols. It also means, of course, 
that a 2-member symbolic system could indicate this fact only by incorporating 
it redundantly into both of the symbols. The existence of Medials was accounted 
for with greater sophistication in the Sung Dynasty rime tables by the addition 
of the "divisional" categories and the 'open/closed mouth' categories to the 
original fan ch'ieh cut. Schematically, the kind of syllable which was described 
in the Ch'ieh Yun and then later in the rime tables must have looked something
like this: (C) (V1) v2 (
�2).
Now what is extremely interesting and of the utmost importance about 
this type of syllable and its indigenous representations is that the principal 
vowel and final consonant or offglide were not subdivided. Moreover, except 
for the apparently prescriptive purposes of the rime tables, even the division 
of Final into Medial-plus-remainder was not maintained. Dictionary practice, 
even into the twentieth century, has found it quite convenient and economical to 
explain the pronunciation of Chinese syllables through the use of fan ch'ieh. 
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These lexicographical facts further justify the IC analysis suggested above and 
also point to the need to understand why the principal vowel and final consonant 
or offglide were considered a unit. We can graphically symbolize this latter 
point in the traditional analysis with the following formulae: 
Syl. = I F  
F - (M)R 
(C ) v.
In the main, these formulae are still useful to describe the vast bulk of the 
Chinese language. If that is so, it means that an analysis of Chinese dialects . 
should be able to demonstrate that there is some reason understandable through 
the use of constituent analysis for the recognition of the Rime as a coherent 
unit which is somehow tighter than the Final as a whole, while the Final itself 
must be demonstrated to remain a unit which is somehow more closely bound 
internally than is the whole syllable consisting of Initial and Final. 
In fact, it is not the case that all Chinese dialects can be seen to 
have Rimes of the strict sense just discussed. Dialects which have the phono­
logically tightest Rimes are those which retain the full complement of Middle 
Chinese ending consonants. Other dialects have a weaker Riming structure. 
In the remainder of this chapter I propose to show for the simplest 
case, that of the Cantonese dialect, that the rime is a coherent unit. Irt 
Chapter V, I shall show that the other dialects can be placed on a spectrum 
with regard to whether they manifest a coherent Rime or not. 
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4.2 Rimemic Analysis: A Modernized Version of the Traditional Division 
of the Syllable 
4.21 In this and the following chapters, the analysis that will be 
used to describe the nonTonal Finals of five dialects of Chinese will be a 
' Rimemic' analysis. The term 'Rimeme' is taken from Y. R. Chao's famous essay, 
' The non-uniqueness of phonemic solutions of phonetic systems'  (Chao 1934). 
..Chao introduces the term in reference to the traditional She ( ' Rime 
grouping ' )  and also in reference to the National Phonetic Script. ' Rimeme' 
is used to cover the patterning of such Mandarin phonetic Finals as: 
iEn 
an al) ial)
where analysis would group the En , occurring only after a high front onglide, 
together with the an and call them one Rimeme. 
'Rimeme' is also used by Chao to cover such cases as the varying sounds 
of l�I in the following phonemic Finals of Mandarin, which range from phonetic 
[oJ to [u J to c0 J (zero): 
on 01) 
UOl 
1;::'IU 
uon 
1�1) 
Chao's argument is that the phonetic realization of these Finals is so complex
that any direct correspondence between a phonemic rendering of them (as above) 
and any phonetic rendering of them is inadequate because they assume too many 
phonetic shapes under different conditions. 
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Chao' s observation on the behavior of these Finals is, I believe, 
emminently sound. However, discovered by C. Cheng 1973 (cf. 5. 3 below), the phe­
nomena that Chao is describing essentially call for a deeply underlying abstract 
vowel that can assume many shapes (including [�J) rather than for a two-segment
unit as a. prime of analysis. For this reason, in adopting the term ' Rimeme' ,
I shall restrict its use to cases like the correspondence of Can iEnJ and 
exclude cases like the complex operation of /a/. 
In this essay a Rimeme will be defined as: 
A distinctive unit consisting of a principal vowel and 
a following consonant or vowel (where either occurs) ;
whether consisting of simply a vowel or a vowel plus 
consonant or vowel, the Rimeme will be considered a 
single unit at all levels of the phonology, and at 
canonical shape. 
all levels of the phonology it will have the same 
Formulaically, this means that the Rimeme will consist of: 
C 
V ( ) II 
V 
on any phonological level (no matter how deep) and on the phonetic level. The 
implication of this definition is that the Rimemic vowel will never turn up as 
[zero] on the phonetic level. The wider implication of this definition is .that 
there will not be any very great ' depth' in the phonological analysis. Obviously, 
the function of the Rimeme is to account for distributional constraints between 
the principal vowel and ending consonant or offglide. 
With a Rimemic analysis, the sequence constraints between the principal 
.
vowel and ending consonant or Final vowel will be understood as being central to 
.
the syllable, and these will be described first. The concatenation of medial 
onglides with Rimemes will also be described with reference to sequence 
constraints. 
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The rules used to describe the concatenation of principal vowels and 
ending consonants or glides will be called Sequence Rules and will be abbre­
viated ' Seq' with a dialect abbreviation prefixing them and a number following. 
Thus : 
HkSeq 1) 
means 'Hakka Sequence Rule #1'.  
The rules which derive specific phonetic shapes from Rimemic vowels 
(as in:  an iEn) will be called ' Rimemic Rules ' and they will be abbreviated: 
HkRrne 1 )  
meaning ' Hakka Rimeme Rule #1 '.  
Both Sequence and Rimemic Rules will operate on feature matrices. The 
features to be used will be described below. The Sequence Rules will be un­
ordered. Unless otherwise stated, they will be negative rules . The purpose of  
using negative rules is to take advantage of the small number o f  Finals in 
Chinese dialects (ranging from 20-odd to 70-odd). The comparative paucity of  
postlnitial syllable parts is typologically and linguistically significant. 
Among other things, this smallness o f  numbers and the extraordinary rarity of  
discovering new Finals after a short acquaintance with a Chinese dialect make 
it possible for us to list all Finals and compare them with the combinateions of 
segments that never occur in a given dialect. The mechanism for this comparison 
in the present essay will be to chart the theoretically possible combinations 
of  Finals and to eliminate those that do not occur by stating negative rules. 
It will be noted that the reason for using negative rules here is 
typology-specific. The device is chosen for the languages at hand, and its 
parts do not arise from the exigencies of the device itself. The Rimemic Rules 
will be ordered only when so stated. 
•. 
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The definitions of Rimeme and Final used. so far assume that there are 
certain canonical shapes, the slots of which are filled with selected sets of 
phones. For each dialect discussed below the specific canonical shape will be 
given, and the fillers of the canonical slots will be stated. Because of this 
slot-and-filler arrangement the rules can be stated under general headings of 
V (vowel) and C (consonant) and features of [voe] and [cons] will not be 
necessary. Nor will it be necessary to exclude combinations of vowel and 
·cconsonant that do not fit the standard Final order of (Vl) v2 <v3).
Aspects of other formal analyses which are not required for the specific 
description of the operations of the dialects to be described will be excluded. 
Specifically excluded will be segmental redundancy rules. I have shown in 
Chapter III that Stanley groups such rules together with morpheme structure 
rules (' Sequence Rules' here). Because morpheme structure rules are requiredr· 
by the languages to be described, while segmental redundancy rules are merely 
required by the descriptive device itself, the two are not considered in the 
same category of importance, and only the morpheme structure rules (Sequence
Rules) will be included. 
Also excluded will be all phonological and phonetic features that are 
not specifically required for the rules governing languages being described. 
Reference to Initials and Tones will also be excluded. However, it. 
should be noted prior to describing any dialect that all of the descriptions 
that I have seen detailing the influence of Initial and Tonal constraints on 
each other or on Finals are of the sort that affect either Sequence Rules or 
Rimemic Rules, and so the device could simply be extended to include these 
phenomena were a full description of a given dialect contemplated. 
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4 . 22 The features that will be used in the analysis will now be 
described. 
Binary vs. multivalued features. Phono logical and phonetic features are 
metaphorical suggestions of the articulatory motions and positions that lie 
behind the pronunciation of various sounds. Some features seem to be inherently 
binary in nature. For example, a consonant can be reasonably said to be stopped 
or not stopped, with the exclusion of any intermediary state. To be sure, . 
affricates [ts,  dz ] seem to reflect both a slight stoppage of the air stream 
and then a continuation thereof. Attempts to deal with this fact have produced 
arguments about the unitary or binary nature of such sounds, and some traditions 
of feature inventories have used the feature [obst ruent J to cover the arti­
culatory characteristic shared by [t, d] on the one hand and [ts, dzJ  on the 
other. However, no matter how one divides the data, there is no argument as 
to whether there is stoppage in such cases. 
In contrast , some features seem to be inherently multivalued. Such a 
feature is that of  vocalic height. Although we can easily express the levels 
of height in a strict b inary framework by positing extra features ,  the end result 
of such activity is that we have described an articulatory characteristic that 
is not either present or absent.  Thus, in a system which allows for [±Hi ] CtMid J  
in describing a language with three degrees of vowel height , the following 
combinations have these equivalents : 
l,�Hi Highest Level 
-Mid 
-Hi 
+Mid 
I-Hi -Mid 
+Hi 
+Mid 
Second Level 
Lowest Level 
Nothing, and the device must be con­
st rained to reject such a combination. 
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Similar results will come from using c±HiJ [¼LoJ, and so on. 
It seems t o  me that it is linguist.ically important to recognize the 
difference between binary and multivalued features. This is not, of course, an 
original observation. The system of features proposed by Ladefoged (1971.92-4) 
attempts to incorporate his own and others' work on the difference between the 
two types. The value of Ladefoged ' s  features is that they state clearly where 
it is the mere presence or absence of an articulatory characteristic which makes 
a difference, and where it is graduations of a more pervasive articulatory 
characteristic t hat make the difference. The problem with Ladefoged's features 
and with any multivalued features is that rules written with �hem become terribly 
complex and very difficult to write. 
I propose to distinguish between binary and multivalued features here. 
Not only does this distinction preserve the linguistic insight to which I have 
referred, but also it draws the generative stock of tools closer to the struc­
turalist stock and thereby gives a device which is more appropriate to an 
approach which explicitly recognizes the need for an autonomous phonemic level 
in the description of some languages and a systematic phonemic level in the 
description of other languages. Phonemic charts (the vowel 'triangle' or 
'quadrangle' and consonantal articulatory charts) regularly assign at least 
three levels of height to vowels, and three lateral positions (front, central, 
back) for vowels. These distinctions make considerable sense especially in 
the description of Chinese, and there is no reason to exclude them simply 
because the recent use of distinctive features has come from an approach to 
linguistics which has tended to use binary features. 
The problem of designing rule conventions that can use multivalued 
features is important. I certainly do not suggest that any rule conventions 
of my own invention will solve problems that have remained unsolved by others. 
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However, it seems to me that some ad hoc conventions which render multivalued 
features useable are not necessarily more awkward than the conventions needed 
to make binary features representing multivalued articulatory characteristics 
useable within a strict binary framework. The following ad hoc conventions 
will be used here. 
1 Hi - Lowest level o f  Height 
2 Hi - Second lowest level of Height
1,3 Hi = Vowels with either the third or 
the first degree of Height 
::;::. 1 Hi - Vowels with degrees o f  Height 
greater than the lowest 
C:::::. 2Hi - Vowels with degrees of Height less 
than the second level. 
Obviously, 'alpha' rules which pair binary feature values cannot be used with 
the plain multivalued features. But alpha rules can be used with the ' greater 
thane' and ' less than' symbolism because these give binary divisions of the 
several values. 
Universal vs. language-specific features . It is implicitly (if not 
explicitly) assumed in most linguistic theories that any articulation that is 
required for a single language must be considered part of a universal stock of 
art iculatory possibilities, and that the distinctive features motivated by 
that arteiculation must be considered a part of a universal stock of features. 
This assumption makes obvious sense. Unless a universal stock includes all 
of  the features that one needs to drawn on to describe any language, the term 
' universal ' makes no sense. All of the features needed for the description of 
any language should the.refore be able to be drawn from a universal stock. 
(?) 
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However, it is useful to recognize specific combinations of features 
for specific languages. In the case of Chinese, it is more illustrative of 
the operation of the language as a whole to recognize that vowel rounding and 
consonantal labial closure are a common feature that it is to differehtiate 
between them because the two gestures are physically quite different though they
both employ the same articulatory organ. The reason for this is the labial 
dissimilation constraint mentioned earlier, which prohibits in most dialects a 
Final with a rounded principal vowel and a labial consonant. In this treatment ,r· 
the feature [Labial] will be used to describe this special Chinese characteristic. 
The features to be used here will now be described. 
Front. Abbreviated F Applies to both·rconsonants and vowels. 
Multivalued: 3 degreesr: 
3 F Front 
2 F Central 
1 F Back 
The application of these three degrees of lateral position is normal with regard 
to vowels, and will be followed here. The application of these degrees of 
Frontness to Final consonants will be as follows: 
3F lF 
m n 
p t k 
The reason for this division is that the four Front consonants generally follow 
the same vowels, while the back consonants follow other vowels. 
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Labial. Abbreviated Lab. Binary. Applies to both consonants and 
vowels. · For vowels, this feature will be used to describe consonants with a 
labial closure. In the dialects taken up below, this is only a binary feature. 
All segments are either labial or nonlabial. But in some dialects not to. be 
treated here (e. g. , Po Pei Cantonese), it is necessary to recognize three 
degrees of labiality because Rimes such as �m,2£_ are permissible and even 
. .
Initial-Final combinations like f�m are permissible in some (e.g., some dialects 
of Hakka). In such cases, there needs to be a recognition of complete labiality, 
partial labiality, and no labiality. 
Nasality. Abbreviation Nas. Binary. Applies to consonants and vowels. 
In reference to consonants, this feature will be used to distinguish• the sets 
m n .Q 
from the homorganically articulated 
p t k 
In reference to vowels, this feature will be used to distinguish distinc­
tive nasalized vowels from oral vowels. 
Height, Abbreviation Hi. Applies to vowels only. Multivalued: 4 degrees. 
In fact, three degrees would be sufficient for the analysis of the dialects 
undertaken here. However, as Height requires 4 degrees for the analysis of 
some languages and thus 4 degrees are part of the universal stock (Ladefoged
1971.93), it is convenient to keep the fourth degree (highest) especially 
reserved for the vowel [ l J  which must be given Rimemic status in Hakka. 
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Phonetic Height. One of the many problems in talking about any
' phonetic' level of linguistic description is that allophones of a given phono­
logical unit may be described as differing in fractional degrees of a feature 
which is defined with absolute quanti'ties at the phonological level. Whether 
one uses binary or multivalued features, a phonological statement will distinguish 
all phonological units by absolute quantitative differences in respect of the 
relevant features. But, even though the phonetic level is also an abstraction, 
these absolute differences may disappear: 
A relatively simple- instance of this phenomenon occurs in a language 
where there are distinctive nasalized vowels so that 
V V 
[-NasJ [+NasJ 
contrast. If in that language, there is .a tendency for vowels to be partially 
nasalized in the immediate environment of a nasal consonant, then there can be 
two results. If there is no distinction between nasalized and non-nasalized 
vowels in the environment of a nasal consonant, then there is an ordinary case 
of neutralization. But if there is a distinction, then phonetic degrees of 
nasalization become important, for it is necessary to indicate phonetically 
the difference between 
-
/ma/ C maJ and 
A more complex case comes in relation to vowel height. Although there 
may be only three .distinctive. vowel heights, a given language may have many 
phonetic levels of height. In the present system, where only those features 
·which are needed to describe the processes of a given language will be used, it 
is common for the phonetic versions of various phonological vowels to .differ 
only in terms of height variation. This problem can be'ravoided by adding 
c maJ ►• --ma!I 
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another feature to the system which specifically accounts for such phonetic 
variation. However, the addition of such an extra feature is simply an avoidance ·
of the implications of the decision to operate within only the needful features . 
To solve this problem, I choose to indicate relative differences that fall 
between absolute phonological quantitative differences by adding a 'plusr' or 
' minus' after a given level. Thus,
[3HiJ [3-HiJ/ • • • •  
means that a phonological vowel is reflected by a lower variant on the phonetic 
level under certain conditions . 
The feature Tense. In the list of features that I have just given, I 
have not posited any feature [Tense]. This frequently used feature is innnensely 
helpful in distinguishing vocalic segments and sometimes is even used to dis­
tinguish consonantal segments (e .g., in Walton 1971) . For the present essay, 
to posit a feature [Tense] would be a great convenience . In the analysis of 
Cantonese, such a feature wo .uld serve to distinguish all the phonetic variants 
of phonological vowels. While in the other dialects, it would be less widely 
used, this feature would incorporate many characteristics that are expressed 
less economically in the present system. Unfortunately, however, I cannot 
figure out what 'tenseness' means . In Cantonese, tenseness is obviously 
correlated with length, as Kao (1971.r43-58) shows experimentally. But, whether 
regarded as length or tenseness, this feature is never the sole difference 
between vowels everi on a phonetic level, for there is always a ' p.aired' (term 
borrowed from W. Wang 1968) difference in height, and perhaps a difference in 
frontness (McCoy 1966.122-24). Consequently, although the relative length is 
easily ascertained, it is difficult to ally this characteristic with a common 
feature; whereas, in contrast, the relative difference in height, which is 
already needed in the description, is clearly there. 
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In other dialects there seem to be tense and lax vowels implied in the 
orthography of the recordings (e.g., Lo 1955). But, in the absence of a clear 
articulatory definition of tenseness, it is difficult to determine if the symbols 
represent any concrete difference. 
Ladefoged (1971.96ff) justifiably criticizes Chomsky and Halle (1968) 
for using this feature to cover a multitude of tmrelated articulatory gestures. 
In contrast, Ladefoged himself attempts to give a .precise definition to the 
term ' tense': 'tongue hollowed/no intrinsic tongue contraction/tongue btmched 
(1971.93)'.
I have been unable to single out a common characteristic among all 
the vowels that might _be called tense in the dialects to be described here. 
It is not in . the spirit of this kind of analysis to posit a feature which serves 
as a collection of disparate characteristics simply to render the device elegant. 
For this essay, I shall not use any feature o f  tenseness. However, I suspect 
that further refining work should make this feature a valuable one in Chinese 
linguistics in the future. 
4 . 3  A Rimemic Analysis of Cantonese 
The Cantonese dialect as spoken in Hong Kong is a peculiarly simple 
example of the dialects that are aioonable to Rimemic analysis. In contrast 
to the majority of Chinese language, Cantonese can be analyzed as having no 
medials. While there is a prevocalic [W-J in some syllables, this phone is 
restricted to occurring only after velars Ck, k'J, and with no initial [0J. 
' 
'
To preserve a canonical shape which totally excludes medials, it is . useful to 
assume that among the Initials of Cantonese there are the following two: 
kw-
kw' -
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Assuming these labiovelar Initials, we can state the canonical shape of 
Cantonese as follows : 
Syl. - I F 
I a set of consonants, or [0] 
F - R 
R = V
l (�
2) 
•V
l 
- a : , :> , 1 :  u : ,  <B: :> :  , e : y :  
V 
1, uv2 
= C m, n, I) , P ,  t, k 
Table 4.31 gives the Rimemes of Cantonese. There are 52 Rimemes, ex-
eluding the syllabic nasals ([m qJ) which will not be considered in any
. I I
dialect. Of the 52, one [�J may be questioned. It certainly occurs as  a full 
Final, but only in sentence-final particles like 
[ la'1 J 
[ 101 maJJ 
[ al maJ J 
It is connnon to treat the instances of [aJ in such forms as variants of /a :/.
However, since it is necessary anyway to set up separate /a/ vs. /a :/  (often
written as /a/ vs. /aa/), such a rendering is not phonemics, but morphophonemics,
and it assumes that somehow the [a] in such forms and only in such forms, derives. 
from an underlying /a/. In the absence of much 100re information about sentence­
final particles than. is now available, it does not seem wise to exclude the 
Final [ 3] from a phonology of Cantonese. 
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It is useful to note at this point that excluding the Final would 
provide a phonological nicety which is otherwise absent. If C8J is not allowed 
as a full Final, then the single-vowel Finals are: 
a :  u: y :  
m: 
i :  e :  
all of which are demonstrably longer in all occurrences than are the remaining 
phonetic vowels: 
u 
i .CB 
A rule predicting open syllables could therefore be written which would state 
simply that only longer vowels occur in open syllables. Since it has been 
decided not to use length or tenseness as a phonological feature in this treat­
ment, such a rule would be out of place. That [aJ does in fact occur as a Final 
is additional reason for not using the feature. 
Table 4.32 gives the features for Final segments in• Cantonese. The 
following sequence rules specify the Rimemes, with Table 4.33 indicating which 
rules eliminate which possible combinations of vowels and consonants. 
CantSeq. 1) Labial vowels are not *V Cl!
followed by labial 
consonants in the same [+LabJ [+Lab]
syllable.
CantSeq. 2) Of the labi·al *V VII
vowels, only the low 
. +Lablabial vowel C�: J is 
>l Hi followed by the lab- [+LabJ
ial offglide [uJ. 
3F 
CantSeq. 
CantSeq. 
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3) High front vowe�s
are not followed by
the front offglide. 
4) The mid front vowel 
is not followed by 
front consonants or 
the back offglide. 
*V VII 
3Hi [3FJ
3F 
*V C 
C3FJ·2Hi 
-Lab V
ClFJ 
CantSeq. 5) The high front rounded *V CII
vowel is not followed
by back consonants 3Hi
3F
-Lab ClFJ 
The Rimemic rules which transform the Rimemes into phonetic Finals are 
given below. This rule maps Table 4.31 onto Table 4.34. 
CantRme. 1) The nonlow, noncentral *V
vowels are lowered 
before back consonants. f 1, 3F) • [-Hi J Cl/f.?lttiJ 
CantRrne. 2) The final consonants C T (checked) 
become stops under the 
cl1ecked tone. C+NJ ) [-NJ
There are several implications of this analysis that need to  be stated. 
As they are similar to concerns relevant to other dialects to be analyzed in 
this essay, it will be convenient to treat these matters here and not repeat 
them below. 
Obviously, the analysis of Cantonese Finals just given is very close to 
a phonemic analysis, and in fact the phonological segments in this analysis do 
not differ from that of McCoy (1966). Why then is a traditional phonemic 
analysis not used? The difference between this analysis and that of McCoy is 
not one of 'depth'. That is, these two are equivalent in their use of distributional 
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data as the main criterion for assigning segmental phones. Neither, in fact, 
does this analysis differ significantly from those of T. Cheng and 0 .r.Y. Hashi­
moto, except for the refusal in the present analysis to use the length-tense 
distinction to distinguish sets of vowels. As I have tried to show above, both 
of those analyses are essentially phonemic in their results, despite the use 
of generative apparatus.
The difference between the present treatment and the earlier ones is 
that the syntagmatic arrangements of phones are considered of primary importance. 
The rules which specify these syntagmatic arrangements are ordered before the 
Rimemic rule which changes the features of the vowel phones in order to make 
it strikingly clear that in this language it is possible to talk of predictable 
combinations in a way that is not possible in other languages. In effect, this 
is what a Rimemic analysis is. 
A very important implication of the difference between this analysis 
and a strict autonomous phonemic analysis or strict generative analysis is that 
the present analysis serves as a transpositional device rendering the Rime 
portion of the syllable comprehensible in a segmental framework. I use the term .
'transpositional' here in two senses. First, this system obviously provides a 
. . 
bridge between the traditional analysis discussed in 4.1 above and the modern 
concern with segments. While using segments in the Rime, this analysis specifies 
through its Sequence Rules which Rimes occur and which do not occur because of 
constraints governing the concatenation of phones in the Rime. In other words, 
this system inherently shows why the tradition considered the Rime as a unit. ·
Secondly, this system provides a bridge between languages for which segmental 
.techniques were developed and a language wholly unlike those. In this sense 
'transpositional' has an explicit universal meaning. All linguistic analyses 
are in fact transpositional in that they transpose one language into categories 
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which are assumed to be of universal import. My arguments against the unleavened 
use of segmental analyses were based on the fact that autonomous phonemic and 
generative analyses render all languages like those of Western Europe without 
accounting for typolqgical differences in a significant way. I claim that the 
present analysis at least partially solves the problem. In doing so, this 
analysis treats the Rime as a single unit by specifying the phones and combinations 
of phones that occur in the language. 
The final matter for consideration is simply to note that units for 
specifying the concatenation of Initials with Finals and Tones with Finals in 
syllables is necessarily expressed in reference to whole Rimes and not in 
reference to the individual phones within the Rimes. 
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TABLE 4.31 
Cantonese Rimemes 
-l -u -m -n -l) 
a :  
•
1 :  
u:
CB: 
:> :  
e :  
y:  
a: 
0 
.a : l'. 
V 
.)1 
a : u  
ot\ 
a : m  
�m 
a : n  
on 
a :IJ 
Ol) 
•
1 :  
• ..,
1 :u 
.
1:m 
•
1:n 1 : l) 
u :  u:1  u:n u : I)
CB: u1:i CB:n CB: I) 
:> :  :> : l. ..,:> : u :> :n :> :  I) 
e: e:i e : lJ 
y :  y: n 
TABLE 4.32 
Features for Final Segments in Cantonese 
Vowels Consonants 
Lab Hi F Lab F Nas 
- 1 2a :  
n - 2 2o :  
l)-i :  3 3 
p 
+ 13u: 
t 
+ 12CB: 
k+ 1 1:> :  
-
+ 1 + 
-
-
1 + 
. 3 + 
-+ 1 
- -1 
-· -3 
32e :  
+ 3 3y : 
CB: 1 
I 
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TABLE 4 .33  
Cantonese Rimemes with Blanks Specified 
-l. -u -m -n -1) 
a:...,l.a:  a :  a : u  a : na:m a: I) 
..,
:)1 :)U ::>m an .') I) 
1:u i:m  i : n•1. :  l•. :  fJ0
u:r 
..., 
(/) -l 
1. :  
u: u: u:n<D u: I)© 
j1 I CB:nI 2 JCB: CB: CB: I) 
-
'.): '.) : '.) : 1 
...,
e : 1.e :e :  
y:y :  Q) 
... :> :  n '.) :  u '.) : I)0 
0© e :  IJI 4) 
0 y:n 00 
TABLE 4. 34 
Cantonese Rimes 
(=Cantonese Phonetic Finals) 
-m -n -11 -p -t -k-u .
a: 
...
a:1 
-
...
a : u  a : m  a :n a: IJ a:p a:t a:k 
:, :}l 
...
:JU ;)In :,n �I) op :-:it ;)k 
'.) : :> .• I 
...'.) : u :> : n '.) : I) '.) :  t :>: k 
.
J. : 
• ...1 : u  i :m •1:n •1 :p  i :t 
I i) Ik 
u: u:l u:n u:t 
UI) uk 
CB: CB: 1 CB: I) CB :k 
. CBn <Bt 
e: e:r e:IJ e:k 
y: y:n y:t 
a :  
:'): 
'.) : 
l. : 
u :  
u 
CB: 
CB 
e :  
y :  
Chapter Five 
ATTEMPTED RIMEMIC ANALYSES OF FOURr·rCHINESE DIALECTS: 
the spectrum of dialects 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter I shall attempt to apply the type of analysis used for 
Cantonese in the previous chapter to the Hakka, Amoy, Mandarin, and Ltmgyen 
dialects. All of these dialects have Medial onglides in their Finals. All of 
them require some accotmting for variant phonetic shapes of the Rimemic vowel. 
The presence of Medials and the need for two levels of description for the 
vowels are, of course, related. The 52 Cantonese Finals (excluding the syllabic 
nasals) are all Rimes. In the dialects to be discussed in this chapter, the 
number of Rimemes is much smaller than that of the Finals, because a given Rimeme 
may be included in two or more Finals. 
I shall take up the dialects in the order: Hakka, Amoy, Mandarin, 
Lungyen. This order is determined by the relative amenability of the respec­
tive dialects to a Rimemic analysis. The Hakka dialect is, with minor exceptions, 
a type case of the Rimemic analysis. The Amoy dialect is clearly Rimemic in 
nature, but it illustrates several exceptions from the strict Rimemic analysis. 
While Mandarin shows several similarities to the Rimemic dialects, it is best 
analyzed in a system that shows no distributional differences among vowels at 
. .  
. the phonological level, and is therefore not a Rimemic dialect. Lungyen is 
almost devoid of Rimemic characteristics. 
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At the end of the chapter I shall propose a scheme for expressing the 
relative differences among these dialects. 
Note : The tables for each of the following discussions follow the 
relevant discussion. For ease of reference, the contents and numbers of the 
charts correspond. Accordirtg to the final digit in the chart numbers, the 
contents are as followsr: 
1: Rimemes 
2: Feature specifications 
3: Rimemes followed by Medials 
4: Rimemic Finals 
5 :  Rimemes with blanks specified 
6: Phonetic Finals. 
Charts with final digits higher than 6 contain material of special reference 
to a given dialect. Phonetic symbols used for Hakka, Arooy, and Lungyen are 
taken from the source cited for information about those dialects. 
5.2 Hakka 
The data on Hakka are largely taken from Mantaro Hashimoto's recent 
study of the Hakka Dialect (M. Hashimoto 1973) . I have compared Hashimoto's 
record of the Finals with those given in Yuan (1960), Tung (1948) and the 
Chinese Dialect Vocabulary List (Peking University Department of Chinese 1962) . 
There is considerable disagreement aIOOng these sources as to the actual number 
of phonetic Finals in the Hakka dialect. The numbers range from 66 (Yuan) to 
Hashimoto's 75. I have elected to use Hashimoto's data on the grounds that 
they come from the most recent study of the language, and because it seems 
generally preferable to value a larger variety of data over a smaller variety.
A further consideration has been that, if the rules for a Rimemic analysis 
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cover the larger variety of data, they should (with minor changes) be able to 
cover the smaller variety, so long as both sets show equal balance of distri-
bution (which, in fact, they do). 
1 
The Rimemes of Hakka are given in Table 5 .21. 2 By a quick glance at 
Table 5.21 one can ascertain the basic facts of Hakka Rimemes. There are 38 
Rimemes. Within the Rimemes the following sequence constraints obtain. Labial 
vowels do not precede labial consonants or. offglides. Front vowels do not 
precede back consonants. Front vowels are followed by back offglides;  back 
vowels are followed by front off glides. -The vowel cl J is followed by no offglide. 
These observations can be formalized in simple sequence s·tructure rules. 
For that purpose, the features for the phones in Hakka Rimemes are given in 
Table 5.22r. The Hakka syllable and component parts ar� defined as follows: 
T
Syl. I F 
F (M) Rme 
..,
M = u, " l. 
-Rme V2 (� . )  
V2 = 1 ,  i ,  E,  a, u, :> 
.., ..,-V u,· I 3 .  
- m, n, I) ,  b, d' g'
• . ' • 
Note: In this and the following discussions I shall use the symbol V to 
represent Medials in the rules, and shall add subscripts to the vowels when 
ambiguity might arise. · · 
1
rn addition to the sources cited, I have had some hours of contact with 
the Meihsien dialect of Hakka in a phonology clas.s directed by Professor William S. Y.
Wang (LSA Summer Institute, 1973) . 
2r have substituted the symbol [lJ for Hashimoto's [iJ in order to 
indicate more clearly the vocalic character of this segment. 
:>�
,. 
1 
E 
a 
u 
:> 
1 
i 
E 
a 
u 
:> 
-I 
1 
•
1 
E 
...,
QIa 
u UI 
..,
:> :> I 
-u 
. ...
1U 
..,
Eu 
..,
au 
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TABLE 5.21 
Hakka Rimemes 
-m 
1m 
•
1m 
Em 
am 
-n 
1n 
•
1n 
En 
an 
un 
:>n 
-1) 
. 
01) 
UI) 
:>I) 
-b "' 
1b'
.
• 
ib"" 
Eb✓ 
• 
ab"• 
-d ., 
• 
-g
/ 
1d• " 
id"
• 
Ed-' • 
ad
• " a( 
. 
ud., u(• 
:>d" • 
TABLE 5.22 
Feature Specifications for the Hakka Rimemic Vowels 
Vowels 
Hi Front 
3 
3 3 
2 3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
11 
Lab 
-
--
-
-
+ 
+ 
Consonants 
Lab Nas .Front 
. 
+m + 3 
- + 3n 
- + 1
I) 
b,. -+ 3
• 
, - - 3• 
- -
• 
*V 
( 
V
) 
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HkSeq. 1) Labial vowels are not 
followed by labial 
consonants or offglides.
HkSeq. 2) Front vowels are 
followed by hack 
not 
consonants. 
HkSeq. 3) Front vowels are not 
followed by front 
off glides. 
*V 
C+labJ 
*V 
[3FJ 
. 
*V 
[3FJ 
[�} 
C+labJ 
C 
[lFJ
V II 
[3FJ 
IIHkSeq . 4) The vowel /1/ ,  is not
followed by offglides. 
G 
[4HiJ
Table 5.25 lists the Rimemes of Hakka with the blanks of nonoccurring 
Rimemes filled with numbers corresponding to these rules. 
Table 5.23 lists the Rimemes of Hakka preceded by occurring Medials. 
The following rules account for the occurrence of Medials. 
HkSeq. 5) Hi Front vowels are not *V
preceded by Medials. t� C fl 
HkSeq. 6) Labial onglides are not ·�v V {�} fl
followed by labial 
consonants or glides. C+labJ [+labJ 
Note: This rule can be collapsed with HkSeq. 1 ) .
3 
HkSeq. 6a) Labial vocalic segments *V (V)
(= vowels or semivowels) [�} 
are not followed by labial [+lab] [+lab J
ending consonants or ·glides. 
3 . .
In general I have not collapsed rules. even when manipulation would
allow it because a mere.economy of rules (like a mere economy of symbols in 
an autonomous phonemic analysis) is by itself not terribly relevant to the 
linguistic task. The collapsing of HkSeq. 1) and 6) is simply an illustration 
of what can be done. 
1-u U-I u-n 
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TABLE 5.23 
Hakka Rimemes Preceded by Medials 
1 
i 
E 
a 
u 
.., " 
i- u-· 
iE 
" 
..
..l.O ua 
lU 
.., " 
1:) U:> 
TABLE 5.24 
Hakka Rimemic Finals 
" " " " " " " " "i- u- i-1 .., . u-u ..,1-m ..,1-n ..,1-1) u-m U-1) 
E 
a 
u 
iE 
"
uE 
. ... ...
ieu iEn 
"
uEn 
y
10 
" 
ua 
..,
1a1 
y . " 
lQU 
.., . ..,
UO I 
... 
1am ran 101) " . . uon " UUT) 
: " " 
y
iun iul) 
" ..,
1:) _tJ:) 
..,
1 :>l 
. 
V
1:>n 
V
1:>T) u:>n U:>T) 
� 
� 
1 
i 
E . 
a 
u 
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TABLE 5 • .25 
Hakka Rimemes with Blanks Specified 
'/J-
1 
.
i 
E 
a 
u 
:> 
- I  
0 
3 I 
3 I 
. ..,
QI
..,
UI  
:>1 
-u -m 
1m0 
intiu 
..,
Eu Em 
. 
amau 
j1 I
t!5 Q) 
-n 
1n 
in 
Enr· 
an 
un 
:>n 
-1) 
0 
· j 2) 
I
� 
QI)
UI)
:>I) 
. .. 
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*V 
HkSeq. 7) The hi labial vowel is not 
preceded by a Medial in open 
syllables. 
*V V2 
U J
Hi
+lal:> 
HkSeq. 8) labialThe hi 
preceded by a 
vowel is not 
labial Medial. 
HkSeq. 9) The Front onglide does not 
precede a labial ending 
except before a low vowel. 
C+labJ 
V 
( �) 
The unrounded low central vowelr� and the high back rounded vowel u 
have contextual variants, and the nasal endings become stops under the checked 
tone. These variants can be accounted for by the following ordered Rimemic 
rules. 
HkRmer. 1) a is fronted between 
the front glide and
a front nonlabial 
consonant. 
HkRme 2) a is raised before 
front nonlabial ending 
consonants and off-
glides. 
HkRmer. 3) u is lowered before
back consonants. 
HkRme 4) The Final consonants
become stops under 
the checked tone. 
V 
C)lHiJ 
*V C # 
C+FJ C+labJ 
V V 
r
Hi
2F ➔
r
F 
V C II 
C3FJ 3F
-lab 
V V 
+Hi
2F 
'>r:l+HiJ 
{� 
�
3F
1-lab 
V V 
3Hi ➔ [3-HiJ
+lab II
ClFJ
T (checked 
[ +NJ I • G-N J 
C 
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It will be noticed that the input of HkRme.2 is not the output of 
HkRme. 1, but that the two rules have the same input. It is important to 
notice this. For the fronting rule (HkRme 1.) operates only between the high 
front Medial and the front nonlabial consonants, while the simple taising rule 
(HkRme. 2.) operates for all other succeeding nonlabial front segments. Thus 
we get the following distribution 
..,
1.En 
an 
We do not get: *iEr. 
V /
The Final i�d has been included in Table 5.26 within parentheses and 
with an asterisk. Hashimoto does not include this Final in his record of 
Chinese Finals. Yuan (1960.150) includes it with a note that it is very rare� 
If Yuan's data are accepted, then we can consider the arrangement of Finals to 
be distributionally complete. Otherwise, we must recognize one exception to 
the regular concatenating of Medials with Rimemes. 
A further potential exception is the phonetic realization of uh and ut. 
For Hashimoto, th�se Rimes are phonetically realized as: Cun, utJ. I have 
heard them as Cuan, uatJ. Hashimoto' s  record is accepted here, and it naturally 
makes the pattern of the Finals much more complete than if we considered CuanJ 
and Cuat J as Finals in their own right. However, t_he discrepancy points to a 
problem that recurs in the study of Chinese dialects. In some dialects high 
(and especially high-front) vowels when followed by a consonant are phonetically
diphthongized into the high vowel plus a phonetically mid central vowel of 
varying strength. This problem is related to the feature of relative height
. . . 
which I have adopted for this study and to the feature of tenseness, which I 
have rejected. In my experience, among Chinese speakers who maintain a con­
sistent phonetic distinction between vowels Ci J vs. C1 J and Cu J vs. Cu J (depend­
ing on the distribution in a given dialect) the relatively higher vowels, 
• • • 
• • 
• • 
- -
• • 
• 
u:>d 
• • • • 
TABLE 5 .e26 
Hakka Phonetic Finals 
... .  ... ... V V V \J V V  'V V V V v "-" ,,_ ✓ /u- - I  -u 1-1 1-u u-1 · -m -n -J) 1-m 1-n 1-J) u-m u-n u-J) -o -d -g 
1m 1n 1, 1� 
. .., • •1V 1m 1n iti id 
... I..." Eu l'.Eu Em En 1En uEn Eb Ed 
1am 
.. . ,� -'.a l  .1a1 anua1 uan ad•. .  
... .., ..., ...1au .,, .,, .., 
. 
a�'ua au am OJ) 1am 10l) UOIJ al 
... ..,
UI un 1un UC lud'• 
..,
1UI) IugUJ} 
• 
...
u:> 
... ..," ... " .., ..,..,:>... I 1:>I U:>J :>n 1:>n:>I) l :>I) u:>r u:>1 :>d :>g' �:>C, 
1 
i 
E 
-. 
a 
a 
u 
u 
1 
i 
E 
r-
rE 
a 
u 
10 
. 
::, 
..,
1::, 
" 
.,, .
10b• 
" 
'lEa'• 
I.ect• ' 
✓ "  , ... 1�0 1-a 1-g u /,..-o u-d u-�
• 
'uEc!• 
uact'• 
..,
ua�
, 
. 
. 
.., j u::>{
• • 
,/,,, ,,,, ... 
rat 
.,,
1ui 
1::>�
• . 
I 
I-'
I-' 
co 
I 
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[iJ and [uJ, may be diphthongized before consonants and particularly ·before 
nasals, but the lower (and laxer?) vowels generally are not so diphthongized. In 
contrast, where this distinction is not maintained by a speaker, my impression 
is that diphthongization of the one vowel (ideally [iJ  and [u J, though the phonetic 
variations, are, of course many) gen�rally distinguishes the difference between 
ending front and back consonants. This seems to be a crossdialectal phenomenon 
in Chinese and has many variables which I have not studied. It would s.eem to 
have something to do with the phonetic reality behind the recurrent change in 
Chinese history of the velar consonantal endings *.!lr andr*� torn and t after 
high and front vowels in some dialects (cf. 6. 2).  
The relevance of these phonetic impressions to the Rimemic analysis is 
that at some point in some dialects the intrusion of a mid central vowel between 
the Rimemic vowel and the ending consonant should force us to establish new 
Rimemes, ( * an ,  *at in the case of Hakka) and consider the phonetic sequences 
[uan, uatJ as instances of these new rimes preceded by a high back Medial . 
. . 
Once such a step is taken, the patterning of Rimemes becomes more complex, and 
at a certain point the Rimemic analysis must be abandoned. 
The criteria for determining whether or not to consider instances of 
intrusive vowels as new Rimemic vowels will be: 1) If the intrusive vowel 
seems to represent an instance of individual variation, the presence of the 
vowel will not by itself be taken as a re·ason for establishing new Rimemes. 
2) If the intrusive vowel is matched by general lapses in the Rimemic pattern, 
then the presence of the intrusive vowel will be taken as a new Rimeme and it 
will be asked whether the Rimemic analysis is suitable to the dialect in 
question.
By these criteria, I will consider Hakka to be a Rimemic dialect and 
/un/ and /ut/ to be Rimemes. 
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5.3 Amoy
The information on Amoy used here comes from Lo Ch'ang-p'ei's study
of the Amoy dialect (Lo 1956).
4 
The well known historical distance of Min 
dialects from the two dialects discussed previously is reflected in the 
structure of the Arooy Final. There are well distinguished Rimes, and they 
pattern with sufficient regularity according to the features of height, front­
ness and labiality that we can consider Amoy a Rimemic dialect. However, the 
patterning of the onglides, and the nasalized vowels, complicates the picture. 
Obviously one must take the synchronic language as it is, and in a real 
analysis one cannot separate historical layers, since the analysis must re-
flect the whole language. However, it is useful to keep the different historical 
development in mind as Amoy is examined. Typologically Amoy falls somewhere 
between Hakka and Mandarin. 
Table 5.31
5 shows a fairly regular Rimemic pattern. Obviously, there 
is a labial dissimilation constraint, and for the back vowels a parallel rela� 
ti.onship of vowel height and following consonant frontness. The mid vowels 
4rn addition to this source, I have had some hours of contact with a
related Taiwanese dialect in a dialect field irethods course directed by 
Professor John McCoy. 
5Table 5. 21 and subsequent tables do not show any Finals ending in 
[? J, although there are such Finals in Amoy. Lo does not include these Finals 
in his table of Finals (1956.10,14) because he treats the final [?J as the mark 
of the ju ( "- ) Tone, and therefore predictable in open syllables. However,
his transcription of Amoy has a segmental indication of each Tone, so [?J is
indicated by .9.. except where [-p, -t, -kJ already are present. It seems to me
that the elimination of glottal Finals in the linguistic record of Finals makes 
.good sense because it represents the � Tone as a Tone rather than as a seg­
mental phone. However, this step renders Lo's system rather inconsistant in 
that the ju Tone should be indicated only by Tone everywhere i{ it is to be so 
indicated for open syllables. Thus, [-.p, -t, -kJ endings should be indicated 
as [-mq, -nq, -gqJ. Since it makes no difference to the Rimemic analysis not 
to have Tone correlations indicated segmentedly, I have followed Lo's system 
and not listed the glottal Finals, but have made the system consistant by 
treating all checked syllables as a concomitant of Tone. 
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TABLE 5.31 
Arooy Rimemes 
0 - I  -u -m -n 
i 
e 
a 
u 
0 
. -1)
(,...) 
ini ii)im 
(-) 
. 
.c-).e (-) (-) . 
' a QI am anau an 
. 
. . unu 
. . 
0
(-) . 
J 
Note: The symbolr (-) indicates that this Rime occurs both in a 
nasalized and a nonnasalized form. 
*V 
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�,r � take no endings, and onlyr� takes offglides. These observations can be 
incorporated in simple rules. 
AmSeq. 1) Mid vowels take no *V V II
final consonants or C
off glides. [2HiJ 
*V V IIAmSeq. 2) Back vowels 
followed by 
are not 
offglides. 
[lFJ
AmSeq. 3) *V C IILabial vowels are 
followed by labial 
not 
consonants. [+LabJ [+LabJ
AmSeq. 4)  Back vowels are followed by *V c6 II
consonants
feature of 
with a front 
the same value as IF
the height feature of the oclHi [-CIClFJ
vowel. 
AmSeq. 5) The high front vowel *V V fl
is not followed by 
off glides 
( ~ }  
The notation V in Table 5 . 31 indicates that a given Rimeme occurs in 
both a nasalized and a nonnasalized form. Nasalization does not occur before 
consonants and for the back vowels occurs only with the low back vowel. Ex­
pressed irt Rules, these constraints are: 
AmSeq. 6) Nasalized vowels do not *V C fl
occur before consonants. 
[+NasJ 
AmSeq. 7)  The high and mid back 
vowels do not have 
nasalized forms. +Nas
lF
lHi 
6occasionally it is possible to use alpha rules with multivalued features 
when the distribution of the segments is such that the rule in fact excludes 
all nonoccurring combinations. Given the extensive effect of the multivalued 
features, the excluded combinations may potentially be very great in number. In
AmSeq. 4), excluded combinations do not in fact occur. 
• • 
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There is an immediate problem in the analysis when we turn to account­
ing for the Medials in front of the Rimemic vowels. In contrast to Hakka, the 
Medials do not occur with every Rimeme of a given vowel. Except for the 
ubiquitousr� vowel, the concatenation of glides must be constrained by reference 
to the ending segment. For open syllables this phenomenon is not difficult 
to incorporate in a rule. Glides occur before high and mid vowels only in 
open syllables, and the fronting feature of the glide is opposite to that of 
the principal vowel. · 
AmSeq. 8) Glides occur before high *V V II
and mid vowels only in 
open syllables. [3FJ 3F
!Hi 
AmSeq. 9) Glides before high and *V . V
mid vowels have a front 
feature opposite to that [lFJ lF
of the principal vowel. )lHi 
The difficulty comes in the two cases of glides preceding consonants 
when the principal vowel is not a. These are: _I J_Q___I Jk These seem to be _. 
special cases, and for that reason appear tormilitate against the regularity
of sequence constraints. Their condition, however, is easily stated in a rule : 
AmSeq. 10) The low back vowel *V V VII
takes onglides only 
before consonants. lFl 
lHij 
The most serious problems and the genuine irregularities, however, 
come in trying to account for the forms of e and u with and without their 
respective onglides. 
� 
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I n  Lo's recording, the front mid vowel e does not have a nasal­
ized counterpart when the u- onglide precedes it. That is, we have 
ue *ue 
If that is the case, there is an unresolvable gap in the pattern. 
The opposite phenomenon occurs withr_!!, where u has no nasalized 
counterpart, but 1 u  does : 1u. There is no reasonable way to incorporate this 
fact into the Rimemic analysis. 
It is when one comes to accounting for the phonetic shape of the Rimes 
plus medials that the Rimemic model begins to leak seriously. Rules can be 
written to account for the phenomena: 
AmRme. 1) The high front vowel V
is lowered before labial 
and back consonants, or 3Hi'], , i:3-HiJ 
preceded by the labial 3Fj
onglide. [+Lab] C 
[+Lab] 
[lFJ 
AmRme. 2) The low central V
vowel is raised 
before labial and 2F ➔ [l+HiJ
back consonants, lHi
or preceded by the 
labial onglide. C 
[+LabJ 
[lFJ
AmRme. 3) The low central . V
vowel is raised and 2F 3F
lHi --t 2Hi fronted between 
front segments. 
two 
[3FJ [3FJ
AmRme. 4) Back vowels are V
lowered in the 
environment of a Cl.FJ CFJ
front _segment. 
[ 3FJ 
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Asrwith Cantonese and Hakka, a denasalization rule is required for the checked 
tones. 
AmRme. 5) The Flnal consonants C T (checked) 
checked tone. 
become stops under the 
[+NJ --)• [-NJ 
But it will be immediately noticed that Rme 1) does not really yield the 
proper results for the /ii)/ and /ik/ Rimes, which are: 
C 1 akJ 
This is similar to the problem discussed in the previous section with regard
to Hakka. However , in Amoy there is less certainty that these phonetic versions 
are simply variants of I I)  I do not propose at this point to modify- and 1k. -
the rules stated so far to account for this phenomenon.
I take the two variants of i before back consonants to be genuine
counterexamples to the Rimemic scheme as defined in Chapter IV. In that def-
inition it was stated that the preconsonantal vowel is understood to be the 
principal vowel in a Rime. In the present case, while 1 a  certainly could be a -
variant form of _!., the extra presence of an onglide before � makes t�e Rime in 
question a wholly new Final. Since· there is no indication that this is simply 
a possible pronunciation among several free variants all of which center on 
1 �  1k, there seems to be no solution but to admit the problem which these 
Finals give to the analysis.
Together with the problems with nasalization and Medial placement 
stated above, the peculiar placement of the 131) and 1 ak Finals militates against 
our terming Amoy a fully Rimemic dialect. Consequently, one must acknowledge 
the usefulness of the Rimemic analysis for the large majority of Finals and 
at the same time note that the Rimemic type of analysis is not wholly suitable 
0 
1u(/I) 
1 ::> (C) 
3 + + 
-3 + 
1 - + 
3 + -
3 - -
1 - -
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TABLE 5. 32 
Feature Specifications for Amoy Rimemic Segments 
Vowels Consonants 
Front Lab Lab NasFrontHi 
3 
2 
3 
3 
-
-
-1 . 2 
3 1 ·  + 
2 1 + 
1 1 + 
m 
n · 
I) 
p 
e 
a 
u 
t 
k 
TABLE 5 . 33 
Amoy Rimerne Vowels· Preceded by Medials 
-
ui ( II) 
ue (fl)e 
a 1a ua 
u 
0 IO ( II) 
.. 
u-n u-I I-m I-n u-m 
( ) 
IOU 
TABLE 5 . 34 
Amoy Rimemic Finals 
u-1)U'""U -m -n -11I - u- I - I  I-u I-f] 
<--} (--) . 
Uli i im in ii) ..
(--) .
e e ue 
(.. ) ( ..) ( ..) (..) 
a a I Q ua UOI am an Iam Ian IOI] uanQI) UOI)
(--) 
..u I U  un 
0 0 I O  
(-- ) . 
::> 
::>I] I ::>n 
. 
I 
r-'
N" 
I 
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TABLE 5 . 35 
Amoy Rimemes with Blanks Specified 
(/) - 1  -u -m -n -q -t -k 
1 
e 
a 
u 
0 
-p
(-)
• im in ii) • it ik1 1 
(-) 
(i) (j)e 
(-) I (~) . (~) .
a QI au am an 01) a at ak 
u un ut 
<D 
(-) ® 
uaI 
TABLE 5 . 36 
Amey Phonetic Finals· 
0 1- u- -1 1-u u-1 -u �m -n -� -p -t -k 1-m 1-n I-1) 1-p 1-t 1-k u-m u-n u-q u-p u-t u-k 
i 
I 
e 
(-:-)
1 
(-) 
(~ )
a 
( - )  
' ' 
J;) 
ue 
l..)
Ia 
�) 
( - ) 
IU 
IO  
. 
Im 
(-) ( ~ )  (.. ) (~)
aI Iau au 
am 
in it 
I I) Ip Ik 
IEt 
I al) 1 ak 
. 
an at I an 
. 
01) ap ak Iam I01) Iap 10k uan UOi) uat 
t1l1 ut 
:) I) :> k I :>I) I :>k 
IE 
I-'
I\)
\0 
I 
a 
a 
u 
u 
0 
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to this dialect without the addition of rules which go beyond the scope of a 
Rimemic analysis. 
5. 4 Mandarin 
Mandarin suggests some of the synnnetry in patterning that has made a 
Rimemic analysis possible for Cantonese and Hakka and largely for Amoy. But, 
on balance, the kind of Rimemic analysis that I have used up to this point 
turns out to be unsuited to Mandarin. The Rimemic analysis that we have used 
thus far has assumed Rimemes that always have a surface form. In some cases, 
of  course, the Rimemes may have more than one surface form, as in the three 
variants of Hakka Rimes with underlying a as the principal vowel. But in no 
case does this analysis account for surface forms in which the Rimemic vowel 
(principal vowel) is deleted. Deletion of underlying vowels defeats the whole 
· ·  point of the Rimemic analysis, which is to provide a direct link between the 
base canonical form and the surface canonical form. It has been the contention 
of this essay that certain dialects of Chinese are most felicitously analyzed 
with this method because their patterns of distribution of principal vowel­
plus-ending segment show no gaps or almost no gaps. In the analysis of Mandarin, 
it is found that there are gaps in phonetic distribution. It seems a general 
property of  linguistic analysis that greater gaps in distribution must be 
accounted for by more abstract forms. So in Mandarin the gaps which we find 
are best accounted for by an analysis which posits underlying vowels of such 
a depth as to be incompatible with a Rimemic analysis. 
It will be simplest to demonstrate this point by attempting a Rimemic 
analysis of Mandarin and showing that it becomes awkward in a fairly short 
time. From that step we shall proceed to the underlying analysis of 
Syl 
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Mandarin Finals devised by Chin-chuan Cheng (1973), an analysis which is more 
suited to Mandarin than the Rimemic analysis.
The canonical information for Mandarin is as followsr: 
- I F 
-F (M) R 
- • ••M 1, u, . u 
R - v2 (�3) 
v2 i, u, a, a, -u,  0 
V3 - i,  u 
-C n, I) ' r 
Table 5 . 41 shows the Rimemes of Mandarin. There is,r.in fact, good reason 
for questioning the Rimemes as given here because the phonetic realization of 
high front vowels (_!, �) followed by either nasal may involve an intrusive central 
vowel (i.e., /uni-...> [uQnJ). But to indicate this fact in the Rimemic arrange­
ment will destroy such symmetry as there is available for a Rimemic analysis.
For the moment then, let us assume the accuracy of the Rimemes in Table 5 . 41 and 
the accuracy of the patterning it suggests.
When one tries to draw up rules to accotmt for the Rimemes in Table 5.41,
there are very few generalizations that can be incprporated in rules. Thus, as 
with other dialects, there is a restriction on the concatenation of high vowels with 
offglides, and in Mandarin, one can specify a rule which simply prohibits off­
glides following high vowels. 
MandSeq. 1) High vowels are not *V V II
followed by offglides. 
[3HiJ 
•• •• 
•• 
0 
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TABLE 5 . 41 
Mandarin Rimemes 
0 -i -u 
• 
:>1 
a a 01 au 
u u 
OU 
-i 3 3 
+3 3 
-2 2 
-a 1 2 
+1u 3 
+20 1 
-n -I') -r 
11)
•
1n 
..
un 
.3Il ar<>I) 
an QI) 
un UI) 
TABLE 5 . 42 
Feature Specifications for the Phones in Mandarin Rimemes 
Vowels Ending Consonants 
Hi Front Lab Front Nas 
+ +n 
- +l) 
-+r 
•• 
·. · -. -. 133 
TABLE 5 .43  
Mandarin Rimeme Vowels Preceded by Medials 
a 
a 
u 
0 
i- u-
. 
• 
13 
• 
lQ ua· 
io(u) uo 
. -u-
U<> 
iia(n) 
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Table 5.45 indicates the result of applying this rule to Mandarin Rimemes. 
A glance at Table 5 . 45 will show that it is nearly impossible to design other 
rules which have any generality. The remaining concatenations of principal 
vowels and final consonants or offglides are almost all special cases. Thus , 
there is ou, but no other combination includinge£, and onlye� is followed by 
-E_, 7 and there is no au. Now, even in Rimemic dialects, there have been 
special cases, as there are in all linguistic descriptions. But here the 
special cases outnumber the single generalization. 
Unfortunately, when it comes to accounting for the Medials , the special 
cases increase. Referring to Table 5.43, we see that high front vowels are not 
preceded by Medials and that the mid central vowel is preceded only by front 
Medials. But the regularity stops there. The high back vowel u is preceded 
bye!- only when the rounded offglide ends the syllable. These special cases 
make the writing of meaningful exclusion rules difficult, if not impossible. 
For, unlike the two patterning exceptions which seem to exist in Hakka (ref. 5.1) , 
these exceptions reflect the basic structure of  the Mandarin Final, and they 
affect a significant proportion of the number of  Finals. 
Ignoring these problems for the moment, it is important to notice that 
there is a significant kind of patterning symmetry in the dissimilation con­
straints of onglides and of  principal vowels in the full phonetic Final. 
In my experience, no syllable in Mandarin has both a front offglide 
and front onglide or a rounded offglide and a rounded onglide. Thus the 
7of course, many Finals are followed bye.=!. in the affixation ofe� . 
I believe that the processes involved in -r placement are dif ferent from the 
specifications of which basic Finals occur. In traditional terms this is 
morphophonemics. In Cheng (1973) -r affixation is accounted for after the 
basic Finals are specified. The two treatments are fundamentally similar , and 
I can see no other way of handling the addition of -r. Hence, at this stage 
of the analysis, only the Final ar contains that final consonant. 
•• 
� 
•• 
-i 
TABLE 5.44 
Mandarin Rimemic Finals 
(/J
i 
u 
3
Q 
u 
. 
•
13 
•
1Q ua 
uo 
. 
ij3 
•
·31 
•
Q1 
. 
. 
. 
au 
O U  
. 
•
U31 
•
1QU ua1 
• 
l.OU 
.. .. . - ..u-u · -n· -1) i-n 1....,r u-n· ·  u-1) u-n u-1)· --r
. 
in ii). 
.. un
3n �I) . 3r 
. • • ..an Qr) 1an 101) uan UQl) uan 
un Ul) 
. 
..
u- -i -u i-i i-u u-iu- ..u-u u-i..i-
i 
U ·  
3 
Q 
u 
0 
I 
w 
.v,
TABLE 5.45 . . I 
Mandarin Rimemes with Blanks Specified 
0 -n -g -r 
i © © in ii) • .. 
(1) (11 
" u un 
•
31 3Il 31) ar 
a 01 au an QI) 
u I'J..1 i.lJ un UI) 
OU 
. 
-u 
i 
u 
3 
a 
u 
0 
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following sequences do not occur: 
*iVi/l *uVull 
*iiVi/1 *uVull 
The first of these sequences is sometimes listed for Mandarin and is included 
by Cheng (1973), which makes the statement less general. Because I have never 
heard such a sequence, I shall leave it excluded. Sequence rules to formalize 
these constraints are as follows: 
MandSeq. 2) Front onglides do not *V V V II
occur in syllables •
with front offglides. • C+FJ
• 
• 
• 
MandSeq. 3) Rounded onglides do not *V V V II 
•
rounded offglides. 
occur in syllables with 
[+Lab] [+Lab] 
•
• 
Turning to the variant shapes of the principal vowels as they occur 
in full phonetic Finals, the following observations can be made. The low central 
vowel a has a mid variant whenever preceded by a front onglide or followed by 
any front segment (-i orr-�), and a mid front variant when preceded and followed 
by a front segment. The back rounded high vowel is lowered to mid height in 
the environment of the back glide. The mid central vowel a is fronted in the 
environment of high front glides. For some speakers, the high front vowel 
usually has an intrusive o before the velar nasal ending: 
101) 
Less common, but still heard often is an intrusive a between the . .  high front 
rounded vowel and the alveolar nasal ending: 
..uan 
Also heard, but rather rarely, is an intrusive 3 between the high front unrounded 
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·vowel and the alveolar nasal ending: 
1an 
For some speakers the last named sequence does not occur because 
clanJ •<--­ liTJI 
clnJ .-c--- / in/ 
are contrastive Finals where it is clear that the distinctive element is not 
the position of ·the ending nasal, but the presence or absence of the intrusive 3. 
These phonetic facts are important because they upset any application 
of the Rimemic concept to Mandarin. Rimemes have been defined as being 
principal vowel plus/minus an ending consonant or offglide. This definition 
makes obvious sense in.Cantonese, arid also in Hakka where the possible phonetic 
variants of the vowel correspond to the articulatory position of the ending 
.
consonants or glides . But this does not seem wholly to be the case in Mandarin. 
The individual variations in speech noted for the high front vowels followed 
by final nasals are paralleled by individual differences in the treatment of 
the low central vowel a. While all speakers apparently front and raise this 
vowel between two front segments (iEn), there is considerable variation in the 
..
pronunciation of these sequences: an uan uag. Hence, the fine symmetry of 
the statements made above depends on locating a speaker whose speech is even 
more ideal than the consistency we expect in the other dialects under examin-
ation. In my experience, this is very hard to do. Even within idiolects there 
is too much variation on these points to make a consist_ent Rimemic analysis
of the type used before. 
For this reason, and because of the gaps in onglide distribution, I 
find Cheng's analysis preferable to a Rimemic one� For Cheng's analysis pro­
vides rules which could be constrained by individual or stylistic variation 
(if that is what· is governing the variation just noted) in a manner that would 
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be awkward in the Rimemic scheme. 
A very brief summary of the main features of Cheng's analysis will 
serve to indicate the thrust of his analysis. Table 5.47 gives the underlying
forms of Cheng's analysis minus their onglides. This table is, in effect, the 
equivalent of the Rimemic tables given previously for Hakka, Amoy, and Cantonese. 
Table 5.48 gives the underlying forms of Cheng 's analysis including the onglides. 
The data in both tables are rearranged to conform to the arrangments used 
previously in this essay. The underlying forms of Table 5 . 48 are mapped onto 
the phonetic Finals of Table 5.46, but, as stated before, I do not include iai 
among the sequences of Mandarin, though Cheng does. 
The basic force in Cheng's derivation from base to surface forms is 
assimilation to the front or to the back for the underlying nonhigh vowels: 
/a,i/. For the lower of these, a, there is a low variant before back segments
and after the back onglide in an open syllable, and a front variant before a 
front segment or after the unrounded front onglide in an open syllable. Formal­
ized, the rule is: 
a -f�} 
--- + 
-{! 
i-- + 
(Cheng 1973.18 . Rule 19a.) 
For the mid vowelr.!_, the rule stipulates that before the back offglide or 
after the back onglide in an open syllable, the variant is back (and rounded 
•• i-u u-i u- u-n · 
1 
I 
TABLE 5.46 
Mandarin Phonetic Finals 
1 
t 
•
1 
•
ie 
a 
a 
• 
1a 
u 
u 
ua 
. 
'"t.10 
. � 
..ue •ei 
•
ai 
au 
OU 
•
in 
11)
•
uei 
.;,n :ll)
•
uai an 
•iau 01) 
••un 
. UI) 
10U 
.
. -. 
•
ien 
uan 
uan 
•
1QJ) 
. 
. 
..
1) 
nan 
UOI) 
ar 
i- u- u- i-Cj u-n-n -J) -r-i -u 
e 
a 
a 
u 
u 
u 
..... 
w
\I:> 
I 
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TABLE 5 . 47 
Underlying Forms in Chin-chuan Cheng 's  Analysis 
•-1. -u -n -r 
i 
.. .. 
'lf 'lfl. 'lfU xn 'lfI) xr 
Q Q Ql. au an QI) 
u u 
•• 
• • 
i-u u-1 1-n 
TABLE 5 . 48 
Chin-chuan Cheng'es Underlying Finals 
-u -n -1) 
• .
1-1) 
. 
u-n U-1) u-n U-1) -r (i-i)i- u- u- -i . 
• 
.. 
a 
u 
¼ 
.. 
• • •.. .. ..1j'l U1j' 1j'1 11j'U in1!' •U1j'1 11j'I) U1j'Ilui 1!'U U1j'Il U1j'IJ ir°l!'IJ • 1• 11) u°l!'I) . 
,
•• • •a 10 ua 1au01 au ua1 an 01) 1an 101) uan UOI) iian ( iai) 
. . 
. . .u . 
. 
----
- -
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by universal convention) : �. while before the front offglide or after either of 
the front onglides in an open syllable, the variant is front : e. The rule is: 
u + 
i 
the behavior of the mid vowel with two rules, stated verbally: 
(27) Within the final, a mid vowel before a consonantal 
ending becomes schwa ('Mid Vowel Laxing Rule'). 
(28) Within the final, a schwa between a front medial and 
i 
r - -----+ u 
(Cheng 1973.18. Rule 19b) 
The major difference in patterning between a and l is that the mid 
vowel does not directly assimilate to ending consonants. Cheng accounts for 
Given in 
a nasal ending or between a back medial which 
is preceded by an initial consonant and a back 
nasal ending is deleted ('Schwa Deletion Rule')_, (Cheng 
symbols these rules operate as follows (Cheng 1971.19): 
llJ ➔ Backness Rule ) 01) ➔ 
Mid Vowel Laxing Rule ) al) 
. •
l.llJ ) Backness Rule • ,> l.01) ) 
Mid Vowel Laxing Ruler-->• i31) 
Schwa Deletion Rule --•� ii) 
1971. 18). 
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The superiority of this analysis over the phonemic analyses of Mandarin 
discussed earlier is quite evident from the general preservation of canonical 
form ·at both the surface and the phonological levels of analysis. To be sure , 
an underlying segment is deleted through the Schwa Deletion Rule. However,
this is not a dummy segment assigned to various slots to save phonemes as are 
the extra segments in Hartman's analysis. Both variants of l actually occur .-
on the surface and therefore are justified in the derivation. The deletion 
occurs in a specific environment, and the deletion occurs in a minority of 
strings. Moreover, because the deletion of schwa is in part a stylistic and 
individual matter, Cheng's deletion rule giv¢s us an ideal device to constrain 
to fit actual phonetic behavior. Similarly for speakers who delete schwa in 
different environments as discussed above, the operation of this rule can be 
varied to account for specific facts without disrupting the totality of the 
grammar.
For the same reasons , this analysis is suitable for its object of 
study in precisely the way that T. Cheng's and O. Y. Hashimoto's analyses are 
not suited to Cantonese. In his analysis of Mandarin Chin-chuan Cheng has 
employed the tools made available by generative phonology creatively rather 
than forcing the language under study into a model determined by the previous 
use of. those tools. Specifically, Cheng has overtly followed the traditional 
Chinese distinction between Initial and Final and has used the term Final as. . . 
a unit in constructing his rules (as can be seen in rules (27) and (28)
quoted above). Practice has meant that the obvious distributional differences 
between the Initial segments and the Final segments are incorporated within 
the rule scheme and are not handled by default through mechanism-required 
devices like segmental redundancy rules. In the terms that have been used in 
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the present essay, Cheng's approach to the Finals has overtly incorporated 
the principle o f  sequence constraints from the outset. 
Cheng's assimilation rules capture for Mandarin the fundamental 
Chinese fact that the Rimeme analysis captures for Cantonese, Hakka, and Amoy, 
but in a way that the Rimemic analysis cannot do for Mandarin. That fundamental 
fact is that principal vowels generally assimilate to their succeeding segments.
This is effectively what we have found in the dialect discussions that preceded 
the present one. Because of the patterning problems the assimilation cannot 
be expressed through Rimemes, but canr· be expressed through transformational 
rules. 
Finally, as demonstrated in Table 5.47, though Cheng does not give a 
Rimemic analysis, his system of underlying forms permits one to chart a highly 
abstract equivalent of Rimemes. The word 'abstract' must be stressed here. 
The forms in Tables 5.47 and 5.48 show no distribution at the underlying level. 
The phonetic patterning of the actual language becomes evident only in the 
derivational process. Now because there is such a derivational patterning, 
it is not proper to dissociate Mandarin wholly from the Rimemic type of dialect. 
In contrast to Cantonese and Hakka, Mandarin is a quasi.-Rimemic dialect or an 
abstract Rimemic dialect. At the end of this chapter I shall propose a 
possible scheme for charting these typological differences among Chinese 
dialects. 
5.5 Lungyen 
Lungyen Chinese is spoken in the northeastern part of Kiangsi Province. 
The data on the Finals are taken from Iovanna D. Condax' analysis of that 
language (Condax 1973). 
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I shall propose that this dialect is not suitably analyzed with the 
categories that have been found helpful in the analysis of Cantonese, Hakka, 
and (to a lesser extent) Amoy. Historically, this dialect apparently reflects 
an even greater distance from the MC shape in the syllable Rime than does 
Mandarin. A Rimemic analysis is therefore correspondingly less useful. This 
point can most easily be demonstrated. by attempting to follow the steps in 
analysis used for Hakka. When these steps are taken as far as possible, I 
will be able to state clearly why this type of analysis is infelicitous for 
Lungyen.
The canonical information for Lungyen is as follows: 
T
Syl - I F 
F (M) . R 
M i 
= V
. 2
(V
C
3) 
. 8- 1 ,  i ,  m ,  e,  �, a, u, o 
- i ,  u 
= J\.; I) 
Iv is a palatal nasal 
Table 5.51 shows the Rimemes of Lungyen. Even from the briefest 
glance, it will be noted that the symmetry evident in the Cantonese and Hakka 
Rimeme tables is largely absent here. Not only does the highest vowelr..!. not 
occur with ending segments, but the front rounded vowel m also occurs only as 
8condax uses the symbol r,· for the_ mid front rounded vowel • . I have
changed this torm in order to avoid confusion with 0 which indicates zero 
in this essay. 
R 
2)  
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a full Final. The low front rounded vowelr� occurs only before the velar 
nasal _11. The palatal nasal n, is preceded only by the low central vowel �­
These patterning gaps are reflected in any rules one attempts to 
draw up to specify the occuring Rimemes. The features for the Rimemic segments 
are given in Table 5. 52. 
Some of these distributional characteristics can be incorporated in 
rules: 
LYSeq. 1 )  High vowels take no *V V II
offglides. 
C >  2HiJ 
LYSeq. The highest front vowel 
and the front rounded 
*V 
(�} 
II 
[4HiJvowel are not followed 
by final consonants or
offglidesr. *V II{�J
3Hi
+Lab 
But, in the format used here, it is difficult to incorporate into simple rules 
the facts that only the low central vowel a is followed by the palatal nasal 
_9,, and that the mid central vowel a is followed only by the velar nasal .!!· As 
in Mandarin, the distribution presents too many special cases for a ilimemic 
analysis to be coherent. Table 5.55 is graphic illustration of this situation. 
When one comes to accounting for the placement of Medials in front 
of the Rimemes, one finds a further gap. Referring to Table 5 . 53, we notice 
that there is generality in the total absence of syllables with high front 
medials ending in high front offglides. There is also generality in the 
privileges of occurrence of -i- before e, 5!, u, in all the Rimemes of these 
vowels. Unfortunately, however, -i- oceurs beforer£_, only in the £.!l Rime. 
1 
1 
(B 
e 
1 
l. 
(B 
e 
u 
0 
a 
u 
· o 
a 
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TABLE 5 .51 
Lungyen Rimemes 
-i 
• 
OJ. 
Ql. 
-u 
eu 
au an.. 
-l) -? 
. 
• 
11) i? 
el) e? 
al) 
. .  u?UI) 
01) o?. 
01) a? 
TABLE �. 52 
Feature Specifications for the Phones in Lungyen Rimemes 
Vowels Ending Consonants 
Hi Front 
4 3 
3 3 
2 3(B 
2 3e 
2 2 
1 2a 
u 3 1 
1 
Front Nas
Lab ++
-
- +I)-
- -
+ 
-
-
-
+ 0 
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To write rules to account for these concatenations is possible, but 
only because features make it possible to write rules to specify almost anything.
Either an exception or a special rule must be written to show that �i- does not 
occur before the Rimemes o and or. Since such rules seem to make little 
sense, I will not include them here. 
Turning to the Finals, note that the phonetic variants of the Rimemic 
vowels do in fact show a clear pattern capturable in a general statement. 
The phonetic shape of the vowels is determined by assimilation to the ending 
consonant. For the nonlow vowels with phonetic variants, the lower �ariant 
occurs before glottal stop, while the higher variant occurs before the velar 
nasal. 
11) l !  
E'l 
U!) u'l 
O!) 
For the only low vowel with a variant, the lower and backer variant occurs 
before the velar nasal. 
al\, a'l Ol) 
These statements can be captured in two rules. 
LYRmee. 1) Nonlow
before 
vowels are lowered 
glottal stop final. [ > lHiJ � ti-Hi] C 
,, 
lF
-Nas 
LYRme , 2 )  The low central vowel 
is raised before the 
palatal nasal and [lHiJ � [+HiJ C II
glottal stop. 
3F
+Nas 
lF
-Nas 
i-u i-'l 
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TABLE 5 ; 53 
Lungyen Rimeme Vowels Preceded by Medials 
l 
(B 
e 
·3 
a 
u 
0 
1- i-i 
•
1e 
•
10 
•
1U 
iO (I) ) 
TABLE 5 .54 
Lungyen Rimemes Preceded by Medials 
-i -u i- i-i -1) -'l i-ru i-1) 
1 
• 
e 
3 
a 
u 
0 
1 
•
1 
(B 
e 
• 
o 01 
u 
0 
•
01 
.
11) 
• • 
eu 1e 1eu el) 
31) 
• • 
au 10 1ou 01\, 01) 
•
1U UI) 
01) 
i'l 
e'l 
a'l 
u'l 
o'l 
I 
• 
ie'l1e1J 
ian 
• 
ia'l101) 
• 
iu'l1UI) 
101) 
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TABLE 5.55 
Lungyen Rimemes with Blanks Specified 
1 1 
•
1 
CB CB 
e 
u u 
0 0 
a a 
-i -u 
(l') (j) 
© (D: 
(i) Q") 
eu 
© Q). 
•
01 
•
a1 au 
a, 
0 
an-
-1) -? 
(2) ;0 
•
11) i? 
(2) Q)
el) e? 
al) 
UI) u? 
01) o? 
QI) a? 
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However, these are not the only variants in vocalic shape to be found in 
Lungyen, and the other variants would require much more specialized rules tor· 
account for them. 
The gaps that I have noted so far are not the only reason for ques­
tioning the validity of a Rimemic analysis for this dialect. Condax (1973. 25-30) 
suggests the following phonemic vowel pattern: 
1 
u 
e (8 0 
a a 
In contrast to the Rimemic vowel pattern offered above, this arrangement t .reats 
as distinctive the difference between (aJ and [aJ, and groups the [aqJ Rime with 
the [u,uJ Rimes thus eliminating the need for a separate /aq/ Rime. Condaxr' 
argument for this move will be quoted in full: 
The arguments in favor of considering the difference in the 
vowels (i.e., [aJ vs. [aJ) to be distinctive are the follow­
ing: 1) in rapid or casual speech, as in reading long lists 
of homophones, a vowel plus a following nasal consonant . .
often becomes a nasalized vowel in which the vowel maintains 
its normal placement; in the case of the low vowels this 
this difference could be elicited, however, as it is in 
means that [aJ and caJ result. No minimal pairs based on 
precisely such a formal situation as the elicitation of 
minimal pairs that the consonant and not the nasalized 
vowel appears. 2) The nasal consonant in contact with 
/a/ varies slightly in position of articulation in rapid or 
casual speech, so that when it is not lost (in the produc­
tion of a nasalized vowel) it may sometimes occur as [qij 
or even [nJ in addition to [I\,J. In the best of cases these
three variants occur in successive repetitions of the same 
word. For the reasons given above it was not possible to
elicit minimal pairs of the form [aQJ [aqJ. · 3) Because 
of the general parallelism between the endings in entering
tone syllables and non-entering tone endings in Chinese 
dialects, it seems preferable to analyze the system of 
Lungyen so as to reflect the same constraint. Thus if we 
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find thre·e stops in Cantonese, -p -t -k, at the end of enter­
ing tone syllables, we expect and find three nasals at the. .
end of non-entering tone syllables -m -n -Q. Likewise, find-
ing only one stop in Lungyen, we look for a single nasal, g
(Condax 1973 . 30) . 
I propose to accept this reasoning. And to do so, implies accepting a 
distributionally phonemic solution for the phonetic patterning of this dialect. 
The fact that I have found real synnnetry in patterning only in regard to the 
distribution of phonetic variants before [-D,-7r] on the one hand and [-iJ and 
[-unJ on the other adds rationale to the acceptance of a phonemic solution. 
By phonemic solution, I mean, of course, one that could be expressed either in 
terms of phonemic 'letter' symbols or in terms of features. 
However, in admitting that a phonemic solution is best for this language, 
I prefer to alter Condax' phonernicization in certain places. Since a common 
. ~
variant of the phoneme /q/ is [VJ in fast speech, and since other variants 
include Cq,. J and [nJ, it would seem synchronically wise simply to set up a 
generalized nasal phoneme /N/, the allophones of which would include every 
nasal �pparently known to Chinese except the labial nasal [mJ. 
Parallel to this solution, the ending [7] would be eliminated from 
the system and indicated simply by a Tonal prosody of shortness or checkedness,
along the lines of the Tonal features suggested earlier for dialects which 
retain the entering tone. 
Synchronically, such a solution would be better phonemics because it 
groups the largest number of surface variants under the smallest number of 
generalized rubrics. 
Historically, this solution seems preferable to the original in Condax. 
On the one hand, the MC ju sheng ( "-4-' ) is now correlated with a tone, 
which is quite proper and thoroughly in line with all dialects that retain a 
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m 
reflex of that distinction. The Cantonese segmental reflexes to which Condax 
refers in attempting to parallel _[-'.lJ with [-l)J are relevant only when there 
are at least two such reflexes, for then the difference in articulatory place­
ment is distinctive. But in Lungyen that is not the case. Only the Tonal 
features are distinctive, and the historical development should be traced to 
them. On the other hand, fast-speech processes may anticipate phonemic change. 
Thus it is at least possible that Lungyen is in the process of showing the 
final stage in a movement something like this. 
____..,..) v 
And even if that is not the case, the number of allophonic variants makes it 
clear that general nasalization, and not a specific placement, is the reflex 
of the earlier three ending nasals. In a given utterance, [-nJ may reflect an 
earlier *-m *-n or *-ri, and so may [-1) J or [-q,, J or [VJ. Consequently to 
suggest that there now exists a merger of all earlier nasals in /-g/ is rather 
misleading.
The revised phonemic solution gives an array of Finals like that found 
in Table 5 . 57 
There remains one problem• . I have insisted that a strict phonemic
analysis is wholly unsuitable for Mandarin, and that a Rimemic analysis is pre­
ferable for Cantonese. I have made these assertioti.s ..subsequent to a statement 
that the Initial-Final distinctions generally applies to the Chinese language
family. Accepting a phonemic analysis for Lungyen raises the fundamental 
question: What does a phonemic analysis mean in reference to a member of the 
Chinese family? 
i-'l 
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TABLE 5.56 
Lungyen Phonetic Finals 
i-i i-u 
1 
. 
•
1 
. 
. 
(B 
e 
Eu iE 
a 
•
a1 
•
1a 
•
1au a� 
au 
u iu 
0 
•
:>1 
11) 
I 'l 
el) 
E'l 
31) 
a'l 
•
la}\. 
QI) 
.. 
UI) 
. 
u'l 
'01) ..�.  . ; 
:> 'l 
181) 
iul) 
. 
101) 
iE'l 
ia'l 
-· . 
iu'l 
i-{b i-1)-u -'l-l. i-
1 
I 
(B 
e 
E 
a 
a 
u 
u 
0 
Ol. 0 
l.U 
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TABLE 5 . 5 7  
Revised Phonemic Finals of Lungyen 
-i -u -N i- i-u i-N 
1 
l. 
1 
•
l. 
(8 (8 
e e 
a a 
a 
al.
• 
eu 
au 
iN 
•
eN ie 
•
aN ia 
aN 
• 
ieN1.eu 
• 
iaN1.au 
• 
ioNoN0 
uN 
• 
iuNuu 
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No absolute answer can be given to this question. The. lack of an 
absolute answer is the most important point that can be made on the subject. 
By the absence of an absolute answer to the question of what a phonemic 
solution for Lungyen signifies, I mean the following. The vowel phonemes of 
Lungyen are rather like English vowel phonemes in that there are few regular 
constraints predicting which vowels will be followed by which ending segments, 
and the majority of the phonetic vowels are distinctive with at least two post­
vocalic contexts (open syllables and nasalized endings) . There is, however, a 
quantitative difference between the English and the Lungyen phonemic vowel. 
The English vowel is distinctive in many more postvocalic contextsr. 
The Finals of Lungyen are rather like those of other Chinese dialects. 
They are so few in number as to be easily listable, and the elements of which they 
are made up are few enough that statements can be made to indicate which com­
binations occur and which do not. However, the occurring combinations cannot 
be stated through the use of general, synunetrical rules . 
Lungyen, then, stands between other parts of Chinese, on the one hand, 
and English, on the other hand. The phonemic solution makes sense for the 
Lungyen vowels. But the phonotactics of Lungyen Finals are fully statable and 
could be stated. What is important abo.ut this typologically intermediary 
position of Lungyen is just that it shows us the striking relativity of 
language construction .  In the following sections I shall propose some ways of 
charting relativity. 
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5.6 The Spectrum of Chinese Dialects 
The analyses just given suggest considerable differences among the 
·nonInitial segmental portions of Chinese syllables in various dialects. · We can 
chart these differences graphically by drawing a rough spectrum as in Table 
5.61: 
TABLE 5. 61 
The Five Dialects Discussed in This Study Arranged 
to a Typological Spectrum 
Rimemic NonRimemic 
Cantonese Hakka Amoy Mandarin Lungyen 
While accurate as far as it goes, Table 5.61 does not account for 
the fact that Lungyen may be very close to a Rimemic dialect of a slightly 
different sort. Any dialect with a canonical structure 
could be analyzed Rimemically so long as v2 and v3 concatenate with few or no 
gaps in patterning. In Lungyen, this is not difficult to imagine, since the 
-u is preceded only by � and �. while -i is preceded only by £. and a. In 
its present stage, Lungyen does not have this canonical shape because of the 
various phonetic nasals which close syllables. But should these nasals be 
resolved into vocalic nasalization, there would be no reason for not including
Lungyen among Rimemic dialects. 
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To understand this point it is well to recall the definition of Rimeme 
given in 4.2. The purpose of that definition is to state a functional equiv­
alence between single syllable peaks in open syllables and systematically 
distributed vowel+consonant/glide. Thus in stating that a Rimeme is formulized 
as 
V (6) ti 
I am effectively saying that systematically 
=VII 
Consequently, within this definition, a dialect whose Rimes veer close to a 
structure of 
VII 
will be essentially closer to the Rimemic dialects than to a dialect like Mandarin 
where the ending consonants are not distributed in a way that permits the treat­
ment of vowel+consonant/glide as a single unit. 
I have not found any Chinese dialects that have actually developed to 
the point where one can legitimately classify them with a full syllable canonical 
shape of 
(C) 
But a very distant cousin of Chinese, the Tibeto-Burman dialect of Lahu illus­
trates just this phenomenon (Matisoff 1973a).
To incorporate both the fact that Lungyen at present is typologically 
very far from a Rimemic dialect and also that it seems to be moving closer to a 
Rimemic dialect of a different sort, one may change the spectrum shape from a 
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straight line to a cresent which will indicate distance and closeness along 
both the horizontal and vertical axes. This is done in Table 5.62. 
If the focus is widened to include dialects that do not have a Rimemic 
pattern, but whose segmental Finals can be conveniently analyzed through 
Sequence rules governing the whcile Final; Shanghai can be included, as1· arialyzed 
by Walton (Walton 1971; ref. Chap. Ill of present essay). To make this step 
the spectrum must be extended to a spiral, as . in Table 5.63. 
Even with this addition and with the complexity of a spiral, only 
the segmental Finals of some Chinese types have been charted out. The differ­
ing Tonal characteristics of these dialects have been ignored (i. e., whether 
most syllables in normal speech actually have an invariant Tone or not)r. 
Although not properly the subject of this essay, it is worth noting that 
there seems to be a rough correlation among dialects carrying Rimemes directly 
from Middle Chinese and having Tonal consistency throughout, while dialects 
that have lost Rimemes illustrate various phenomena of Tonal perturbation in 
normal speech. It is unlikely that thi,s correlation is accidental ... And 
as we study typology, it should be of value to keep this correlation in mind. 
It is charted in Table 5.64. 
Now all these typological remarks have been limited to dialects within 
the Chinese family. When these dialects are compared with wholly different 
and unrelated languages, the problem of charting typology becomes very much 
more complex. But one can make inroads on the complexity by considering some 
of the essential differences and similarities between Chinese phonology and 
that of other languages. In contrast to English and similar languages, one can 
spend years listening to and speaking a Chinese dialect and never hear a newr· 
Final that was not identified in the first days of contact with the language¥ 
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TABLE 5.6i 
The Chinese Typol ogical Crescent 
Rimemic NonRimemic 
Cantonese 
• 
Lahu 
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TABLE 5 .63  
The Chinese Dialect Spiral 
Rimemic NonRimemic 
. Cantonese Hakka 
Mandarin 
Arooy 
Lungyen 
Shanghai 
Whole Final 
Sequence
Constraints 
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though one does hear new combinations of Initial and Final, and Tone and 
segmental syllable. In a rather different vein, the Tonal phenomena of dialects 
like Cantonese and Hakka, and to a lesser degree, Mandarin are not paralleled in 
any meaningful way in European languages. Yet the Tonal function in Mandarin 
disyllables which carry only one full Tone plus one ' neutral' Tone, or, more 
strikingly, in Shanghai, where the word can be said to carry a complex Tonal 
contour, may not be entirely different from the functions of word stress-and­
pitch in English and similar languages. 
Even this very short list of crosslingual phenomena provokes a be­
wildering confusion in the mind of the analyst if he tries to incorporate them 
as specific phenomena in a general conception of language typology. If,
however, the function of each of these phenomena relative to other character­
istics of the languages in which it occurs is considered, it seems to me that 
we may have a manageable amount of typological data with which to work. The 
reader will note that the scheme for analyzing the Finals of some dialects of 
Chinese presented in this and the preceding chapters aims at determining the 
function of striking typological characteristics of a given dialect in terms 
of the rest of that dialect's observable phenomena. The tables given in this 
chapter reflect such functional typology in comparative terms. It is suggested 
that comparative typology can be done on a much more general scale if the 
functions of elements in languages are considered very seriously, and (as a pre­
requisite to determining the function of any elements in a language) if the 
goal of linguistic analysis is not limited to discovering tmits in a newly
analyzed language analogous to units which have already been found in other 
languages. 
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TABLE 5. 64 
Correlation of Direct Descent of Riniemes 
with Tonal Perturbation 
Rimeme Loss _____________________ __,: 
Shanghai 
Amoy 
QI
Cl)
cd
QI
I,.
CJ 
-.-1
c 
Mandarin 
c 
0
-.-1 
.u
cd Hakkar· ,e
;:I
.u . 
I,.
QI
p.., 
.--I Cantonese
cd 
c 
o · 
E--1 
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I do not propose to suggest serious typologies beyond those I have 
already suggested for the five dialects discussed previously. However, as a 
thoroughly speculative exercise, consider the comparison of Cantonese, Shanghai, 
and English in Table 5.65. I do not believe that any of the elements assigned 
to any of these languages can b e  seriously questioned. The functions of these 
elements is debatable, but the similarities and differences are in some degree 
unarguable. The elements of a typological continuum, of a balance among 
elements and function, surely are there. 
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TABLE 5.65 
Some Typological Features of Cantonese, Shanghai, English 
Cantonese 
Rimemic 
Slight morphopho-
nellll.cs 
Little Tonal varia­
tion 
Monosyllable
generally
associated with 
morpheme even 
in casual speech 
Monosyllabic 
Shanghai
Nonrimemic 
Tonal morphophonemics 
Monosyllables have 
distinctive tone 
Tone contour 
associated with 
polysyllabic words 
Monosyllable ideally
associated with 
morpheme 
(decrease) 
English
Not applicable 
Pitch, stress and 
morphophonemics
Monosyllables have 
predictable stress 
and pitch 
Stress and pitch 
contour associated 
with polysyllable
No relation between · 
monosyllables and 
morphemes 
) 
Chapter Six 
CONCLUSIONS: The Implications of This Study 
6 , 1  Summary
I have tried in this study to propose and defend a relativistic notion 
of phonology. That conception of phonology gives equal weight to the paradigmatic 
and syntagmatic planes of linguistic relation. And within that notion of 
phonology, an attempt is made to ascertain the relative significance of the 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic planes of any language under study. It has been 
shown that for the Chinese language in general the traditional segmental dis­
tinction between Initial and Final is linguistically justified because the 
consonants of the Initial are generally substitutable among the Finals as 
wholes, while the phones within the Finals are much more restricted in distri-
bution. The Initials have an essentially paradigmatic relation to one anotherr;
they can replace one another in the same context. The Finals as whole units 
have the same relation to each other; they can generally replace one another 
after the same Initials. 
The relationship of the units within the Final is heavily syntagmatic. 
That is, the vowels, consonants and glides occur always and only in very re­
stricted sets of combinations. The phones of the Finals are therefore not com­
parable to the phones which can fill the Initial position. Neither are the 
phones of the Initial comparable structurally to the Tones . But each of the 
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three units, the Initial, the Final, and the Tone, has a comparable paradigmatic
function, and these three concatenate with each other in the syllable structure. 
The general outline of Chinese syllable structure as just given in the 
previous two paragraphs seems to apply to most or all dialects.r But within the · 
syllable there is variety of Final structures among dialects. I have demonstrated 
this fact through the analysis of the Finals of five dialects. For some of 
these dialects, which I have labelled Rimemic, the distribution of the phones 
of the Final is so synnnetrical that one �an usefully treat the ending consonant 
and the principal vowel as a single unit. For other dialects, such a treatment 
makes little sense because, even at a very abstract level, there are not com� 
pletely systematic gaps in the patterning of principal vowels with ending 
consonants and glides. 
I have charted this typological difference among the dialects studied 
on various types of continua. The point of the charting has been to show that 
linguistic typology reflects some relative differences among languages which can 
be understood only in terms of total function. I have endeavored, with consid­
erable speculation, to suggest areas of correlation between other linguistic
phenomena and the presence or absence of Rimemes. 
At the beginning of this essay, I asserted that I would demonstrate 
that different models of phonology are useful for languages of different 
typologies. Within the bounds of the five dialects of Chinese that I have 
discussed, I believe that I have demonstrated the relative usefulness of various 
models of phonology. 
This relativistic approach towards phonology and the means that I 
have used to demonstrate its appropriateness carry several implications for the 
study of the phonology of different types of languages. In section 6.2 I shall 
discuss several synchronic implications. In section 6.3 I shall discuss two 
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important historical implications, and finally I shall suggest certain areas 
for further research. 
6.2 Rules, Feat�res, and Arrangements of Phonological Data 
The study of linguistic typology is the study of the similarities and 
differences among languages. While assuming that the Chinese dialects are some­
how all of one basic typology, I have argued that within that broad rubric 
there are significant differences. I have expressed these differences in terms 
of the analytical tools that are best suited to explicate the phonologies of 
the respective dialects' Finals. Implicit in the discussion up to now are 
three areas of phonological concern: 1) The roles of types of phonological 
rules; 2) The roles of various phonological features; 3) The arrangement of 
phonological data and its influence on analysis. 
6.21 At the conclusion of Chapter III, I argued that a linguistic 
model should allow for some selection among its components and for various 
sequences of arrangement among those components that may be common across 
several languages. Where the 'deep' phonological structure reflects an abstrac­
tion based strictly on phonological distribution, then that 'deep' structure 
is simply a phonemic level in the traditional sense, and it should be called so 
honestly, for it is linguistically significant that a given language may have 
only an autonomous phonemic level and no level of the depth of languages with 
extensive morphophonemics. If a language is for the most part conveniently 
analyzed with sequence structure rules, and transformational rules are required 
sparingly, this fact should be acknowledged, and the presentation and arrange­
ment of components should be designed to show that fact. 
As a general principle, that type of rule which accounts for the 
largest number of forms (and phrases?) in a language, and for the most frequent 
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ones, is the type of rule that defines the typology of a given language. And 
it is that type of rule which should be stressed. Rules that are required 
only seldom by a given language should be considered of much less importance 
to the typology. of that language, and their status in a description should 
be clear. 
One corollary of this principle is that no credit should be given to 
efforts to force a given language into an analysis based on a priori notions 
of what types of rules should show up in languages . In reference to Chinese, 
the effort to show that Mandarin has but two or three phonemes is made at the 
cost of abandoning all of the canonical shape of the syllable--which Mandarin 
has in common with other Chinese dialects--and at the cost. of obscuring those 
common traits of concatenation of phones which Mandarin continues to share with 
other dialects. Mandarin thus analyzed ceases to be Chinese, just as English 
analyzed in a Rimemic model would cease to be English. 
In the present essay, it has been shown that Cantonese and Hakka, and 
Amoy to a lesser extent, can be analyzed with a Rimemic analysis, but that 
some other dialects of Chinese cannot be so analyzed. The Rimemic analysis 
has been narrowly defined here. It requires a highly symmetrical pattern of 
principal vowels and ending consonants or glides, and it places high value on 
being able to express the relations among onglides, vowels and ending segments 
through negative sequence structure rules.r· The reason for the narrowness of 
definition is that precision -in definition makes it clear what is not a Rimemic 
dialect. In other words, the terms which have been used for the various 
dialects have been selected to fi_t those dialects. 
With regard to linguistic description in general, the role that various 
types of rules play in different languages should be made explicit in the 
description of each language. Transformational rules across languages may be 
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neither of the same meaning nor of the same function in various languages . 
Although transrformational in form, the Rirnemic rules which I have given for 
Cantonese, Hakka and Amoy reflect differences at a nonmorphological depth. 
Those transformational rules in various types of Chinese which do reflect mor­
phophonemics generally describe phenomena which are related to Tonal pertur­
bation or the affixation of a generally concatenating particle like the Peking 
[arJ, neither of which phenomena has a direct typological correspondent in 
English. And the roles that such rules play in different dialects vary widely. 
Both in terms of classes of phenomena governed by such rules and in terms of 
sheer text frequency, there is such a difference between Cantonese and Amoy 
regarding the functions of such rules that the overall typologies of the two 
languages are affected by that difference. 
6.22 In 4.2 I listed and described the minimum number of phonological
features necessary to the rules in a Rimemic analysis. Among those features 
the only one that is in any sense different from feature inventories currently 
in use elsewhere is the feature [Labial]. In 4 . 2  I justified the use of this 
feature on the ground of a pervasive labial dissimilation constraint between 
principal vowels and ending consonants. I also mentioned in 4.2 that there 
is an important, but slightly weaker, constraint prohibiting the concatenation 
of labial Initials with Finals that have labial endings. Labial dissimilation 
has an effect on the historical development of Chinese, as well, a fact that 
will be discussed briefly in 6. 3. 
The reasons for employing the feature [Labial] are, thus, language 
specific. That feature, together with its function in rules, represents a 
very noticeable characteristic of the Chinese language family. And it is both 
obfuscating and uneconomical not to indicate that fact through a pervasive 
feature of description. 
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For the very reasons that I have used [Labial] in this study, I would 
not propose it as a member of a universal feature inventory, unless there were 
many other reasons to justify such a move. There is, I believe, good reason 
for recognizing a difference between universal and language-specific feature 
categories. Universal feature categories are designed to relate articulatory 
acts to a number of abstract distinctions small enough to be manageable in the 
writing of rules. Universal feature categories are neutral and unitary in 
nature; they reflect a classification of articulatory acts that is shared 
across the distinctive sounds of many languages. Universal feature categories 
are not combinatory; they do not indicate the particular structural place of 
a given feature in a given language or the structural place of a given feature 
in all languages (except for the logically necessary cases such as that the 
highest feature and the lowest feature will not both be assigned to the same 
phone). 
I propose that language-specific feature categories should be  combin­
atory and reflect the structural place of a given universal feature in the 
description of given languages. The feature [Labial] in the present study 
refers to universal features of rounding (for vowels) and various types of 
labialized articulation for consonants. These universal features have all 
been combined in the present study because of the intimate structural connection 
between rounded vowels and consonants with any kind of labial articulation. 
6.23 In this study I have used a uniform fonnat for charting the 
Rimes and Finals of Chinese dialects. That format ranges the principal vowels 
against the possible combinations of vowels with other segments in the 
phonology. Of the sources I have consulted, only the Cantonese dialect is 
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usually so tabulated. Other dialects are tabulated by an arrangement of rows 
according to onglides and colunms. according to principal vowel and/or ending 
segment ; or of rows according to p rincipal vowels and/or onglides and columns 
according to ending segments .  The two major variants are given in Tables 6 . 231 
and 6. 232. 
I propose that for the tabulation of phonetic Finals and for the 
tabulation of phonological Finals which have a direct relation to the phonetic 
Finals, the arrangement used here is the more appropriate one for all 
the kinds of Chinese dialects I have seen. The reason for this proposal is,  
once again, typological. For any language for which the Initial-Final dis­
tinction is appropriate on dist ributional grounds , the arrangement of the 
phonetic Finals in this manner will show a number of combinations so limited 
that the combinations, rather than their parts , can be taken as unit s .  Further­
more , among languages for which the Initial-Final distinction is valid,  the 
p resence or absence of the kind of symmetry which leads to a Rirnernic analysis 
will also be almost instantly evident in such a tabulation. So, by cont rast, 
will the difference between a Rimemic dialect and a phonemic dialect like 
Lungyen or an underlying-vowel dialect like Mandarine. 
This kind of arrangement of postinitial segments can be considered a 
typological litmus .e1 In contrast to this litmus, the arrangement of all 
segments against each other--a device often taught in phonology calsses-­
suggests ,  where it is necessary, a wholly different language type . Table 6 . 233 
illustrates type of arrangement. The arrangement in Table 6 . 233 is 
suitable for English, but it makes little sense for Chinese. 
1
rhe term is borrowed from Arnold Zwicky. 
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In linguistics, the arrangement of data not only presents an analysis
but also influences the conclusions of analysis. Arrangements should fit 
the languages being studied. I presume that for languages of typologies of 
which I know nothing, there must be other arrangements far different from 
those noted here. 
6.3 Histor,ical and Comparative Implications of the Present Study · 
Although this study is a synchronic study, there are two important 
diachronic implications that arise from it. One is that certain traits of 
the Rimemic analysis inevitably affect how we may reconstruct earlier forms 
of Chinese. The other is that there are at least two types of sound chang� that 
the present analysis would lead us to expect to find in Chinese. I shall discuss 
these implications in order. 
6.31 So far as I know, there has as yet been no systematic attempt to 
reconstruct an earlier stage of Chinese solely on the basis of comparative 
evidence. · There have been attempts at the reconstruction of proto-dialects, 
but no proto-Chinese reconstructions that are wholly comparative. Neither have 
there been reconstructions that have been wholly historical in the sense that 
reconstructions of Chaucerian English can be based solely on texts dating from 
Chaucer' s time. The. absence of strictly historical reconstructions is dictated 
by the nature of the Chinese writing system. Various scholars have worked out 
the number of certain categories of distinctions at certain stages solely on 
the basis of historical evidence. But, since 'reconstruction' means a kind of.. 
phonetic alphabetization, it is impossible to work directly from Chinese texts 
to reconstruction. 
XIII 
XII 
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TABLE 6.231 
Sample
Rows
of Arrangement of Dialect Material in
to Onglides and ColumnsAccording
According to Ending Segments 
(Hakka Phonetic Finals; From M. Hashimoto 1973.92) 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
XI 
X 
1 2 
..,
a au 
..,
ua 
V V ..,
10 10t 
..,
e eu 
..,
U£ 
V V ,..,
1£ 1£U 
..,
u:> 
V
1:) 
l u 
it 
3 
V
a1 
.., V
ua1 
V V
1a1 
V
:>1 
.., V
u:>1 
V ...,
1::>i 
.
1 
.
U1 
4 
am at• 
V 
tf 
V
1am 1a
• 
em eb"
• 
. 
1m Jjl . 
• 
io
l
1m • 
5 
an 
..,
uan 
V
1<ml 
en 
..,
utn 
V1£Il 
:>n 
...,
.u:>n 
V
1:>n 
1n 
un 
•
1n 
•
1un 
ad
✓ 
• 
�de
' 
• 
�
1mct" 
ed
.1 
• 
..., �
utd
• 
1tcf
• 
;•
:>d
• 
.., d' u:> 
• 
d"1.  
ud
-' 
• 
id" 
. d'1U• 
C1JJ 
..,
tJ(liJ 
V101) 
. 
. 
:)!) 
..,
tr.>1) 
V
1:>I) 
UT) 
.
1Ul) 
' 
6 
ag
• 
..,
uag
• 
V /
1ag 
:>g
• 
..,
u:>� 
1:>�
• 
ug• 
iug/
• 
1al) 
1 
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TABLE 6 . 2 32 
Sample Arrangement of Dialect Material in
Rows According to Principal Vowel or Onglide,
and Columns According to Ending Segment
(Peking Mandarin, from Peking University, Department of Chinese 1962. 2 )  
ai ei al)
• 
anau anOUa 01at 
•
1a 
3() 
1() 
•
1e 
•
1au 
•
1an •1n
• •
10U 
ua1 ue1ua uo uan uan Ur) U3rJUal)
ye yan yny YlJ 
TABLE 6 .  233 
Sample of Arrangement of Phones by Privilege
of Occurrence with All Other Phones 
Preceding Segments Succeeding Segments 
p 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
, 
t 
X 
J! 
X 
)I 
JI 
:x 
k m n .I) f V w r p t k rn n T) f V w r 
I
• ,tX X X X X l. X ' X X X  
X X X I X X X 
X X X X X X (B X X X X X X 
X X X X X X X a X l X X X 
X X X X X X X a X X X .X X X X 
X X X X X u X X l X X X X 
X X X u X . X X 
X X X X X :) X X x · X 
Note: In this ficticious language, [1,uJ occur only and always
contiguous to a nasal consonant , while �i,uJ occur elsewhere. In 
this situation, a phonemic solution and the present arrangement of 
data are both called for by the language. 
-p 
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Historical reconstructions in Chinese have thus up to now always rested 
on a mixture of historical and comparative evidence. Within this mixture, 
Karlgren' s  reconstructions have an explicit comparative emphasis, with the 
tables o f  the Etudes providing the bases for many o f  his decisions. In contrast, 
Pulleyblank' s  reconstructions have a relative historical emphasis with earlier 
Chinese and foreign texts explicitly providing the evidence for historical 
decisions, while the Standard Language provides most o f  the phonological and 
phonetic information. But both o f  these relative extremes reflect strong ad­
mixtures of that which is not stressed in their Middle Chinese (MC) reconstructions. 
So far as I know, the evidence from both historical and comparative 
sources indicates that we must account for three articulatory positions and two 
classes of consonants in the MC syllable coda. That is, we must recognize 
as ending consonants in MC: 
-m -n -1) 
-t -k 
This range of ending consonants is, o f  course, the same as that found in the 
dialects termed Rimemic in the present study. 
Unless there were to be found very strong evidence from other dialects 
to show that the Rimemic characteristics we have described above are later 
deviations from MC, it would seem to be the case that MC was in some sense a 
Rimemic dialect in roughly the manner o f  present-day Hakka, Cantonese, and, 
to a lesser extent, Amoy. The analysis of the MC phonologists themselves--on 
whose work the present treatment was based--certainly adds weight to that 
assertion. By saying that MC was a Rimemic dialect, I am not, of course, 
suggesting that Chinese o f  the Sui-T'ang period spoke Hakka or, even less, 
Cantonese. It would be utterly against the experience of comparative work in 
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other languages to suggest that one language, or a similar group of languages, 
is in every way the most conservative of a whole family. I am therefore not 
suggesting that reconstruction of principal vowels or whole Finals be guided 
largely by Cantonese and Hakka. 
But what I a� suggesting is that the point on which these and similar 
dialects are as notably conservative be given its full value. I take the 
historical value of Cantonese and Hakka endings to be twofold. First, the 
typology of MC was in some sense Rimemic. Second, the major constraints 
operative in Rimemic dialects should be understood to have operated in MC as well. 
The implication of the first point is that our analytical viewpoint 
and our presentation of that viewpoint should follow the Rimemic pattern rather 
than a strict phonemic interpretation or a strict generative interpretation. 
The implication of the second point is that no forms should be reconstruc­
ted which violate sequence structure constraints and Rimemic. rules in modern 
dialects, unless there is either historical or other comparative evidence to 
indicate that present-day constraints and rules are a late development. 
The sec·ond principle has, I believe, been followed by such major workers 
in the field as Karlgreri, Tung T'ung-ho, Wang Li and E .  G. Pulleyblank in their 
various MC reconstructions. This constraint on reconstruction should therefore 
be termed an underlying principle in Chinese historical linguistics, and the 
present essay could be understood as one form of a rationalization for that 
principle.
However, I do not believe that the strong connection between the 
typology and the need to pay specific attention to constraints in reconstruction 
has been given much explicit acknowledgement. This oversight has, naturally, 
been much more of a problem in the West than in China itself. As a glance at 
Tung (1960), or Wang Li (1958) will show, the mapping of she ( - ) on to 
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Rimes and Rimes onto the teng ( � ) and k'ai k' ou-ho k 1 ou distinction 
) is the equivalent for MC of the Rimemic analysis given 
here. 
These considerations lead me to question seriously the typological
accuracy of E. G. Pulleyblank' s Late Middle Chinese (LMC; Pulleyblank 1970-71). 
Pulleyblank' s analysis is essentially a phonemic analysis under the general
constraint of economy as the highest value in the grouping of phones so that it 
yields only two vowels for LMC. This analysis is part of a general effort 
at determining the vowels of languages world-wide by separating features to 
a point where it can be shown that a very early ancestor of human language 
possessed two vowels (Pulleyblank 1972) . One general objection to such an 
exercise is that given only a very few onglides and offglides, it is arith­
metically possible to devise a system showing two vocalic distinctions for 
any language. Consequently, the exercise necessarily shows a great deal about 
the arithmetical properties of combination, and does not necessarily show 
anything at all about language or languages. The thirteen vowel phonemes of 
Pike' s phonemicization of English are reduced to two peak vowels in Table 6 . 31.  
The arrangements of segments in Table 6.31 are no more implausible than those 
of Hartman or Pulleyblank, and they tell us nothing at all about the nature 
of English. It is worth pointing out that in Table 6.31 one less symbol is 
used for English with its 13 phonemic vowel contrasts (in this dialect) than 
for Hartman's or Pulleyblank's Chinese with, supposedly, only two phonemic 
vocalic contrasts. 
Turning more specifically to Pulleyblank' s system. 
Pulleyblank' s  analysis is governed by the binary oppositions in the 
rime tables: oo. k'ou�O ;  kr1 ai k'ou ti ;  nei-chuan 
Pulleyblank extends the binary notion to the articulatory placements and 
• • 
Ja  
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TABLE 6. 31 
English as a Two-Vowel Language 
Pike (194 7) 
• 
e 
Two-Vowel 
•
J 
•
3J 
J 3 
jaj 
System 
• 
(B 
0 
u '' W3J .' 
u W3 
0 waj 
wa 
a a 
al. 
•
aJ 
au aw 
•
o1. WaJJe' 
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treats them as two member oppositions as well. Ch' i-ch' ih f MJ 
'"tongue level with the teeth" , i.e. "palatized"', and ts'o k'ou "7 l:a 
'" compressed mouth" , i.e. "combined palatalization and labialization"'. The 
key to Pulleyblank 's  system is the nei-wai distinction, which Pulleyblank
treats as a difference in nuclear vowels, which are respectively /a, a/ phonemically. 
Pulleyblank is influenced by Hartman's and Hockett's analyses here and argues 
that Hartman's system comes from the MC phonology: 
Hartman 's interpretation of Mandarin in terms of three 
vowel phonemes differing only in tongue height which 
may be preceded by the semi-vowels /j/ /w/ and /jw/ 
and modifications of his scheme by other scholars since
are essentially adaptations of this traditional Chinese 
type of analysis (1968.230). 
Although Hartman acknowledges an ancestor of his system in traditional 
Chinese treatments of the syllable, he also acknowledges what seems quite obvious: 
the major source for his analysis is the Bloch-Trager definition of the phoneme, 
which I have . argued against using in Mandarin in Chapter II. If there is any
historical connection between MC categories and a two- or three-vowel analysis
of MC phonology, it is a reverse chronology. Hockett and Hartman influenced 
Pulleyblank's understanding of the MC categories. 
The matter of reverse influence is of course not by itself a reason 
for rejecting Pulleyblank's interpretation of the MC categories. The real 
problem is that Pulleyblank's Late Middle Chinese has structural similarity to 
no dialect of Chinese except the Hartman-Hockett version of Peking Mandarin. 
It is not a sufficient defense of Pulleyblank's system to argue that LMC is a 
direct ancestor to Mandarin in a way that Early Middle Chinese (the language 
of the Ch'ieh Yi.in) is not, though that in itself is a well taken point (among 
many others in Pulleyblank 's analysis). All the arguments used in Chapter II 
to reject this type of analysis for modern Mandarin apply here too. In addition, 
� 
� 
� 
/ 3.i '(J / 
/a.p/ 
�f!J � 1  ,t-
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there are three specific defects with Pulleyblank' s own application of the 
scheme. 
1) Consider Pulleyblank's understanding of the She 
I III ill_ /a3:/ I:. /a¼/
II 1't 
IV /aj/ V ;J:. /3j/ . 
VI /aw/ VII /aw/a. 
Ia¼rJ/ /a¼k/ "' / .¼k/'.t IX·VIII .. 
X /airJ/ /aik/
XI ;S- / aU'(J / / at$./ XII L /qutJ/ /auk/ 
XIII J, i�XIV/an/ /at/ /�nJ /ar,/ 
xv A /am/ /ap/ XVI ,� /am/
(1968.286) 
One illustrative problem is Pulleyblank's use of the semivowel /i/. Pulley-
blank uses this phoneme as the ancestor of the apical vowelr.!_ as nucleus, and 
when itr. occurs postvocally, this element becomes a prosody of length by which 
such distinctions as the following are maintained for earlier stages of 
Mandarin: 
/ taimpualaj / vs. / tampualaJ
t·
Af!! "'•1-0 ,,, 
/kair/ vs. /kar/
4-.tJ 
If there was such a prosody, it would seem more sensible to treat it as such in 
a phonology. But there is reasonable question as to whether there was such a 
distinction very early. For it is so marginal even in Mandarin, and certainly 
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not reflective of dialects which retain the full complement of MC ending 
consonants that it seems very.rrisky to posit a phoneme on that basis. 
Also puzzling is the assignment of /u/ to the _Chi_a_n�g"--��:t..._,__ She, a 
step which seems motivated solely by the a priori decision to be restricted to 
two vowels. The same thing can be said for the use of /3/ in the T ' ung l.iJ � • 
She, though it has already been noted that this phoneme has silence as one 
of its allophones. 
2) As has been shown, the canonical shape of the standard Chinese 
This statement of shape accounts for the phonetic syllable is: (C) (V1)v2 
character of Mandarin as well as for that of other dialects . Now the dis­
tributional nature of Mandarin that Pulleyblank is responding to in his very 
long transcriptions has nothing to do with the length of the Mandarin syllable, 
but is (as in Hartman) simply a device to indicate the relatively restricted 
distribution of the vocalic elements. But in Pulleyblank's version the exercise 
does not even have the j ustification of Hartman's, that a rewriting in western 
terms is useful for contrastive purposes. Hartman' s scheme is designed for an 
attested language, which, compared to MC and the modern dialects with the 
full complement of MC ending consonants, is far from rich in its syllable 
count. By applying the same analysis to a stage of MC, Pulleyblank is appar­
ently assuming that the historical reduction of the ending segments of the 
earlier Chinese syllables and the drastic reduction of Finals and (consequently) 
syllables in the development to Mandarin was not accompanied by any change 
in the structure of the language. The comparative evidence from nonMandarin 
d.ialects certainly suggests differently.
3) But the most serious objection to Pulleyblank 's  analysis is that 
with his analysis there is no reason at all for the She or for the Rimes they 
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group together. The sequence constraints which govern the concatenation: of 
principal vowels with ending segments are expressed sometimes through vowels 
and sometimes through offglides, and there is no consistent fit with the tra� 
di.tional system. Unhappily, Pulleyblank has taken the data presented in the 
MC analytical system and--although in handling these data he has.shown more 
sensitivity than most workers--neglected to value the system itself. 
6. 32 The notion of Rimernic analysis that I have used in this study 
includes phones with characteristic features and two types of rules showing the 
systematic relations between Rimemes and Finals . Given this definition, there 
are at least two types of sound change which should show up in Chinese as 
characteristic of that language. Both concern situations where a Sequence
rule or a Rimemic rule is violated. The first type is where a rule either 
blocks a given change from occurring everywhere or alters a change which has 
taken place but which violates a rule. The second is where a change takes place 
and where a subsequent change is forced to follow because of the rule that is 
violated by the first change. I shall discuss one case of each of these types
of change. The example of the second type of change is a recurrent change 
in the history of Chinese, and at the end of this section I shall suggest that the 
Rimemic analysis may contribute to the understanding of 'persistent rules'. 
The first type of change is where a sequence rule is violated, and 
either the change that violates the rule was blocked, or the change took 
place and was subsequently altered because of the violation of the rules brought 
about by the original change . The evidence for the change which I shall use as 
an example does not indicate which of these sequences occurred. But it is 
obvious that one of them did. 
� 
kam 
cham 
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The rule that was violated by the change in question is the labial 
dissimilation constraint prohibiting labial vowels from being succeeded by 
labial consonants in the same syllable. 
*V CII 
C+LabJ C+LabJ 
The change itself is the development of the second division vowel in the 
Han f, T 'ang ,i T'an � Rimes into Cantonese and Hakka, aioong other 
dialects. In Karlgren's Ancient Chinese reconstruction the principal vowel 
of these Rimes is *a. The normal development of this vowel in the environment 
of a velar Initial or ending consonant is: 
K 
K 
or : 
V 
2F lF C
---..lHi ) +Lab [lFJ
-Lab 
C 
ClFJ 
This rule yields such forms as the following: 
Cant. Hak. $ Cant. Hak. Cant. Rak. 
k:>n k:>n cP=>ll cP:>
JJ
C 1tka:m kam tC 
C 
tam=> 
C 
44' cka': m 
-.a ta:m:> 
C 
cm:>IJ 
t:>I) 
k:>n ck:>n � CID:>!) 
j 9.
C
h:>n 
if --
h
C 
:>n 1 t:>l)
k:>n:> 
C
� cha :m  h:>n
:> 
C 
v ---�•-
Lab C 
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But note that where there is a labial ending consonant, the result-
ing vowel in Hakka or Cantonese is a or a:.  Consequently; the rule most be -
. 'rewritten one of two ways: 
lF
V -->• +Lab *C
[+LabJ 
2F
lHi
-La C · 
---[lFJ 
or : 
V >
a) l F
2F
lHi [lFJ
-Lab C
flFJ 
2F 
C2F
lHi 
Lab 
[+Lab] 
+Lab 
b)  
The first expression o f  the rule indicates that it was blocked in 
. .2operation ; the second suggests that the rule ran its course and then the result 
was altered by a subsequent rule. Both indicate the presence of the labial 
dissimilation constraint as a historical force. 
The evidence for the second expression of this change (the sequential
operation of two rules) consists in the fact that ea-rlier records purporting 
to reflect standard Cantonese suggest distinct *3 "':>p Finals, and Wang Li' s  
2 
I am grateful to Bill Baxter for the second explanation of this change. 
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account of Po Pei, a Cantonese dialect spoken in Kwanghsi, also has such Finals 
(Wang Li 1932). There are two problems with such records. First, we do not 
know enough about interdialectal influence or internal analogy to know if the 
earlier Yueh or Hakka forms really were *�m, *2E. They could easily not have· 
been, but either vocalic borrowing or analogy on the Finals not ending in a 
labial could have 'regularized' a change that was blocked from occurring in the 
first place. Secondly, it is in just those places where we find �m and 2E_ 
finals resulting from the historical *am, *ap. Rimes that we must also admit 
degrees of labiality in order to account for the dissimilation constraint pre� 
venting labial finals from following ' fully' rounded vowels such as u and £_, 
but not the half-rounded vowelr� (cf. 4.2). If the analysis of labiality in 
such dialects is accurate and stable, then it would seem that these dialects 
have acconnnodated to a revision of the absolute labial dissimilation, constraint. 
But, if that is the case in these dialects, then why would it not have been 
the case in the protolanguage? And if that is the case, then the change in 
Cantonese need never have taken place. 
For the present purpose, the sequence of this change will remain a 
mystery, but the causative factor seems quite certain. 
The second change I shall discuss is much more complex, but also 
much more intriguing. Because the discussion of it will be relatively lengthy 
and include examples from several sources, it is useful to summarize it first. 
�t various times and places in the history of the Chinese language there have 
been fronting changes of velar consonants after front nonlow vowels: 
nIJ 
--� V) 
t 
f3F
�lHi _____// 
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In the terms of this essay, this change is a Rimemic change. And it has been 
so expressed in Chinese phonological studies, so that this change reflects a 
merger of the kengj' and chen - Rimes (i.e., merger of *!! and *n into n). 
It is evident that this change did not take place just once, but that it has 
recurred. It is also evident that it does not always take place whenever there 
is a velar consonant following a high front vowel, since several dialects have 
a distinction between Rimes with velar and alveolar endings before high front 
vowels. 
It is proposed that a recurrent change of this sort is best understood 
as the continuous operation of Sequence rules or Rimemic rules or their analogues 
in nonRimemic dialects and that such rules are best discussed withoutr. reference'. 
to ordering. It is also proposed that the condition f6r the operation of this . 
rule is related to a kind of phonetic balance that is inherent in the notion of 
Rimemic rules • 
Let us begin by demonstrating that this rule has operated in many places 
and times. 
Table 6.321 lists some probable correspondences between Tibetan or 
Tibeto-Burman and Chinese. The Tibetoid forms end in velars. The Chinese forms 
end in alveolars or dentals. The vowels are front and apparently relatively 
high. No date can be given to the proto-language froni which these correspon­
dences descend, and it is very possible that there is more thart one Tibetoid 
stratum in Chinese (Bodman forthcoming). However, for the present purpose, 
we can say that these correspondences probably predate the Odes (800-600 B. C.) 
by a considerable time. 
Table 6. 322 lists partial mergers of the then t and kan_g "' Ritnes ,,
in riming sources generally thought to be of southern origin and reflecting 
a time span from the fifth to the second centuries B.C. Karlgren's reconstructions 
� 
� 
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TABLE 6 .  321 
Tibeto Velar Endings Corresponding to Chinese Alveolar Endings 
Sino-Tibetan 
Character Archaic Reconstruction Tibeto-Cognate 
tr *tsiet *tsik (TB) 
t *nien *nil) (TB) 
It ..,*sien *Sil) (TB) 
..,
*mlieIJ-ml!en *r-mil)-r:-min (TB) 
t *d'iat ljags
s1:et s1.g 
(Sources : Benedict 1972; Pulleyblank 1960) 
- -
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of the Rime group heads are given, and the presence of a front nonlow vowel 
is clear. 
Table 6. 323 lists the names of several Hupeh dialects of Mandarin where 
the MC kengi, and tsengt She have merged in third division, and keng It,
second division has split to merge either with chen Ii or tseng ,  (which has 
split in the same fashion). 
M. Hashimoto (1973) discusses the partial merger of keng $,� and chen .j.
in the Meihsien Hakka, and Table 6. 324 shows the partial merger of the tseng t 
keng,i' and keng�She in several dialect of Szeyap Yueh. 
The probable early date of the Sino-Tibetan correspondences suggests . 
that this change might have occurred once in some place in China and thereafter 
influenced other Sino-Tibetoid dialects that came in contact with it, The evidence 
seems to strongly contradict such a hypothesis. Although this change seems to 
have been a markedly southern characteristic in the pre-Han period, and although
t-lu dialects reflect that change today, the independent merger of some alveolar 
and velar endings in northern dialects cannot have arisen from a southern source, 
unless one assumes that proto-Mandarin illustrated this feature. But if proto­
Mandarin did have this merger, then Peking Mandarin and other types of Mandarin 
which do not merge these Rimes cannot be Mandarin dialects. Similarly in the 
Yueh case, there are Szeyap dialects spoken only a few miles apart which are 
distinguishable on this very point, and �icCoy (1966) has had to reconstruct 
for Proto-Cantonese a velar ending everywhere that MC has one. 
For these reasons, unless it can be shown that there was a very early 
major split of dialects along the lines of merger of *n and �rJ after front 
nonlow vowels vs. nonmerger, and that subsequently the merging dialect influenced 
small areas of the nonmerging dialect contiguous with unaffected areas of the 
nonmerging dialect, then this change must be understood to have occurred in 
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TABLE 6 . 322 
Partial Merger of t and ,1' Rimes after Old Chinese 
I. Riming portions of Lao Tzu ( -t + ) 
(Source: Tung T'ung-ho, 1938) 
OC Rime Group Riming Contacts in Lao Tzu 
"" ...,
*t'ien 
..., t.it *keng i?i 
II. Riming contacts of -n and -1) 
•in Ch 'u Tz 'u ( t.ifil ) 
OC Rime Group Riming Contacts in Ch'u Tz 'u 
..., ""
*t'ien 
*keng 
III. Riming contacts 
(Source: Lo Ch' ang-p' ei and Chou Tzu-mo, 1958) 
of -n and - 1)  in Huai Nan Tzu (·,fl. "1 �) 
OC Rime Group Riming Contacts in Huai Nan Tzu 
"" ...,
*t' ien 
r > 
...,
*keng )f_fi.
• 
�. 
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TABLE 6 . 323 
Some Hupeh Dialects Illustration Merger of -1) and -n
After Front Nonlow Vbwels 
(Source: Y .  R. Chao, et al . 1948) 
1) Rule I) n V II> 
+F
lHi 
2) Splits and Mer:gers of Rimes 
-··
if! --· ...... -·  n 
..--- - 8 
_............ . 
il_---
--
· 
3) Nam�s of somee, dialects which illusi. 
te this phenomenon ''-1&. ,..I 
Wu Ch' ang ( "  � ) Han K'ou ( ' '1 ) Han Yang ( nl r... ) 
Pa Tung < t,jL) P ' u  Ch ' i  ( /Jj "{ ) T' ung Ch' eng ( � � ) .  
/ 
./ 
� /, Oi). -. -· 
� 
• • 
� 
Ham 4) 
let let let 
set set 
sen sen 
sen sen 
(uak) uet {vak) uak 
ven 
men 
len 
tSil) 
TABLE 6.324 
Partial Merger of 
(Source
_t, and 
Mc6
jf
oy 1966) 
in Szeyap Yueh Dialects 
: 
2)Kung Yik 
let 
Tai Lin 14)Hin Kong ll)Hoi Sum 13) Chekl)Toi Shan 
tset 
Anc PC 
let letjJ liak lik 
.i a13k ts1.k... ..., . tsettset tset tset tset 
-@J si�k sik set set set set 
,. . ..., .
tSls:ll) ts1.,1 tsen tsen tsen tsen tsen tsen 
- tsiak tsik tset tset tset tset tset tset r--' 
., ..., . l< dziai) sl.l) sen sen sensen 
sen,. . ..., . Sl3I) 
sl.l) sen 
• • . • ..• .!:
. 
ell) l.l) 
sensen-
JI ien 1.en 1.en 1.en 1.en 1.en 
(vak) vet uet 
� 'lfWc>k 
* • Pl:WOI) p1.!J pen pen pen ven ven 
(mio�ffiJ.W3I) mi,) : m: al) men(ial)) (miori) ( men(ian) ) 
• 
I) l.!) 
men 
i!f.. l)en!)en !)en tJen i}entJenIJ}:01) 
4 l!tii)
" 
li1J (liaci) len len (leawten 
tsi�rJ ten ten ten ten 
ten ten 
• •• 
� 
� 
� 
• • 
� 
• • • 
� 
Yik 
tet tet tet 
tSil) 
ten 
tet tet tet tet 
S1al) sen 
Iiel) 
len 
S1el) 
ken ken ken 
uen ven ven 
khilJ 
1en 
TABLE 6 . 324 (Continued) 
Anc PC l)Toi Shan 2)Kun 4)Tai Ling ll)Hoi Sum 13)Chek Ham 14)Hin Kong" tsiak tsik tet tet tet 
1, ts1al) then (hio� c then(iag) ) then tiOi) theaq
,it dzialJ tSil) ten tiOl) tiOI)ten teal)
Ziak tsik tet tet 
• •
511) sen c sen(ianJ 4 ) sen sen sen 
t tiek tik iet iet iet (fek) iet tek 
die!) til) . I-' ft- ien 1en ien \0ien ien ien l,Jt. Iii) len len len len len 
'•l 51J) lhen lhen !hen lhen lhen( IhenCioq} 'J .,
kielJ kil) ken ken ken 
�'- J 1W01) V11) ven ven ven 
•J!!' • ••g1wa1J ken khen ken khen·· khen khen 
• • •iW§I) V11) uen 1en ven 1en • •1en 
tie!)ir No form ien ien (ten) c, e2J ien ien 
� 
• • 
Kon 
tie!) hen (he9) 
die!) 
iet 
TABLE 6 . 324 (COntinued) 
l)Toi Shan 2)Kun Yik 4) Tai Lin ll)Hoi Sum 13)Chek Ham 14)HinAnc PC 
-Mi No form hen {hiail)1 (hio� hen 
II,� die!) hen hen hen (hell) hen hen 
- II s(hiaW (hio;) hen .e(hio:� (heal))£L L 
II11tL diek 1et 1et iet (tek) 1en 1et 
(h1i a� {fii�-rJ (hiaq) (hel)) hen (hea::i) I-'tie!) II '° 
•
1ett iak II 1et iet 1et iet 
Note: Circled forms are ones which keep the velar 
ending consonant and a relatively lower and 
more back vowel. 
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many places and. at many times. To assume such an operation of linguistic 
change is to assume it has the arbitrary discreteness of a cyclone. 
I shall asstune that there has _ been a recurrent change • 
But then the question arises: what governs such a change and what 
prevents it from occurring in those dialects which do not illustrate it? 
I propose that the answer to this question is that a vowel .shift takes 
place, and this vowel shift--because of sequential or Rimernic rules--requires the 
change of velar ending consonants to alveol·ar ending consonants. This vowel 
shift is essentially a phonetic change. 
The basic change that takes place is that there is a loss of difference 
in relative height among the higher vowels such that th_e higher front vowels then 
tend to be followed only by front segments, while the back vowels are followed 
only by back consonantal segments. Now there are varying degrees to the oper­
ation of this rule, and they should be considered very carefully for the under­
standing of this phenomenon. Tables 6.325-8 chart four structural variants 
on this shift, ranging from Cantonese where the change of *r.:..2_ to -n does not 
occur, to Peking Mandarin where it occurs frequently in the variant pronun­
ciations of some Finals, to Hakka, where there is a clear but partial split 
between the vocalic types that concatenate with front and back consonants 
respectively, to the P ' u  Ch'i dialect of Mandarin, which indicates a complete 
split between such vocalic types. 
In Cantonese there has been a consistent maintenance of the relative 
distinction of height of phonetic vowels which concatenate with front back 
ending consonants. This distinction, and the rule it reflects, is much stronger 
than .it looks on the surface of Table 6.325. For there is good reason to  
assume that a somewhat earlier stage of Cantonese had no *r.!.!l.., *1k Rimemes and 
that the division of labor among front vowels was 
<B: k 
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TABLE 6,325 
Front and Back Consonantal Endings and Their 
Distribution Among Cantonese Nonlow Phonetic Vowels 
Front Vowels Back Vowels 
y:n
y:t 
l i) u:n1 :  rn i: n 
1k u:ti:p i:t 
UT)(8 : T) 
<Bt uk 
e: 1J ::>n :)I) 
e :k  ::>t ::>k 
TABLE 6.326 
Front and Back Consonantal Endings and Their 
Distribution Among Mandarin Nonlow Phonetic Vowels 
Front Vowels Back Vowels 
unin 
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1 :n i:t 
e :I) e:k 
The 1n 1k words are largely paralleled by e:I) e:k doublets, and one can assume -
that the former are a 'literary' borrowing (from Mandarin?) (T. Cheng 1968. 32). 
Given this historical development, we can see that Cantonese took the borrowed 
forms into the same structural arrangement that was already there. New Finals 
were added to the language, but these Finals have a vowel which is phonetically 
·completely distinct from the vowel which precedes -p -m and -t -n endings. 
There is no merger of the velar and alveolar endings, and my own experience 
with Cantonese suggests that alveolar and velar endings are never regularly 
confused. 
Consider now Table 6, 326. In 5. 3 I briefly discussed the phonetics of 
Mandarin high vowels and alveolar and velar endings. Stated very generally, 
an intrusive [oJ may come between a principal vocalic .!. or � and the ending 
consonant. Impressionistically, it seems. that with speakers whose behavior 
indicates this schwa to occur in free variation and with speakers for whom 
there is a generally consistently heavier or louder schwa before velar endings 
than before alveolar endings, the distinction between the MC *-n and *r.=!l. . 
endings is maintained fairly much throughout. MC *-n and *=..!l. are merged in 
many cases for speakers who distinguish in from i�n, but the MC Rime categories 
are not merged, and a phonemic suggestion that the phonemes -n and .:.!l. had 
merged at syllable end would inaccurately reflect the history of the practice 
of such speakers.
So far as I have been able to tell, there are few cases of a regular 
merger of the keng ..., , tseng ,  , and chen .l. She in Standard Mandarin. 
Turning to Hakka (Table 6. 327), it is immediately obvious (as the rulesr. 
- -
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in 5.2 illustrate) that front vowels of a height level greater than [lHiJ 
do not take back vowels. It would appear that there is no corresponding 
phenomenon among the back vowels. But recall that the phonetic realization 
of un and ut may be u0n, u�t. So in fact there is a parallel phenomenon, and 
we can say that the historical merger ofr_:!!. and -Q after higher front vowels 
is paralleled by a phonetic fronting of the high back vowel before -n and -t. 
This phenomenon is analogous to the phonetic differentiation between u: andr� 
in Cantonese and the presence or absence of intrusive schwa among speakers 
of Mandarin who distinguish between endings through the use of this feature. 
Looking at the Hupeh dialect of P'u Ch'i (Table 6. 328)e, we can see 
an even more distinct pattern than in Hakka, wherein front nonlow vowels take 
only front consonantal endings and back nonlow vowels take only back endings.· 
Note that the low vowel(s) take all endings (except labial endings 
when low vowels are labial) generally in Chinese. 
Interestingly, in P'u Ch'i, the merger of MC keqg �, , tseqg t ,  and 
chene,t Rimes has been followed by some doublets (through borrowing?) which 
vary not just according to ending segment (-nror -D) but according to whole 
Rime; 
I propose as an explanation of this phenomenon that there is in the 
dialects of Chinese that I have worked with or looked at records of an inherent 
principle of phonetic balance. That principle is that the velar endings will 
merge with the alveolar endings whenever a difference of relative height
is lost among the nonlow vowels. This principle can be formalized as follows: 
C ____ ___,[ 3FJ V 
[lFJ 3F
>lHi 1----C+HiJ 
Ul) 
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TABLE 6 .327 
Front and Back Consonantal Endings and Their 
Distribution Among Hakka Nonlow Vowels 
Front Vowels Back Vowels 
u(3)n 
u(3)t uklP 
. .
im in 
ip it 
em et 
TABLE 6.328 
Front and Back Consonantal Endings 
Distribution Among P'u Ch'i Nonlow 
and Their 
Vowels 
Front Vowels Back Vowels 
in Ul) 
01) 
( i  ,q,u)en 
an 
� nag~n3n 
t tSal)-tS<Bll 
1:. Sal)-S<Bll 
•
miaIJ-miner 
-tt· d'  ial)~d' in 
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So far as I have been able to telle, this principle does not usually expand to 
the merger of  -n and -11 into -ij except in dialects where there is only an ending 
-� and no -n. And, as has been shown in the discussion of Lungyen, in such 
dialects, structural discussions on concatenation are of no impor t .  However 
the principle is expandable in the sense that if  the loss of distinction between 
the height of vowels penetrates to a low enough depth (i .e .  includes the mid 
vowels, too), then the result will be a pattern like that of P ' u  Ch ' i  wherein 
the front and back nonlow vowels simply take front and back consonants 
respectively. 
This explanation deserves two theoretical comments. First, in modem 
terms recurrent change has been discussed by Chafe (1968) under the heading of 
' persistent rules'e. The main focus of  Chafe' s  discussion is the ordering of 
such rules, and he proposes that such r ules are constantly reordered so as to 
appear generally late in a historical sequence. If one insists that all histor­
ical phonological rules must be ordered, then Chafe' s  solution seems inevitable . 
However, in the case of Chinese, the acceptance of this solution would be 
dictated solely by the previous conviction that all historical rules must be 
ordered. In the absence of such an a priori conviction, it would seem sensible 
to consider such a rule one as that operates on a different plane from ordered 
rules. This is a rule that operates every t ime the condition for its operation 
is met, and when that condition is not met , it does not operate. In a sense 
this is a ' global rule' in that it operates so generally. However , at this 
stage, and for Chinese specifically, it would seem best to indicate its specific 
function by calling it a ' phonetic balance rule ' ,  recognizing that in the 
concept of phonetic balance lies the ultimate key to all of  the kinds of 
rules that have been discussed in this essay. 
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In traditional Chinese terms , the operation o,f this rule would be 
called the merger of Rimes (e .,g., k.eng *' and tseng � ) and the split of 
i OfJ In our western segmental phonology, the Chinese Rimes (e . g. , keng ,t-,<ari) · 
an 
discussion of the split and merger of Rimes is always interpreted as a seg­
mental change. However, if the explanation given here has any validity , the 
Chinese view is more accurate. These changes are not segmentalr' changes, but 
changes -of whole Rimes, of both principal vowel and en4ing consonant. And,
as we have seen in the case of P'u Ch'i, even doublet refleKes in a contemporary 
dialect reflects that very fact. 
If the Chinese terminology is accurate for the recurrent change from 
velar to alveolar preceded by a high front vowel shift, that terminology is 
equally accurate for the sound change blocked or influenced by a violation of 
sequence structure constraints. For in that case, while there is not a shift 
of two segments, there is a shift from one Rime to another because the Rimeme 
to which the earlier change was directed is not permitted in the Rimeme matrix. 
This terminological point is the final point to be made in this essay 
regarding the inherent wisdom of indigenous Chinese phonology as compared with 
western preconceptions as applied to Chinese. However, this point, too, has 
several implications for the understanding of Chinese historical linguistics. 
I shall close this section by simply noting two of them. 
First, a conditioned sotmd change in the Final in. Chinese usually 
leaves a gap in the Final inventory. Any generally conditioned sound change
(i.e. , one that covers a large enough class of Finals to leave systematic gaps)
leaves a new sequence structure or Rimemic rule. 
Second, because they leave gaps, such souud changes reduce the number 
of segmental syllables in Chinese, and it is for this reason that we see the 
oft-noted phenomenon of the predominance of mergers over splits in Chinese. 
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6 . 4  Areas for Further Research 
I submit that the preceding discussions draw one 's  attention to the 
need for research in four important areas. 
1) The synchronic and diachronic roles of sequence constraints need 
to be more deeply studied in a wide variety o f  languages . In both generative 
and structuralist studies, the syntagmatic concatenation o f  phones has been 
treated as a matter o f  much less importance to linguistics than paradigmatic 
rules of  some sort or other. Yet not only does the syntagmatic arrangement of  
phones have a great deal to do with synchronic typology, but it may well in­
fluence linguistic change in two very important ways. First, conditioned 
sound changes tend to leave systematic gaps behind them which become sequence 
constraints on the synchronic level. The e ffect o f  such constraints on re­
construction may be enormous , especially when their source is not recognized. 
Secondly, to me it appears that examples of ' persistent rules' cited in Chafe 
(1968) indicate the operation of sequence constraints or rules analogous to 
Rimemic rules in this essay. If that is in fact the case there is a great 
need for investigation of why such rules operate at some times and places within 
a language family and not at other times. 
2) I have proposed a notion of ' phonetic balancee' as an explanation 
for the merger of  velar and dental nasals in various types of Chinese. If this 
notion has any validity , then it is worth investigating the mutual implicative 
rules of various phones and combinations of phones in various types of languages.  
The phonetic quality of  individual sounds by themselves is not usually - considered 
terribly important to lingui'stic structure. But the phonetic quality o f  in­
dividual sounds in relation to other sounds in a given language is important. 
In a very rough way this fact has been noticed in modern linguistics through 
the use of vowel and consonant articulatory ' patterns ' .  These ' patterns ' ,  
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which are really charts of articulatory classes are read in an implicative
fashion such that, if there are three voice stops 
b d g 
and any voiceless stops, it is highly probable that the voiceless stops will 
include 
t kp 
•
I suggest that the mutual implications among sounds in language systems may 
extend far beyond this, so that it may be that certain sequences may obtain in 
a language only if other sequences obtain and only if phonetic properties 
continue to obtain. To test this hypothesis, however, will require an under­
standing of phonetics that treats the phonetic reality as a .series of mutually 
dependent sotmds. 
3) I have suggested that MC was in some sense a Rimemic language� I 
have not defined that sense because the character of MC is a topic more than 
worthy of a much longer study than this one. However, the precise nature 
of this 'base' language for Chinese linguistics needs to be analyzed fully
before further work on the reconstruction of MC will be very profitable. 
4) I have noted above that conditioned changes result in sequence 
constraints. This point is particularly important in regard to languages like 
Chinese where a series of similar changes (loss of *-mrin the environment of 
another labial, for example) eliminates a large proportion of an already sniall 
set of occurring segmental syllables. Conditioned sound changes plus un. 
conditioned mergers (*-m with *-n; MC ju Tone * _1, *-t, *-k with other 
Tones and the loss of articulate final stops), plus the loss of canonical 
positions (elimination of Initial clusters from Old Chinese to Middle Chinese) 
all operating over a period of many centuries l eaves a nonsyllabic morphemic
language with very few syllables and very few segmental means of distinguishing 
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increasingly larger groups o f  homophones. It would seem from the work o f  
Matisoff (1973b) and others summarized by him, that the origin of Tones in 
languages like Chinese may ce rtainly lie in the combination of three phenomena. 
Matiso ff 's  beautifully stated argument for Tonogenesis supplies a necessary , 
but not a sufficient cause for Tones arising from nondistinctive suprasegmental 
differences becoming distinctive in replacement o f  lost segmental distinctions. 
We may be able to push two steps closer to discovering a sufficient course for 
the origin of Tones if we recognize the following: a) Sequence structure 
constraints seem to prevent the development o f  new segmental phones . So , 
metaphorically speaking, there seems to be 'nowhere for a language to go ' in 
maintaining disappearing distinctions than to a different category o f  distinc­
tions--the sup rasegmental category. b)  While ' functional load' arguments 
for the cause o f  linguistic change in the face o f  overwhelming homophony are 
not solid because it is seldom that a single phone or feature actually distin­
guishes utterances in real speech, functional load arguments do make sense 
when one focusses on a shift from one phonological plane (segmental) to another 
(suprasegmental) because the loss o f  elements and whole categories in the 
former and the gains o f  categories in the latter are both clearly demonstrable.  
3 
All o f  these considerations merit further study . 
3
These considerations have been discussed further in Light (1974)e. 
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